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XMROMCraQH

It was Oct©fear 26s 19369 an autumn afternoon in 
Londons at Victoria Station the eontin,@B.tal feoat train up 
from Dover disgorged its passengers and a large crowd 
gathered feefore the doors of one of its coaeheso from out 
of the compartment emerged a fair“haired man in his forties 9 
afeove average in height9 with felue eyes and a thin-lipped 
smile o He wore a hrown shirt and felaek tie> symfeolie of 
the militant atmosphere from whieh he came; feut perhaps as 
a oomeesslon to British hafeit and climate 9 he was covered 
fey a tweed over coat 0 His wife stood fee side him 5, a dark- 
haired g stuare-faced lady with small eyes and sharp features 
she was presented a feouquet of flowers and smiledo Mr0 

Jo Bo Monek of the British foreign Office officially 
greeted the couple while Prince Otto von Bismarck and Dro 
Irnst ¥0ermanm9 ministers at the German Embassyg stood fey 
and smiled benignly« She center of attention acknowledged 
the Hitler salute of greeting from a few score of com
patriots and stepped forward to make a statemento

"Germany wants the friendship of Great Britain9” he 
said in good Bnglish9 "and I think the English people want 
©ermam friendship 0 The fmhrer is convinced that the only 
real danger for Europe and the British Empire is the further
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spread of Communism,g that most terrible of all diseaseso 
o o o Closer collaboration between our two countries in 
this sense is not only important @ but in my opinion is a 
vital necessity in our common struggle for upholding our 
civilization and cultureso I am only too willing to do 
everything I can to helpc” Applause followedg punctuated 
by the flash of press eamerao The mission of Joachim von 
Ribbentrops, German Ambassador to the Court of Sto James”s9 

had beguno1

Who was this mam? already referred to in the press
as "Hitler’s Mercury9" "Hitler’s traveling salesman9" and

2even the "suave young Anthony Idea of the Reich"? How 
came a wineseller to represent the Third Reich at its most 
important diplomatic post? Was he truly Hitler’s most 
trusted subordinate^ the one man known to ezereise real 
influence over the Fuhrer?

As he stood there in Victoria Station9 basking in 
the glow of greetings Joachim von Ribbentrop was a combina
tion of myth and reality; a paradoxo In the next sixteen 
months Great Britain learned much about her German guest §

. 1 'This account derives from reports in The Times0 
October 27$, 1936$, pp0 149 16| Hew York Timeso October 27$, 
19369 p0 9i end Philip Guedella9 The Hundredth Year (Hew 
Yorks 1939)$, PP* 237=240»

2Review of Reviews<, July9 1936s p0 581 Oolliers0 
September 19$, 1936s.Re 15s Hewsweeko March 28g 19369
po 2 7o.
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for his behavior hid little of himself| yet it was lo&g 
after his leaving before the genuine nature of his relation= 
ship to Adolf Hitler was realizedg and in the meantime he 
played his part for all it was worth*^ A perfect example

3Shis is the central problem in understanding Ribben- 
trop s his relationship to Hitler* Hereg the appearances of 
things were far more important than ;their true nature* 
Ribbentrop brilliantly advertised his closeness to the Fuhrer 
and it was believed in England9 as elsewhere9 that the man 
did exert powers of persuasion over his master*, In retrospect^ 
this appears most doubtful? but at the time the truth mattered 
little because Ribbentrop was able to maintain a facade that 
fooled nearly everyone* An example of the way in which he 
passed himself off is related by Anthony Eden9 who had an 
interview with him soon after his appointment as German Am
bassadors ’’He talked at length about his close friendship 
with the Fmhrer and what an advantage it was going to be for us 
to have an Ambassador in London who knew him so closely and 
could give us his thought* He proceeded to do so* When he 
drew breath I thanked him9 but said that there was another 
aspect of his mission I wanted to talk about* We were glad to 
hear the Fuhrer’s opinions from him and we had9 of course 9 
also an Ambassador in Berlin whose duty it was to report to us 
the opinions of the German Government* What we looked for 
particularly from Herr von Ribbentrop was that he should report 
to his Government the views of His Majesty’s Government and 
the opinions of the British people9 so that there might be no 
misunderstanding at any time on that account* This was re
ceived in sulky acquiescence *” Anthony Eden9 the Earl of 
Aveng Facing the Dictatorss the Memoirs of Anthony Eden* 
volume I (Bostong 1962) g pp* 416=417° The man who early 
called the cards on Ribbentrop was Sir Erie Phipps9 British 
Ambassador to Berlin from 1933 until 1937° In a dispatch to 
the then Foreign Secfetaryg Sir John Simon9 in February 19349 
he wrote9 "Herr von Ribbentrop is9 I gather9 a friend of Hit
ler’s but does not by any means exercise the influence over 
the Chancellor that he would have us all believe* In fact 9 
both he and his wife are 9 I fancy9 rather intriguing busy- 
bodies* They were Rationalists who decided to leave the 
sinking ship and join the Hazis before the latter actually 
came to power* Ribbentrop is regarded by Hitler merely as an 
excellent propaganda agent abroad* * * *’’ E* L* Woodward 
and Rohan Butler9 editors9 Documents on British Foreign 
Policy* 1919-1939* 2nd series * volume VIg 1933-1934 (London*1957) 9 #2627p° 393°
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of an ambitions and opportmistie bourgeois $, he shunned the
early struggles of national Soeialism as it reared violently
out of the gutter and into national prominence;8 and joined
the Party only when it had become powerful and respectableo
let on that day he sat as close to Hitler as any man who
brawled his way up from Municho He was a parvenu par
excellences a shallow9 artificial person who married into
money and positions, who bought himself a titlep and who
flattered his way to the top where his most egregious
character flaws were more than offset by his fanatical
faith in the Fuhrer and unswerving loyalty to him*

In that strange and savage network of subservience
to Hitler that was the national Socialist hierarchy$, personal
success, and power depended almost entirely on gaining and
maintaining the Puhrer' s good graces<, Oo-operation between
agencies within the Party and Government often made no more
than a token appearance $, and fierce were the rivalries that
spurred favor seekers to win influence at the sake of 

4otherSo There was no better Illustration of this law of 
jungle politics than Ribbentrops he organized his personal

“Power under the Hazi regime lay in controlling and 
using the opportunity to carry, out Hitler's wishes» Refusal or 
opposition only opened the gate to otherse In a very real 
sense government in Iasi Germany was government by competition*" 
Do Oo Wattp in a review of Paul Seabury's The Wilhelmstrasse: 
a Study-.of - German Diplomacy under the HaziTRegime (Berkeleyo
1954) * in the Journal of Gentral"%ronean Affairs* X? (July
1955)s 203*
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foreign polioy information organisation$, the Bmro Rltbemtropg 
anS, "brought it to triumph over a similar organs the Party’s 
Foreign Politieal Department of Alfred Rosenberg; "by 1936 his , 
Buro hypassedg opposed^ and eontradieted the eotmsels of the 
Wilhelms trasses, Germany’s professional: and conservative Foreign 
Ministry*, It m s  no secret that he coveted the post of ReichN 
Minister 3 nor that he reluctantly left behind his den of 
intrigue in Berlino

In British eyesg he was a bit of parador: a man whose
background and early record s while open to seme -derision, yet 
stood out when viewed, as a. part of an administration of paper- 
hangers and poultry farmers9 one-time derelicts and drug 
addicts; still s there was then none more outspokenly an advo=? 
cate of the new way9. lasismo The paradox grew during his 
stay in liondon and. even after i he was a man who m s  never 
trained as a diplomat and who spent his early years in the 
Party working against the Foreign Ministry; yet by the close 
of the decade he had negotiated four of the most important 
treaties of the inter-war periedo

He came from a Rhineland military f a m i l y A s  a youth 
he spent a year. in Switzerland9 another in Dondon, and four

^Although no first rate biography had been written of 
him9 there is a wealth of material on Ribbentrop in the pub
lished documents9 memoirs9 contemporary popular press 9 articles 
in learned journals 9 and monographs = See his own statements 9 
while on trial at Huremberg% Trial of the Major War Criminals 
before the Tntemaiiomal Military Tribmal lEuremberg„ 1947) 
volo X; and while imprisoned awaiting the death sentences, later 
collected and published as Joachim von Ribbentrop9 Memoirs„ 
with an introduction by Alan Bullock and additional notes by
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more in Oanada<, He returned to Germany at the outbreak of 
the Great War and served on the eastern front and in Turkeys

Frau von Eihhentrop (London 9 1954) o See also numerous bio- 
graphieal doeumentSs, some of whieh eontain detailed statisties 
down to the subject's ring sizeP and information on his des
cent 9 his offiees within the Party and government g and the 
embarrassing disclosure of his purchase of the title "von" 
from a maiden aunt g in Office of the • Waited States Chief of 
Counsel for Prosecution of Axis Criminality<, ITazi Const 
and Aggression (¥ashington<, 1946) 9 volo V9 p0 .496; volo VII,

197=208,
Aspects of his life and character are treated at length 

in the following memoirs: Pino Alfieri9 Dictators Pace to
Pace (Londons, 1954)______ . Herbert von Dirks eh £
London (Londons 1952); Martha Dodd9 Through Embassy Byes (Hew 
Yorkp 1939) l Anthony Eden* Pacing the Dictators: Andre 
Praneois-Poneet9 The Pateful Years« Memoirs of a French Am
bassador in Berlino 1951 °193C( Hew York 0 1952) : Hevile Header« 
son9 Failure of a Mission^ Berlin 1937-1959 (Hew Yorkg 1940); 
Fritz Hesse« Hitler and, the English (London<, 1954); Dr© Felix 
Kersten9 The Memoirs, of Dr© Felix Eersten (Hew York© 1947); 
Franz von Pauen« Memoirs (Hew York© 1955)t - Paul Schmidt9 
-Hitler's Interpreter (Hew York© 1951); Geyr von SchweppenburgF 

âl Years Tl on don© 1952); and Ernst von Weiszackerg
Among the useful diaries are Galeazz© Ciano 9 Ciano's 

Diary? 1957-1958 (London9 1952) 9 and The Ciano Diaries© 1959-
  [Hew York9 1948); William 1© Doddg Ambassador Dodd8 s
Diary © 1935-1938 (Hew York, 1941); Bella Fromm9 Blood and 
Banouets© a Berlin Social Diary (Hew York9 1942); Paul Joseph 
GoebbelSg The Goebbels Diaries© 1942-1945 (Hew York, 1948); 
Ulrich von Hassell, The Von Hassell Diaries © 1958-1944 (Hew 
Yqrk 9 1947); Thomas Jones, A Diary with Letters© 1931-1950 
(London, 1954); and William L© Shirerg Berlin Diary© the 
Journal of a Foreign Correspondent© 1934-1941 (Hew York©
1941) © and End of a Berlin Diary ("Hew York© 1 . [

Interesting psychological studies of Ribbemtrop are in 
G© M© Gilbert, Huremberg Diary (Hew York, 1947) © and The 
Psychology of Dictatorshiu (Hew York, 1950); and Douglas 1© 
Kelley, 22 Cells in Huremberg (Hew York© 1947); both authors
were psychiatrists at the Huremberg prison and saw Ribbentrop 
dailyo [

The. only biography is Paul Schwarz, This Man Ribbentron 
(Hew York,"1943); the author, who served as the Weimar Repub
lic's last consul to Hew York,Mew his subject personally< 
The best brief character sketch of Ribbentrop is in Alan 
Bullock, Hitler© a Study in Tyranny (Hew York, 1953), pp© 
322-323©
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continuing the family tradition by winning an Iron Cross0 

After the Armistice he married the daughter of one of Germany's 
most prominent champagne manufacturers g and throughout the 
Twenties he travelled in Britain and France as a seller of 
wineso In the summer of 1932 he met Adolf Hitlero This 
contender for the Chancellorship made an electric impression 
on Ribbentrop $, the shock of which never left him as long as he 
lived6 He became a disciple at ©nde#. and with his wife 
entertained him frequently at their prosperous Bahlem

Examples of contemporary journalism? which lack per
spective but are, for the most part? accurate? includes 
William lo Bayles? "Hitler's Salesmans Ribbentrop Sold his 
Boss on Stalin and Then on War?". Life? larch 11? 1940? pp0 
92-991 Frederick To Birchall? "Ribbentrop s a Different Kind . 
of Envoy?" Hew York Times Magazine„ Hoveaber 1? 1936? pp« 4? 
22? Jules-Romains?"The Mystery of Ribbentrop and Coo"
Saturday Evening Post* Hovember 16? 1940? pp» 27ff0 J©hannes 
Steel? Men behind the War (Hew York? 1942) ? pp* 98-105?
Edgar Stern-Rubarth? "Ribbentrop?" Contemnorary Review, May? 
1940? pp* 555-559? Henry 0, Wolfe? "Ribbentrop: Hitler's 
Oracle?" Current History, December 1939? pp* 23-25? 63l 
T, R* Ybarran”"Hitler^a Traveling Salesman." Colliers„ Septem
ber 19? 1936? pp* 15? 66ff| The Times„ August 12? 1936? pp* 
10—11? and The Soectatof * August14? 1936? pp* 258-259* "Who 
is Ribbentrop?" Diving Age* June 1936? p* 328? repeats the 
uncomplimentary rumors then current about its subject*

Three scholarly articles which discuss his role within 
the framework of German foreign policy are Gordon A* Craig? 
"The German Foreign Office from Heiarath to Ribbentrop?" in 
Gordon A* Craig and Felix Gilbert? editors? The Diplomats*
1919-1959 (Princeton? 1953)? pp® 406-436 (this should be 
countered with the criticisms of D* .0* Watt in "The German 
Diplomats and the Hazi leaders? 1933-1939?" Journal of 
Central European Affairs * (July 1955)? 148-160; W* H* 0* 
Frerd? "Hitler .and his Foreign Ministry? 1937-1939?" History, 
XI.II (June. 1957) ? 118-129; and Paul Seabury? "Ribbentrop and 
the German Foreign Office*" Political Science Quarterly?
HVI (December 1951)? 532-555*

Among the monographs? Ernst 1* Presseisen? Germany and 
Japan: a Study in Totalitarian Diplomacy* 1955-1941 (The 
HagUe? 1958)? is helpful* : ■ . . ■
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residence during that winter 9 regaling him. with talk of the 
British people and politiei&nso In January 19339 Ribbentrop8 s 
home and his personal partieipation figured crucially in the 
meetings between his idol and von Pap@n and 0sear Hindenhurg9 

prior to Hitler’s appointment as Chancellorp
Prom that time his position steadily improved within 

the Partyp His visits to Pranee and Britain eontinued9 "but 
from 1934 he went as the Puhrer’s Special Commissioner on 
Disarmament Questions==not that there were any9 hut simply 
so he might have a state title with which to gain entry into 
official circles0^

London knew him well by 1936 2 for in two whirlwind 
weeks in June of the previous year he conducted negotiations 
with the Foreign Office and the Admiralty9 and came away with 
the outstanding diplomatic coup of Hitler’s regime.up to 
that time 9 the Anglo “German Haval Agreement In March 1936$,

See Documents on German Foreign Policy. 1918°1945„ 
series Qs 1933-1937$, volume II: The Third Reich: First Phase Q 
Co to her 1933° June 15<, 1934 (Washington n 1959) 0 #405 n ppo
751 =752o Hitler wrecked the Disarmament Conference by with- 
drawing Germany on October 149 1933o

7See Donald Co Watty "The Anglo-German Haval Agree-* * 
meht of 1935° an Interim Judgments!! The Journal of Modern 
Historyo XIYIII (June 1956) 8 155-1751 the relevant documents 
in Documents on German Foreign Policy« 1918-1945« series C:
1933-19379 volume ITsfhe Third Belch: First Phase. April 
1935-March 1936 ■ (Washingtdn9' 1962) c, pp0 253-326 ? the state- 
ment by Admiral Erich .Haeder 9 "fhe Development of German 
Haval Policy— 1933-19399M in Office of United States Chief 
of Counsel for Prosecution of Axis Criminality9 Hazi 
Conspiracy and Aggression0 volo 7III (Washington9 1946) 9 
ppo 6B4-7011 and the motes exchanged by Eibbentrop and
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at the League of latiehs council meeting in Londons arising
out of Germany3 s re“occupation of the Rhineland9 Ribhentrop
represented the Reiehs defended its actions and presented

8its lengthy peace piano It was at this time that the German 
Ambassador to Great Britains Leopold von Hoeseh9 died of a 
heart attach1 for six months the post remained vacant 9 al
though Ribbentrop3 s appointment was made public in August®^

Sir Samuel Hoare of the British foreign Offices which contain 
the essence of the treaty9 in Stephen Healds editors Documents 
on International Affairs., 1955 o vole I (London9 1936) 9 ppe 
142“145o Six months after this treatys the Duke of Saxe- 
Ooburg made a visit t# London which included interviews 
with King Edward Till9 Edens Duff Goopers Heville Chamber- 
lain 9 Lord Moms ell of the Admiral ty9 and Lord Aston he re
ported to Hitler that "the position of Herr von Ribbentrop is. 
much diseusseds’1 and suggested "that he be given the title 
of sAmbassador9 as am indieation of his value and status but 
that he should be described in the British press as ‘Personal 
Adviser of the Ruhrer9 to emphasize the permanence of his 
positiono mm,. Os ITs #531 s pe 1072o

Stephen Heaid and John Wo Wheeler-Benne119 editors. 
Documents on Ihtematlonal Affairs« 1956 (Londons 1937)» PP° 
157-159$ 183=192; Arnold Jo Soynbees editor. Survey of 
Intemational Affairs» 1936 (London, 1937).s PP° 302-304, 
311-3131 Ribbentrop s Memoirs <, pp0 52-57»

^H@ assumed his Ambassadorship tardily because of a 
suspicion, fuite accurate, that Foreign Minister von Heurath 
was trying to get him out ©f the way j and be cause of a dispute 
over the title he should hold. He was also involved in winding 
up certain business of the Buro and in making provisions for 
the Bur©‘s operation in his absence, See Alan Bullock, Hitler* 
p0 323l Fritz Hesse, Hitler and the English* pv. 291 von 
Papen, Memoirs * pp0 374^375? lew Statesman and Hat ion*
August 15, 1936, po 2.10, and October 31, 1936, pp, 653=654; 
and The Spectator* August 14, 1938, pp, 258-259,



He came on a momentoias mission? Hitler Had long 
professed a desire for an understanding9 or even an allianceg 
with Great Britaing,. and Rib'bentrop was his agent0 Such an 
eventuality would he a startling departure for Britaino But 
from the nascent days of Hazism in Munich to the last 
maudlin hours of the Third Reich beneath Berlln=”one might 
say from Mein Kamnf to Gotterdameruna-=the idea of an under
standing with the island nation intrigued and enchanted Hit
ler as the fruit did Tantalus0 ̂ ® Ribbentrop seemed the man

10Writing Mein Eamuf in a Munich prison cell in 1924$, 
Hitler foresaw the need for England8 s support in order to 
achieve his territorial afflbitioaso "For such a policys how
ever 9 there [is] only one, single, ally in Europe; Englando 
With England alone9 one’s back being covered9 could one begin 
the new Germanic invasiono @ o To gain England’s favor 9 no 
sacrifice should [be] too greate" Hoting the influence of 
British diplomacy upon German development ("For three hun
dred years the history of our continent was substantially 
determined by England’s effort") and correctly appraising 
its motivation ("The traditional trend of British diplomacy 
[is] deliberately, aimed at preventing by all means the rise 
of any great European power above the level of the general 
scale of magnitudes" ) s Hitler believed at the time that he 
wrote his political testament that England would prove amen
able to German aspirationso He reasoned that England was 
alarmed at the existence of French power unchallenged on the 
Continent after World War I9 and was therefore sympathetic 
toward German attempts at self-realizationo Including also 
Fascist Italy9 Hitler reaffirmed his belief that Englands 
"whose most natural self-interests@ at least in all essentialss 
do mot oppose the eonditions of existence of the German 
nation9 indeedg to a certain degree are identical with them/ 1 
was a possible. ally0 Adolf Hitler9 Mein Eamuf (Hew York: ■
the Houghton Mifflin edition9 1939) 9 pp° 1839 895=908»

In a statement titled! "Hitler’s Views on Anglo-German 
Friendships" submitted at Euremberg9 Ribbentrop said# "About 
a week before, his deathg the Fuhrer o 0 = again pointed out 
•to me the necessity of Anglo-German friendship = o o we still 
then there might be possibilities of some negotiationsq ® <> .». 
This was on the 22d or 23d of April 1945®" Wazi Gonsniracv
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to suceeed In this cause 9 if., any man eouldo Hot only was 
he Ambassador hut the Puhrer’s personal emissary and, re= 
putedly9 his closest confidanto He had already secured many 
connections among influential circles in England and had de
clared himself an Anglophile at every opportunitys indeed9 

his exhortations in hehalf of Anglo-German friendship were 
exceeded only by his fulminations against the Communist 
menaceo,

He landed in an England depressed not only economically 
but spiritually; lagging behind a growing bellicosity in Eur
ope $, she was slow to rearm, quick to avoid showdowns9 and eager 
to preserve order and equanimity at almost any cost/' Wader 
her Prime Minister9 Stanley Baldwing a British Galvin Goolidge9

and Aggression  ̂ supplement B (Washington^ 1948) 9 p. 11780 
Soon after the war -s end9 in a letter to Eield-Marshal 
Montgomerys, Eibbemtrop claimed9 "About one point there has 
always been entire agreement between the Puhrer and myself and 
that was that a strong and united Germany as a preliminary 
conditions for a stable and flourishing Europe could only 
exist in the long run by a close collaboration with Great 
Britaino" See Hazi Gonsniracv and Aggressiono volo VII9 
pp0 839"847=

Lord Lothian $, after interviewing Hitler on May 4, 1937? 
quoted the Chancellor as saying "that in spite of everything 
he was convinced that Great Britain would wish to be on friendly 
terms with Germany and co-operate closely with here" J = H= M= 
Butler9 Lord Lothian (Philip Kerr)* 1882-1940 (Londons 19 6 0)g 

343= Indeeds Hitler still expressed that hope even after 
forcing England9 as a result of his invasion of Poland, to 
declare waro "I believe even today," he said in a speech 
before the Reichstag on October 9? 1939s "that there can only 
be real peace in Europe and throughout the world if Germany 
and England come to an understanding =" Adolf Hitler <■ My Hew ■ 
Order9 edited by Raoul de Roussy de Sales (Hew York, 1941)9 
p= 745= See also Ribbentrop8 s testimony at Huremberg in 
Trial of the Major War Griminals. vol= X| and his Memoirs =



she had lost her old decisiveness la foreign affairs and had
seen the. cause of the League of nations— and other issues
political.and moral— dulled or blunted by the prevailing

11temper of his administrationo In this month of October
1936 s, she did not appear great s or re sourceful 9 or tenacious $ 
but instead worrieds confused9 unsure0 Yet somewhere within9 

unseen by the alien eye9 there glowed the eoals of valor»

For the condition of Great Britain in the Thirtiess 
see Oharles Loch Mowatj Britain between the Wars<, 1918-1940 
( Chicago 9 1955) S Robert Graves and Alan Hodge 9 The Long Week' 
Bndo a Social History of Great Britainc, 1918°1959 (London, 
T94&); Malcolm Muggeridge9 The Sun Hever Setsi the Story of 
England in the Hineteen Thirties (Hew YorhT#%0) s The 
History of The Times« volo IV:The 150th Anniversary and Be°

part 11:1921 -1948 dew York, 19521 ____________ __________ Also
useful in gaining an understanding of the different facets 
Of the British experience at this timeg are R0 ¥» Seton=
Watson» Britain and the Dictators0 a Survey of Post°War 
British Policy (Hew Yerk« 1938) : John Fo Kennedy^ Why Ingland 
Sleut (lew York* 1940)s Winston Churchill9 The Gathering 
Storm (Boston9 1948); John Raymond^ editor<> The Baldwin Age

9 i960) 1 Simon Haxeyo England"s Money Lords0 Tory MoF.o. 
York9 1939) W0 Brogan9 The English Feople„ impressions

and Observations (lew York; Rowse 9 The End of an
and Appeasement: a Study in Political Decline0 
(London. 19611: Jo R0 Mo Butler« Lord Lothian: and two 
excellent autobiographies9 Hugh Daltons The Fateful Years: 
Memoirsi 1951945 (London9 1957) 9 and David Lows Auto- 
biographyTlew York* 1957) 0

Byrum Eo farter9 The Office of Prime Minister (Princeton, 
1956)9 po 760 See also Charles L©eh Mowat9 "Baldwin Re
stored?" The Journal of Modem History« XXVII (June 1955)9 
169-174,



OHAFTER I

AMBASSADORIAL ACTIVITIES, FIRST PHASE

Ribi5eia.trop was a Tain9 pompous9 arrogant man whose 
character eontribmtet its part to the eeaspieuous failure of 
his missipBo If the assignmeat was impossible; them also 
was his behavioro ©fteh9 incidents which seem almost petty 
in retrospect arose as a resalt of his blundering elmsinessg 
loomed large at the time9 and cast a elond over the entire 
misslon.0 His vast misunderstanding of the British people 
did little to ease the strained atmosphere; as the following 
account of his early activities as Ambassador indicates6

He came to London with the reputation of a fanatic 
Hasi and an activist diplomat; and his first utterance ful~ 
filled the promise his personality had indicated® His would 
be a different ambassadorship; short on soothing words and 
public relations; rather heavily weighted with shrill warnings 
and unabashed polemiCo Hardly had the air cleared of his 
opening speech when angry repercussions met him; couched in 
language at least as eloquent as his own® In the House of 
Gommons William Gallaeher9 member for Fife and the sole 
Gommunist deputy; rose in wraths "te® von Ribbentrop comes 
to England with his hands red with murder and I demand that 
this man; who is not an Ambassador but an agent for war.

13
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she ml & he drivesa, @ut of this eomatryo0 fhe target of this 
aeemsatiom protested t© Foreign Seeretary Anthony Bdea, who 
eouM OBly reply that$, while G-allaoher' s remarks were re- 
grettahlep the British Government exercised no control over 
the speeches of its legislatorse With this complaint Rihhen- 
trop committed a hreach ©f diplomatic etiquetteo Precedent 
had9 mntil then$, held that a foreign envoy might not protest 
against the utterances of a private Memher of Parliamento

S-allacher was joined hy two far more respectable puhlie 
figures in reaction to Rihhentrop8 s salutationo Sir Austen 
@hamherlain9 Foreign Secretary in the days of Locarno and now 
one of England” s elder statesmens wrote a remonstrance in the 
Daily (Delegraph which pleaded8 “If our friendship is to be 
sought9 let it be for its own sake® Common sympathiess common 
interests3 and a common purpose are a more stable and a 
healthier foundation for our friendship than prejudice and 
pass ion q o © © Communism is as alien to our tradition and 
as incompatible with our institutions as Hasism itself© fhe 
encirclement of Russia has as little attraction for us as the

■-/ lew York Timeso October 50© 19360 p© 2$ Hovember 5s> 
1936?: p© 3 0© Gallacher caused an outbreak of mirth in 
Commbhs' when he pointed out "that the Foreign Secretary had 
madev a; statement to a representative of a foreign country 
about statements made by him (if© Gallacher) © He wanted to 
ask what right the Foreign Secretary had to apologise for 
anything he (Mr© Gallacher) might say©" fhe fimes©
November 6 g i9 3 6 9 p© 7 ©
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eneirelipient &£ Oermanyo Site verbal eemtests #f Ha si and 
Bolshevik are not worth the hones of a British Srenadiero”^
And Eden9 In a speech before Oommonsp won cheers when he said,,; 
”There have been repeated declarations in Germany of a desire 
for closer Anglo-German friendshipo She desire is generally 
reciprocated in this eotmtryo Share are, however$, two con
siderations which are inevitably attached to any friendship 
which this eomtry can proffer to any other eonntry; they are 
that smch friendship, cannot be exclusive 9 and cannot be 
directed against anyone elsee”̂

All this had little effect upon the new German 
Ambassador9 other than to disappoint him over his less than 
warm welcomeo As far as his campaign against Gommmism was 
concernedp he would not abate it9 and instead,in the following 
months he used his position in London as a platform from which 
to warn an increasingly impatient people of the coming perilo 
She uncompromising9 outspokenly political stand he maintained 
in Britain led to many more difficulties and embarrassmentse 

Sen days after the Ambassador’s arrival9 Edgar Andre 
was beheaded in Berlin9 an execution which brought sharp 
pretests from prominent Labour politicians in London0 Andreg 
©nee a most respectable German9 a war veteran and former

Daily lelesranho Hovember 49 19369 as reported in 
Paul Schwarz o This Man Mbbemtron (Hew York, ' 194319 PP o
20©=2©1o%

The lime So Hovember 60 1937„ P ° 7 °



member ©£ the Hamburg Hmielpal Cornell9 had fallen en evil 
days with the advent ©f the Third Beiehs as a Cemmumist and 
alleged leader of the Bed Front Fighters8 League9 he was tried 
and convicted for murder and high treasono His offense 9 if 
there was ome  ̂dated from the early days of street=fIghting 
in Hamburg between Eagis and Communists0 The trial did met 
prove that Andre actually took part in. any of. these slashes9 

nor even that he was a leader of the Leagueo But the court 
followed this assumption and ruled that due to his association 
with the cause 9 Andre wag morally responsible and thereby 
guilty*^ ,

Three weeks earlier9 twenty Labour peers and Members 
of Parliament dispatched an appeal to Hitler on the easeo 
Upon Andre8 s eke cut ion Arthur Henderson, a Labour MoP0 and son 
of the late president of the Disarmament Conference 9 charged 
Ambassador Bibbentrop with having betrayed his wordo Henderson 
protested that Bibbentrop had failed to keep a promise made to 
him that certain evidence in behalf of Andre would be trans
mitted to Berlin* In a letter to the new German envoy, which 
he made available for publication, Henderson said that the 
failure of German authorities to grant "a few days respite for 
a further effort on behalf of a political prisoner whose life 
was at stake” caused him regret and misgivings which he felt

The Times * lovember 6, 1936, p* 15®



sure w©mM iye ’’wiflely sharedo’’̂  She lndigia,tl©n spread to at 
least oae Englishman outside politiess that same evening a 
Harold Horne steed in Pleadllly Olreus crying9 "Iriye Hibbea= 
trop the Easeist Ambassador out of Britain! fhe Germans have

. Z- .murdered Andre!" ITo Horne, may have been a Communist him- 
selfy ©r he may merely have been an Englishman bothered by the 
abrogation of traditional legal rights° Regardless^ he gained 
attentions and it was not the kind of publicity calculated to 
make Ribbentrop’s first fortnight in London an auspicious ©nee 

After two weeks in London9 however9 the Ambassador 
scored his first diplomatic.triumpho It came in a purely non- 
political sphere and one in which he. himself had ©nee partici
pated with a measure of success* music« fhrough his good 
offices he arranged the exchange of the London Philharmonic 
Orchestra and the Dresden Opera* a cultural gesture which won 
fuick approvalfhe Philharmonic9 led by tempestuous Sir 
.fhoaas Beecham* crossed the Ohannel and made a brief concert 
tour of Germanyo In eight days the orchestra performed in 
Berlin* Bfesden* Munich9 leipsig* Stuttgart* Ludwigshofen* 
Frankfurt9 and Cologne* playing in addition to the standard 
symphony fare five works by the English composers Berners*

Hew York limeSo Hovember 7* 1936* p» To
6■ ■ Ibide .... , ,
7Ibido 9 Hovember 13* 1936* p<, 1} fhe limes* 

Hovember 13* 1936* p* 1§o
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Delius 9 Elgar ani Williams 0 In the negetiatioms preeeiing 
the exehange Bihhentrep re.d-peneillefl one item Sir fhomas 
proposed; Mendelssohn8s Third (Scotch) Symphonyo Mendels= 
sohn8s grandparents were Jews; his musie had heen "banned 
throughout Germany simoe 1933o®

The conductor complied with this political intrusion 
into the arts and on November 13$, 1936 arrived with the Phil” 
harmonie in Berling where an official ceremony at the Gity 
Hall welcomed them and stressed the political significance of 
the exchange0̂  Sir Thomas confined his remarks to a praise 
of German musics although suhsefmently he played only Handel 
among the Germam-horn composers and neglected the more obvious 
selections* Eater that day he met Hitler at the Reiehs- 
ehaneellery9 and in the evening performed for the Fuhrer and 
members of the Hazi Gabiaet at the inaugural concert* "There 
was enormous publicity9 as the party considered it fuite 
important wrote the social gadabout Bella Fromms who 
attended; "One of the most gala audiences I have ever seen 
at a concerto Hitler seemed bored and tired9 and she 
observed him napping a bit during the third number; but he

Gharles Reido Thomas Beseham (Hew Yorkg 1962) 9 p* 216 o

%ew York Timeso Hovember 139 1936g p* 1* As if to 
remind those concerned that this project was his doingg 
Ribbemtrop had a representative from his office meet the 
orchestra at the Berlin station* The Times* November 139 
19369 Po 15o- ' " :



w^s suffieiently aronsed by Imteraission to order Sir fhomas 
to M s  box and publicly congratuls-te himo^®

She tour was a tumultuous sueeess: towns were flood
lit and deeorated with buntingg and the musioians were treated
to such effusive hospitality that at least one morning re-

: - ' 1 1  hearsal had to be ©anoelled because of ■ "collective hangovero"
When Sir Shemas returned to England, he exuded praise for the
tenor of musical life in lational Socialist Germany? with its
subsidised orchestras and opera houses? and he saved his
typically testy remarks for his British brethren? a musically
backward? barbarous lot© Bibbentr©p could take just pride in
the result of his "happy idea"undeniably it was a popular
and praiseworthy gesture©

But its influence touched only a limited area? and
the Philharmonic0 s triumph was drowned out by dissonant chords
of polities and propaganda©. During the week of the tour
Hitler repudiated the International rivers regime ? a set of

10Bella Fromm? Blood and Banquetso a Berlin Social 
Mary (Hew York? 1942)? pp0 232-233= Ambassador Phipps and 
his wife also visited the Puhrer8 s boxo By this time it was 
a rare occasion when Hitler confronted Phipps personally© 
fhe Sim© s o lovember 14 0 19369 p© 12©

^©harles Be id? Thomas Beecham<, p© 21 To
' . 12 , : . . . ;

The Timeso Hovember 14? 19369 p© 12© It should be 
added that the Dresden Opera also acquitted itself well? 
according to a review by W© J© Turner in the Hew Statesman 
and Hation© November 14? 1936? pp© 770-771 ©



previsions ©£. the Tersallies treaty| he reeognlset the 
Franco Government lia war■= torn Spaini and his Finance 
Minister rejected a British offer to join the eiarreney 
entente with a protest that Germany had suffered greatly from 
reparation payments9 while the BorsenseItung openly charged 
the British treasury with ”embezzling” the greater part of 
the German ’’tribute payment So ” 5 Ribbentrop8 s task was not 
that of an impresari©9 and whether the London Philharmonic 
sounded good mattered little9 perhaps less than the aequies- 
ence of Strauss and Furtwangler to Hazismbore upon the 
quality of the music they made0

13The rivers Elbe 9 Oder 9 Danube 9 Hiemen9 Rhine and 
Moselle had9 until Eevember 14, 19369 been placed under the 
control of an International convention as governed by Bart 
Zllg Articles 331 to 363 of the Versailles Treaty^ 0n lovea- 
ber 16 Eden expressed the British Government^ s regret ”that9 
at a time when discussions were proceeding and despite the 
assurances given last year9 the German Government should once 
again have abandoned procedure by negotiation in favor of 
unilateral actiono” The German proclamation regarding the 
international rivers appears in Stephen Heald and John Wo 
Wheeler~Bennett9 editors, Documents on International Affairs o 
1936 (London« 1937)s nn° 283-285: Eden" s remarkso in Ibid6 <, 
pp0 285-2860 See also The ,Times0 Hovember 149 1936$, and 
Arnold Toynbee 9 editor9 Survey of Ihtemational Affairs<, 

(London9 1938) 9 PP? 373-377« " ■Germany officially recognized the Franco Government 
in Spain on lovember 189 1936° See Documents on German For
eign Policy, 1918-1945. series D (1^37-1945) 9 volume III: 
Germany and the Spanish Qlvil ¥arn 1936=1959 (Washington 9 
'195©) 9 #1 2 39 pp0 132~1339 and ftfs® P= 134; and The Times, 
lovember 1.9» 1936, Po 14?

The allegations of Finance Minister Schwerin von 
Erosigk are in lew York Times* lovember 13s 1936® pe 10e
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As a patron ©£ culture the German Ambassador made 
two further gestures to the Snglish, both aimed at creating 
an atmosphere of acatemle good will which might9 in turn, 
soften other edges of hardening relations,, Instead, both 
projects backfiredo The first, following the highly merited 
musical exchange by four months, was a presentation by Eibbem- 
trop to the University of London9 s Institute of Historical 
Research of.2600 bookso These volumes covered various aspects 
of German history, polities and culture in the century that 
ended in 191 So The Ambassador arrived at the library of the 
University in an Ides of March rain, and stepped out of his 
ear into a demonstration of one hundred students who bombarded 
him with boos and catcalls= Startled but stony-faced, Ribbem- 
trop walked into the building, seemingly oblivious to chants 
of ,tFascism destroys culture! Down with Fascism!n and placards 
proclaiming ’’Fascism Burns Books— lot Gives Them” and "Remember 
0ssietskyo” Ribbentrop went on to deliver a speech which 
stressed the importance of education and the need for friendly 
intercourse between universities of/different countries5

‘ l ; - 0arl Ossietsky was a German winner, (the last) of the
lobel Peace Prise, and was currently confined in a concentra
tion, camp o v . . ' , . •■ >

Ribbentrop8 s sneech anuears in The Timeso March 17, 
f937# po i8o While praising his actions and words, the 
columnist Uanus wrote in The Sp e eta tor <, "But admirable speeohes 
do not alter inconvenient facts o lo contact can be more then 
formal between universities that pursue truth and learning
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Bmt an impress ire manif e s tat ien ef German friendship =■-Bi'b'ben” 
trop allegedly felt strongly about presenting the collection 
in a pmblic eeremony=—had been interrupted embarrassingly®
A correspondent for the lew York Times recorded that "it is 
the first time within recent memory that the envoy of a great

I*power has been openly jeered in the streets of Donden,"
Although his vanity must have been terribly wounded 

by such a confrontations Ribbemtrop nevertheless rendered to 
Great Britain a valuable service through this gift; indeeds 
it could have been his most significant contribution to the 
question of Anglo-German relations® For among the books be
stowed was a 1934 unexpurgated edition of Mein Kampf® Un
doubtedly this was the most quoted and least read book in all 
England9 including even the country's high policy-makers and 
diplomats® In fact9 apologists for,the bankruptcy of British 
policy in the "thirties have even cited the absence., until 
1939a of a full English translation of this epochal work®1̂

for its own sake and institutions where learning is dominated 
by polities® ® ® ® So far from there, being a unity of pur
pose between the universities of Britain and Germany today there 
is complete antithesis® It is the antithesis between freedom 
and fetterSo". Ihe Spectator® March 19, 1937, P° 506®

16 . 'Mew York limes® March 17, 1937,P° 16=
17M® D® Foot® British Foreign Policy Since 1898 

(Dondon, 1956); see review by Bose Louise. Greaves in History® 
XLII (June 1957) , 158-159<> A biography of Lord Lothian, a 
prominent German-sympathizer and appeaser, states that "In 
April, 1939, when his eyes had at last been opened, he said
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Dismayed M t  apparently mdamted by his eaeomter 
with British collegians, the Ambassador later lent his name as 
first patron of a German Rhodes trust* The trust was the idea 
of an anonymous Hamburg merchant who donatedg out of his own 
funds * four scholarships annually with a value of 3000 Reichs
marks each9 as a reciprocal gesture for the famed Rhodes 
awards which had benefitted many German studentso The. unknown 
benefactor stipulated that preference should be given t© those 
British students who planned to matriculate at either Hamburg 
or Berlin University= Aiding Ambassador Sibbentrop in this 
generous expression of Anglo“German amity was a selection 
committee chaired by the Marquess of Lothian$ himself seere™ 
tary of the Rhodes trust»

The scholarship s sponsor became known within a few 
weeks s, due to his imprisonment for certain business violationsQ. 
Alfred Topfer9 of Alfred Topfer and §ompany9 an importer of 
grain and coffee9 was identified by The Times as the donoro 
The newspaper assumed that Topfer had not observed the letter 
of the law in complying with a strict and complicated German 
code of foreign exchange regulationso1̂  But no assumption

that he had only then for the first'time read the irhole unex- 
pur gated edition of Mein Eamuf <, and he regretted that the 
ordinary English edition gave less than one=third of the 
original with no effective indication of its spiritoM Jo R„ Mc 
Butler s Lord Lothian (PhilIn Kerr ) * 1882=194© .(London9 196©) 9
pp. 216“2 1 7o

1 €> _ •
lew York Times„ October 19. 19379 p. 8 ; The Times0 

October 19? 1937® p. 160
^ Ibido.o December 4 9 1937/ P* 13.
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upon the future of the embryo project was mate, and whether 
any British students reached Germany due to TopferVs money, 
after this untoward event, is not olear* But Ribhentrop 
stayed aloof from any further affairs of academe*' As a dlplo^ 
mat, he was far less a public relations officer than an activist; 
seeking ways to strengthen the position of national Socialist 
Germany and to enhance his own station within its hierarchy*
As a result, these activities were less representative of the 
man than his forays into the field of international power 
polities* ■ ■ •

On November 2 5, 1936 a diplomatic bombshell burst in 
Berlin whose fragments caught its own creator even as he admired 
his handiwork*^ The Berlin=Tokyo An11 -0omlnterm Pact was in 
some ways a success, but it failed to glitter before British 
eyes* Bather, it only accentuated lazismVs vaunted struggle 
against Bolshevism, a forming of extremes for which Ribbentrop 
had been criticised a month before, when he first spoke as 
Ambassador to the Gourt of St* James's*

The Anti-Gomimtern Pact was not something Bibbentrop 
came up with in his spare time in Bondon: its possibility had
been rumored since January 1936 and the agreement was

20 v. .The Anti-Comintern Pact— origins, negotiations, and 
conclusion— is discussed in detail in two monographs s Prank 
William Ikle* German-Japanese Belations* 1936-1940 (lew York,
19 5 6), pp* 21-50; Ernst Presseisen, Germany and Japan* A Study 
in Totalitarian Diplomacy* 1933-1941'I The Hague * 1958), pp* 87- 
123* There is also Paul Schwarz, This Man Bibbentrop (lew York,
1943), PP9 168—18^0 ;



negotiated throughout the summer, when he served as Hitlerrs 
plenipotentiary at largeo^  But it was not eoneluded until 
a month after his formal accreditation as Ambassador9 and by 
signing the Pact for Germany Hibbentrop caused a raising of 
eyebrows in British diplomatie circlesQ Such an action was 
not9 until nowthe prerogative of an ambassador to an out
side power <> But this situation necessitated a departure from 
custom* She Amti-Gomintern Pact was,.on the surface at least; 
an ideological statements, and for this reason Hitler chose to 
bypass the legitimate organ of German diplomacyg the Wllhelm- 
strasseo Instead; he assigned its preparation to Hibbentrop 
and the Buroi "the Fuhrer wished that 1 conclude this pact 
because he did not wish to give it an official air0M22 Foreign 
Minister von Heurath was only too grateful to have it thus: 
the aggressively doctrinaire mature of the agreement

21 Ernst Presseiseno Totalitarian Diplomacy^Po 89*
At Huremberg Hibbentrop testified that Hitler had suggested 
closer contacts with Japan against Hussla as early as '1933* 
grlal of the Major War Criminals Before the International 
Military Tribunal (Hurembergo 19^8)s XV 240; see also Joachim 
von Ribbemtrop; Memoirs (Londona 1954)/ P° 74o At the time; 
the United States Ambassador to Germany; William Ec Dodd; wrote 
that "It is Hitler's way of popularizing Ton Hibbentrop who 
is mot liked or respected very much here<," William E0 Dodd; 
Ambassador Bodd8 s Diary„ i955-i9580 edited by Martha and 
William lo Dodd; Jr* (Hew York;; 1941) s p0 366* For the genesis 
of the Anti-Comintern agreements see Documents on International 
Affairso 1936o pp* 286-307* The Huremberg trial document 
referred to above is hereafter cited as IMS„ and the yearly 
Documents as DIA.

■ 22 ' 1 v ■ ‘ ;IMSo Xa 24; Ribbentropn lemeirs0 p* 74*
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embarrassed him amd his distaste for it would have increased 
if his signature was deemed meeessarjo^^

The agreements concluded im Berlins recognized that 
"the aim of the Communist Internationals known as, the Comin
tern; is to disintegrate and subdue existing states by all the 
means at its command," stated that "toleration of interference 
by the Communist International in the internal affairs of the 
nations not only endangers their internal peace and social 
well-beings but is also a menace to the peace of the worlds" 
and pledged Germany and Japan "to inform one another of the 
activities of the Communist International9 to consult with one 
another on the necessary preventive measures9 and to carry 
these through in close eollaborati@no" It was to remain in 
force for five yearss and third states were Jointly invited to 
entero In a supplementary protocol Germany and Japan agreed to 
work eloselys through a permanent eommittee 9 in the exchange 
of intelligence and the adoption of defensive and investigatory 
measures against the Comintern; and, further9 to take severe 
steps "against those who at home or abroad are engaged directly 
or indirectly in the service of the Communist International or

OApromote its subversive activitieso"

23 ■ ■ : ■lelitt Co Bo©le9 "light on lazi Foreign Policy;" 
Foreign Affairs. 1X7 (October 1946) 9 136=1380 Ribbentrop 
signed the treaty as "Extra,ordinary and Plenipotentiary , 
Ambassador of the German Reich*" DIAq 19 3 6 9 p» 2980

24 ' '
MAs> 19369 pp. 298=2 9 9 .1
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After visiting the German Foreign Ministry and re™ 
eeiving a e©py of the agreement from von Eeurath9 the United 
States Ambassador to Berlin William 1= ledd confided to his 
diary9 "My gmess is that this treaty o » <, surely has secret 
elanseso1’̂  He was rights a secret addendumg not made pmhlie 
until after the war9 pledged that "should either of the High 
Gontracting States become the object of an unprovoked attack 
or threat of attack by the. U».S<,.S«1*, the other o => o State 
obligates itself to take no measures which would tend to ease 
the situation of the U0So S0Ro” Heither would Germany and 
Japan conclude any political treaties with Russia "contrary 
to the spirit of this agreement without mutual consento.'1

Dr . Hans von Raumer, an aide in the Ribbentrep Bur©, 
suggested the name for the agreement and, as liason man in 
Berlin between his chief and the Japanese military attache 
General Gshimap he carried on certain necessary negotiations0̂

• V ^William Bo Dodd. Diary. Vo 366o '

^ ̂  1939“1946, volume I (London," 1951.) 9 pp. 4-5;
see alsb-BeWitt 0. Pooles "Hazi Foreign Rollcy9";pp. 137-138.
L x; : O'? ■ - . . ■ • • i - • . ' V1" ' .i. ■ - Ribbentrop9 Memoirs0 Po 74; lresselsenfl Totali

tarian Diplomacyo pp. 97? 102-103. "To call the treaty a
1 non-aggression pact * was inappropriate in view of the wide 
geographical separation of the two countries. Raumer be
thought himself of .a declaration which had been made by the 
Soviet Foreign Office to Britain or France after -a complaint 
alleging unlawful activities by the Comintern. The Russian 
note explained that the 0©mintera was an organization entirely 
independent of the Soviet Government 9 which could in no way . 
assume any responsibility for its activities^ Therefore9 it



lut the Anti-Somintera Pact was manifestly a ereation of 
Rihhentrops, that interloper in diplomacy who was now respon
sible for two of the most notable treaties of the decade? "it 
represented a serious effort by von Eibbentrop to conduct 
Weltnolitiko f h e  news correspondent5 William Lo Shirerg 
was one of the journalists summoned to the Propaganda Ministry 
in Berlin on lovember 259 19379 for an official announcement 
of the Anti-Comintern agreement» ’’Eibbentrop 9 who signed for 
Germany$, strutted in and harangued us for a quarter of an hour 
about the pact’s meaning, if any," Shirer wrote in his diaryo 
"He said it meant, among other things, that Germany and Japan 
had joined together to defend ’Western civilization,,’ Shis 
was such a novel idea, for Japan at least, that at the end of 
his talk one of the British correspondents asked him if he had 
understood him correctly0 Eibbentrop, who has no sense of 
humour, then repeated the silly statement, without batting
an eye o '’ . ' / ' . . ; \ ,

was thought to forestall complaints on the part of Moscow by 
denominating the new treaty ’ideological’ and baptising it 
’Anti-Gomihtern Paeto Poole, "Hazi Foreign Policy," pp, 
136-137=

• ’ ■ vjj ̂  «■ . - - ■ -
Presselsen, SotalItarlan Biulomacy0 p@ 119=

^^William Lo Shirer, Berlin Biarv. the Journal of a
Foreign Oorresuondento 1934-1§4l (lew York, 1941), pp0 
In his statement to the press, Eibbentrop referred to the 
recent eruption of war in Spain as an example of "the desire 
for destruction, shown by the Bolshevik viruso <> o o Who will 
be the next victim?" Leaving this rhetoric unanswered, he 
continued, "Germany and Japan, being unwilling to tolerate any 
longer the machinations of Gommunist agitators, have now taken
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It was mot a hTamorous situation,» suad Rib'beB.trep was 
deadly earaest: the Pact's meaning9 if any9 was not that
which Rlb’bentrep reported to members of the press, but instead 
a bold attempt at "totalitarian blackmail" a call upon the 
Bast to redress the balance in the West, am enhancement of 
German power and am extension of her influence to^near-global 
d i m e n s i o n s , 50 a  basis for future military alliances^ 1

Ribbentrop did not return immediately from Berlin to 
London after signing the Paeto It was just as well§ British 
reaction was distinctly unfavorable and the air remained hot 
with the voices of dissatisfaetiono "The Pact has aroused 
considerable resentment .« o in Britain, to which Mr0 von 
Ribbentrop is envoy and where his stock is falling fast," 
reported the Row York Times correspondent, without exaggera- 
tiono^ 2 Although The Spectator seemed content to call it a 
vague and curious affair and mused upon its underlying implica
tions and the possibility of secret provisions, the lew

active steps* The conclusion of the Agreement * * '» against 
the Communist International is am epoch-making event* * * *
Japan will never permit the dissemination of Bolshevism in the 
Par Bast. Germany is creating a bulwark against this pestilence 
in Central Burope. . . .  In this fashion we shall succeed in 
finally warding off this universal enemy, in preserving peace at 
home and abroad, and in saving our ancient civilisation." LIA 
1936. pp. 299-300. . t ■

5®See Presseisen. Totalitarian Diplomacy. p. 121, and 
Freda Wtley, "Germany^ and Japan," The Political Quarterly.
VIII (January 1937)» 51-65.

-"̂ Alan Bullock, Hitler. A Study in Tyranny (lew York.
1953), p. 324.

32lew York Times, lovember 26, 1936, p. 1.



Statesman: and Hat ion warned that the Paet created a danger ©ms 
situations "The Fascist Powers are much more eomseieus ©f 
their unity than the powers against which they are rangedo 
As a result of British and French vacillation Russia is being 
driven into a perilous isolation, and the Western Powers fail 
to perceive how much they themselves have lost in security and 
weight hy this divlsiono"^^ She Economist .Indeed the Anti- 
©ominterm Pact as one of the most significant events in the 
international arena since 1918 9 and saw it as a hluffs an 
association "which in times of peace could effectively harass 
England and Prance in both Europe and Asiac 0 ? She
Simes appraised the agreement as **faintly ludicrousn and the

She Spectator,, Hovember 27, 1936s, go, 931'$ lew States™ 
man and lationo lovember 289 1936, p0 840» Russia naturally^ 
felt itself to be the target of this treaty<, On lovember 1 8 9 
19369 a week before the pant was even signed, Sass charged that 
such negotiations were reaching fruition and accurately labeled 
their result as "a cover for a secret Serman-Japanese treaty 
about agreed action by Japan and Germany should either find 
itself at war with a third State=11 Jane Be gras, editor,
Soviet Documents on Foreign Policy« Volume III;1933-1941 
TEondon, 1953) , p« 220o In a speech to the Eighth Soviet Con
gress in Moscow, lovember 28, 1936» Maxim Bitvlnov said, “Well” 
informed people refuse to believe that in order to draw upon 
the two meagre articles of the irG@raan=Japanese agreement which 
have been-published it was necessary to conduei negotiations 
for fifteen months? that these negotiations should have been 
conducted in the greatest secrecy and kept secret even from 
German and Japanese official diplomacy© © © © It is only a 
cover for another agreement which was simultaneously discussed 
and initialled, probably also signed, and which was not pub
lished and is not intended for publieatioBo” Soviet Documents@ 
p© 224© - - i. *

"Zjh ;Ikle, German-Japanese Relationso p© 43I Presseisen, 
totalitarian Diulomacvo p0 121 ©
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fermation of an anti-domintern bloo as flboth regrettable and 
unneeessaryo” Stressing that nall ideologleal alllanees 
based on fear and hatred are dangerouss,w its leader writer, 
Peter Fleming, went so far as to call the pact ^an alliance of 
thieves0n55 And The Times struck a responsive note when it 
said9 "Great Britain, in spite of the tentative and rather 
over-anxious gesture which is implicit in the choice of Herr 
von Ribbentrep to sign the pact, will certainly preserve her 
detachment from a cause so irrelevant to her destinieso"5^

Irrelevant is perhaps a premature word, especially to 
those whose perspicacity is aided by hindsight, but this 
statement summed up the true sentiment of the British people, 
from the man in the pub to the Member of Parliament o Already 
saturated with the plaintive propaganda of Goebbels and Goring, 
and soon to be sorely tried by the strain of the Spanish Givil 
War, where the clash of opposing ideologies spilled over into 
intellectual conflict at home, the British people wanted no 
more of the battle between two creeds which stood only for 
varying degrees of oppression and tyranny® They would chunk 
it all rather than become involved in the continental clash of 
dogmas, whose outcome could be nothing but increased 
nationalism, estrangement, and militant hatred®

^ The Times o lovember 26, 1936, p® 17° 

36Ibido
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lib’bemtroi) either failed to realize this or stubbornly 
refused to aoquiesee in a traditional British avers ion. o less 
than a month after arriving in England with a. call to man the 
ramparts against the Bolshevist horde 9 he had repeated the 
offense in far more flamboyant fashiono So those Englishmen 
who saw the Anti-6omintern Pact as a plot directed against the 
British Empire 9 it seemed as if.Bibbentrop had come to their 
shores net as a messenger of peace but bearing a swordo Sir 
Austen Ohamberlain0 s remonstrance9 only three weeks .old, echoed 
in a major policy speech by Foreign Secretary Anthony Edeno 
"let us first win an ever larger body of opinion to reject 
those dangerous doctrines which would have us divide the 
world into dictatorships of the right and left," he told his 
audience at Bradford on December 12, 1936c "Shis country will 
have none of eithero" fo further Britain's interests* the 
greatest of them being peace* n© doctrines or slogans were 
needed? "Man is surely too intelligent „ 0 «, to be limited to 
a ehoiee of crude alternativesc Sherefere I repeat," said 
Eden* "that we reject these extreme doctrines for our own
home Gomsumptiono"^

fhus did Britain answer Ambassador von Bibbentropc It 
was the first but not the last instance that the German"# envoy

' *5*7 ' 'DIAo 1936 c po 264» Eden had to repeat this concept 
a year la terete a slow^t© “Understand Eibhentrop* when the 
German Ambassador returned from Borne after gaining Italy's 
adherence to the Anti-Oomintem Pact*
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emn'bin.ei miscellaneous dlploma.ê  with his basic duty of repre
senting the Eeieh at the Gomrt of Sto James's5 and by these 
attempts to emulate Bismarck in the dispensing of alliances-- 
on company time— he not only confused, but irritated the 
Britisho It is not too drastic to declare that Eibbentrop 
might well have packed all his bags and winged away from 
Croydon airdrome for the last time, when he went to Berlin and 
brought the Anti-Comintern Pact into beimgo^® for this act 
severely compromised his position in London and. dramatized 
the .difference between his aggressive, contentious Government 
and the reticent, conservative people who received him in their 
country for two years,

Eibbentrop placed great hope in the personality of 
the British monarch, Edward TUI, as a means of attaining a

Artfriendly agreement0 Perhaps, without impugning the

38"Our attitude toward Britain had to be governed by 
the amti-Oomimterm policy," Eibbentrop wrote in his Memoirs0 
Po 760 .With that as a guide, there could be no lasting 
amicable relations between the two nations, and the possibility 
of a successful mission to England, if it ever existed, there
by all but vamishedo

' for these reasons alone was his sponsorship of 
the alliance with Japan a mistake0 By giving the Japanese a 
free hand in the Par East, the Anti-Comintern Pact ultimately 
came to work against Germany, whose embarrassment turned to 
difficulties when Japan invaded China the following year* See 
Press.eisen, Totalitarian Diplomacy p ppo 123=163, Ikle, German- 
Japanese Relations0 pp0 53-61; and Gordon Ao Graig, "The German 
Foreign Office from leurath to Eibbentropin Gordon A, Graig 
and Felix Gilbert, editors. The Diplomats, 1919-1939 (Princeton,
1953)9 PP» 431-452,

40According to Fritz Hesse, representative of the 
German lews Agency (BIB) and press attache in London from



patriotism of the harried and unfortunate King9 there was some 
substanee to Eibbentrop8s sentiment = ''From what I had heard?" 
he wrote latere "King Edward ¥111 was not ill-disposed towards 
Germanyo In the ordinary wayP of course9 a British sovereign 
eonld do little to influence the policy of his government, but 
if the King were to give his support to the idea of Anglo- 
German friendships his great popularity might well help to bring 
about an understandingThat Sdward was truly popular with 
his people is undeniableg ant their great affection for him 
only made the final parting all the more a wrenching upset| 
but his personal appeal did not transcend the people's respect 
for the institution of the monarchyand whether it could 
sufficiently have, mobilized public opinion for any other 
unorthodox - courses such as a guasi-offioial diplomatic

1935 to 19 3 9, and purportedly a confidant of the German Am
bassadors Ribbentrop said to him early in the abdication 
crisis9 "Don't you know whht expectations the Fuhrer has based 
on the King's support in the coming negotiations? He's our 
greatest hope I " Fritz Hesse9 Hitler and the English (Pondon*
1954) 9 p0 31,0 Irieh Kordt also mentions that Hitler and 
Eibbentrop believed "Great Britain might under the rule of the 
'social King” Edward have moved On to the side of the Axiso" 
Wahn und Wirklichkeit (Stuttgart9'1948)P po' 84; in History of 
the Time So volume IV: The 15#th Anniversary and Beyond <, 1912- - 
1948n part 1 1:1921-1948, TLondon<, 1952TTnT 114oe

41 ■ :■ /  ' ■ ' ' ' ' ■ ;Ribbentron <■' Memoirs <, n o 61 =
42 . ■Bertrand Cartridge, in a cartoon in Punch<, Decem

ber 1.6'9 19369 p0 6 8 7s . expressed this idea by drawing Stanley 
Baldwin and Edward together and quoting the Prime Minister: 
"All the peoples of the Empire, Sir, sympathize with you most 
deeply, but they all know— as you yourself must— that the 
throne is greater than the mano"
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mderstandimg with an apparently aggressive g portentous power 
on the 6ontinents is debatable0 Yet it Is evident that 
Edward held no aversion toward Germany; Hitler impressed him 
as a slightly ridieuloms figure g but "nevertheless9 with my 
prewar experienees in Germany I admired the people $, sympathized 
with many of their aspirations9 and continued to hope that 
their solid virtues would overcome their terrifying ambitions 
and vanities and restore them to the ways of good society 
According to Hibbentrop this sympathy was manifest in concrete 
terms: the King "warmly supported" a meeting of the leaders
of veterans' organizations from Britain and Germany$, stating 
in his speech to them on one occasion that "no one was better
fitted to promote good Anglo-German relations than the men who

44had faced each other from the trenches„ 0 0 g" his good will 
enabled more mutual visits of veterans to take places, and he 
even granted audiences to certain German delegations» Further
more s he hosted his second cousin9 the Hasi Buke of Saxe- 
Goburgs, several times during his brief reigns the handsome9 

mustachioed noblep English born and bredg served as president

43Edwardo Buke of Windsora A King's Story« the Memoirs 
of the Buke of Windsor (Hew York, 195-1 )s P« 279° ”~

^Ribbentrop does not date this speech$ but it was 
probably the Queens Hall address delivered on the occasion of 
the negotiations for the Amglo~German Haval Agreement in June 
1935» seven months before the Prince of Wales became Kingo 
Ribbentro-Po -Eemolrs. p0 6 8o



of the German side of the Anglo“German Fellowship and was 
instrumental in promoting this person-to-person program of now 
friendly foeso^ Suoh activities naturally lent themselves 
to rumors; in England at this time p the American journalist 
John Gunther observed9 "There was a good deal of talk about 
Idward’S alleged prO“GermanismoM^  ,

But a Baltimore belle soon overshadowed talk about any 
other faeet of Edward’s eharaeter and quickly dimmed ideas 
about any facile results to Ribbentrop8s aspirationso For 
Edward was a man in love when Ribbentrop came to London: he
burned with a determination to marry Wallis Warfield Simpson 
regardless of the eoasequeneeso Soon after Ribbentrop8s arrival 
an abdication crisis brewed hot and quickly boiled over? 
leaving Edward without a throne and Ribbentrop without? he 
later lamented, "one factor in the British situation which had

45A "strictly confidential" memorandum from the Buke 
of Saxe^Goburgp addressed only to Hitler and Ribbentrop, 
characterizefi Edward in January 1936 as believing that "a 
German-British alliance is an urgent necessity and a guiding 
principle of British foreign policy9" and quoted the new King 
as declaring "I, myself9 wish to talk to Hitler and will do so 
here or in Germany« Tell him that, please*" Documents on Ger° 
man Foreign Folicv, 1918°1945«J series 0 , 1933-19379 volume IT: 
The Third Reich: First Phase0 April 1935“March 193o (Washington, 
1962) , #53,1, po 1062o This was probably at least a distortion 
of the facts, but nevertheless it was the kind of information 
on which Hitler fedo '

^John Gunther, Inside Europe (Hew York, 1938 edition), 
pp.' 243-244, 25 4, Louis Fischer, another American reporter Ah 
London in 1936, also remarked that Edward was "reputed to be 
pro-Germano" Louis Fischer, Hen and Politieso an Autobiography 
(Hew York, 1941, 1946), p. 318.
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eontritetei, to my having "been sent to Londono"^7 In the six 
weeks that the German Ambassador spent in London prior to 
Edward’s abdications, he was unable to establish "any special 
eontaet" with the King9 nor hold a real conTersation with 
hlBU*® Their only meeting was the envoy’s formal presentation 
of credentials at Buckingham Palace on October 309 19369 where 
the usual pleasantries of protocol were exehangedo^

In a way, the hasty removal of Edward from the scene 
could have proved a blessing for Blbbentrop, for in the

Ribbentropo Memoirs9 p0 69° Edward was gone, but not 
forgottenI Ribbentrpp had later plans for himo He wanted 
Edward kidnapped and coerced into working with Hitler for a 
peace settlement with Britain in the summer of 1940„ For 
details of the bizarre plot, see William L» Shirer, The Rise 
and Fall of the Third Reich0 a History of Hazi GermanyTSew • 
York, 1960T 9 pp° 785-792, which treats it at almost excessive 
lengtho

Ribbentrop9 Memoirs, p0 70, - >
. - . 49 ,^The Times, October 3T, 1936, pp, 12, 15, Ribbentrop

interpreted his audience with Edward in an optimistic vein; 
the King ’’was most affable, inquired after the Fuhrer and re
peated clearly that he desired good Anglo-German relations, as 
he had done at a reception during an earlier visit if mine to 
London,” Ribbentrop, Memoirs, p, 6 8, Edward was less sanguines 
"The occasion was not without strain, .This intimate of the 
Fuhrer had been, among other things, a champagne.salesman, a 
circumstance that had offended the sensibilities of those who 
had been accustomed to a long sequence Of distinguished German 
Ambassadors, Furthermore, relations with Germany had not im
proved since the spring and the appointment of this polished 
but bombastic opportunist was not calculated to ease British 
apprehensions," The ceremony, Edward said, was limited by 
formality "to an exchange of stereotyped compliments. When it 
ended the King turned to Anthony Eden, his Foreign Secretary, 
and said, "’Well, Anthony, that passed off all right,’ ’Yes, 
Sir,* he answered pensively, ’if only German diplomacy were as 
correct as its manners, the rest would be easy,8" Edward, A 
King’s Story, pp, 322-323,
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abdication crisis a keen mind might observe a microcosm of 
"this Bnglamd": the heritage and legacy of a venerables if
industrious society9 the mood and temper of an upright9 tradi
tional people; it might have taught him something about the 
English people whom he wanted to align with national Socialist 
Germanyo But he misunderstood the nature of constitutional 
monarchy— and British polities in general— and he apparently 
shown no conception of the idea which the monarchy symbolized; 
that sense of familial security projected into the universe of 
public security9 and strengthened, by uninterrupted continuity9 

which Edward threatened and for which he had to leave The 
King was immensely well liked by the people$, but undoubtedly 
his Prime Minister more accurately gauged the mood of the 
multitudesj both in Britain and the Dominions 9 by insisting 
that a twice-divorced woman could not be Queen;^  and once 
Edward left his land and became Buke of Windsor 9 Englishmen 
shed, few tears but turned to their new ruler9 George VI, with 
cries of God Save the KingI as genuine as those ever invoked 
for his fathero

50Go Mo Young has expressed this feeling touchingly in 
his essay, ’'People, and King, 11 in Today and Yesterday0 Collected 
Essays and Addresses (London, 194& ) 9 ppo 132-134? The magni^ - 
tude of. Ribbentrop’s misealeulation is manifest in his pre
diction to Fritz Hesse.; "You’ll see, the King will marry Wally 
and the two will tell Baldwin and his whole gang to go to the 
devilo ”  Hesse, Hitler and the English<■ Uo 32o Hesse’s book, 
however9 is not always accurate nor trustworthy*

51Even Winston Ghurehill, who supported the King, has 
admitted this; see his The Gathering Storm (Boston, 1948)9 
P o  2 1 8 o



life'beiatrop saw In all this only the shrewd maehima~
tlons of a sinister plot® Endowing Baldwin with more presoi- 
enee than the Oppositions or any other contemporaries9 ever 
granted him* he reported to Hitler that the Prime Minister 
realized National Socialism was "capable of formidable deeds"; 
thmsg "Idward Till had to abdicate? since it was not certain 
whether9 because of his views9 he would co-operate in am anti-* 
G-ermam policyo”52 jn all the abundant literature on the abdi
cations, much of it$, admittedlys exdrutiatingly disereetg there 
is nothing to back up Eibbentrop8 s contention^ Gertainly it

52Documents on German Foreign Policya 1918-1945Q series 
Di 1937=1945 o volume I: Prcm' Hewath tô  Eibbentrop (September
the famous confidential memorandum for the Fuhrer in which 
Eibbentrop summed up "the_ possibilities of future Anglo-German 
relations from the vantage point of Januarŷ , 1938o Another 
translation of this document $,. appearing as an appendix in the 
Eibbentrom-: Memoir So says "Hational. Soeiailsm Is believed cap
able of f brmidable deeds o'1 Po 208o To, his press attache 
Eibbentrop saidj, " Don11 you think the whole affair is an in
trigue of. bur enemies to fob us of one of the last big positions 
we hold in this country?“ Hesses Hitler and the English„ p® 31°

Hitler; also believed this9 although it is not known 
whethef he got the idea from Eibbentropo; Sufing the war the 
Fuhferstatedp "The real reason for the'destruction of the Duke 
of Windsor wass 1 am sure 9 his speech at the oid veterans' 
rally in 'Berlin s at which he declared that it -would be the task 
of his life to effect a reeonciliatioh betweeh Britain and 
Germany„" Adolf Hitler* Eitler*s Secret Gonyersations (Hew 
York 9 195.31 Signet Books edition%^TWTrr??^Wo

Most memoirs treat the incident very scrupulously 
with little injection of persomai feeling; it is.regarded as 
an unfortunate pircumsfgmoe iSleh' had to be fesolved in the 
manner taken* .,lden discusses it in a way that- leaves the 
reader a :trifle unsure as to his own sentiment89 < and he is 
not alone* Anthony Eden9 the. Earl of Avon9- Pacing the Dicta
tors: ■ The Memoirs of Anthony Eden (volume I*. Bostem* 1962) 9 
Po ?610 'Perhaps the best-example of closed-mouth propriety



was no erime to desire friendship with Germany in 1936g nor, 
for that matter9 in 1938s and if Edward sincerely felt that 
way £, he was in truly ’illnstrions companyo Eor is. there any
thing necessarily shady or smacking faintly of treason in 
Edward's determination to confront Hitler personally--if the 
report of the Buke of Saxe-Gobnrgs, that Edward so desired a 
meetingP is to he believed: Baldwin almost did, and Halifax
and Ohamherlain sueeeededp both in eircnmstances more question
able than Edward's visit might have be.em<,^

is an article by D. Go Somervell9 "Stanley BaidwinP" in 
History Today„ II (April 1952) 9 ppo 266-273° After treating 
the many problems handled by Baldwin throughout his terms as 
Prime MinisterP Somervell writes9 "Only one major crisis re
mains g the abdication of Edward fill 9 and of this we will say 
nothing®" P® 273® Those who have written on this subject with 
their pens dipped in bile usually make their target Baldwin9 
not Edward: "An historian looking back on it hereafter9 re
calling the adroitness with which he confused.the issue9 while 
at the same time giving an impression of clarifying it, the 
skill with which he arranged his case and the eloquence with 
which he presented it, may well reflect that, had he but de
voted a quarter of the ingenuity required to unseat the King to 
unseating Hitler, the decade he largely dominated might have 
ended less precariously<>" Malcolm Muggeridges The Sun Hever 
Sets: the Story of England in the nineteen Thirties (Hew York®
194©) 9 p® 340o And A0 J<, P® Taylor^refers to Baldwin as 
"adept at overthrowing Kings though less successful with 
dictatorso ® ® o'? The Origins of the Second World War (London,
1961), p® 126® :

54Perhaps the worst that can be said of Edward is 
that he was a feel, not once but often: victimized at inter
vals throughout his career9 by repercussions arising out of 
his imprudence9 short-sightedness, and bad timing® He wed 
his beloved Wallis on June 3, 1937a in Monts, Prance, at the 
chateau of a Prench-born, American-naturalized industrial 
efficiency expert, Oharles E* Bedeaux® Bedeaux was a Hazi 
collaborator during the war until his suicide in February 1944,
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Oceasienally E.ib'beiitrop8 s gaudieries were so "blatant 
they gained him Instant attention in the giresso His speech 
upon arriving in London was one examples a newsworthy 
episode in itself9 "but intensified by the unfavorable opinion 
it ereatedo Another9 mere rueful incident oeonrred in the pre
sence of George ¥1$, an exceedingly proper» colorless monarch 
whose instinct it was to avoid assiduously anything question™ 
able0 The act of presenting oneself to the King is one deeply 
imbued with decorum? a ritual must be learned and protocol 
followed with at least an outward show of reverence for

after the United States announced its plans to prosecute him 
;as a war criminalo Later in the summer of 1937 the Windsors 
took an extended tour of Germany under the auspices of Robert 
Ley, the head of the Hazi Labor Fronts who sponsored thCir 
visit as a favor to his friend Bedeauxo On this tour the 
Duke and Duchess accidentally visited an anti-British exposi
tion in Stuttgarto They were feted in Berlin at a dinner 
given in their honor by Ambassador Ribbentrop 9 at which the 
Duke acknowledged greetings with a Hazi salute<> A proposed 
trip to the United States for the purpose of studying labor 
conditions and methods of produetion, also under the guidance 
of BedeauXj) was cancelled when the Baltimore chapter of the 
American Federation -of Labor objected strenuously? both 
Bedeaux, who was already persona non grata to the American 
labor movement, and the Windsors were criticized for their 
apparent friendliness to Hazi Germanyo These were all 
activities that showed Edward.’ s lack of political wisdom; he 
was foolish to think he could co-operate in warm friendship 
with the likes of Ley and Hitler any more than a less notable 
but equally well-meaning person gets in league with the local 
gangster bullies in pursuit of edification and general 
tranquillityo See The Times„ June 4, 1937s Pc .'16, and 
October 139 1937s P» 13; Janet Planner9 11 Annals of Collabora
tion, ItEquivalism, ' 1 Hew Yorker„ September 22, 1945, ppc 
28-47; and Time 0 Hovember 15, 1937, Po 2 1 0
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tradition and respect for its physical embodimemto In smeh a 
situation the element of embarrassment always lurksg although 
it need not be encouraged to appearG However when Ambassador 
Bibbentrop formally met George VI<, in the presentation of his 
credentials$, the correct manners of German diplomacy on which 
Eden had remarked to Edward vanished as the German diplomat 
raised his hand in a Hazi salute to the King and announced9 

"Heil Hitler!”
For this "rather caddish trick" the cartoonist David

Dow thereafter referred to him as "Briekemdrop" in his widely
popular work for the Evening Standard*,̂  Th.e gaffe also
earned Bibbentrop front page notice in the Hew York limes and
an article in lime magazine$, and prompted Lady Margot Asquith
to tell him at a dinner party later9 "You are the very worst

56Ambassador that Germany has ever sent to this eountryo"
Taken aback; Bibbentrop solemnly asked? "Do you really think 
so?” The lady replied? "Yes* You have absolutely no sense of 
humour ? or you would not have given the Hazi salute when you 
were presented to the King<,"57 Whether or not the incident

55  ' ' : -■ 'David Low:, Autobiography (Hew York? 1957), p. .311-

5^Wew York Times, February 5« 1937, Po 1; TimeQ Febru°° 
ary 15, 1937, P° 25; Hugh Dalton, The Fateful Years« Memoirso 
1951°1945 (London, 1957), P= 131-

57To which Bibbentrop reportedly replied, "You are 
quite wrongo You should see me and the Fuhrer rolling on the 
floor together at Berehtesgaden and roaring with laughter after 
one of ms has made a jckeV’ Considering their relationship, it 
is probable that any wit was Hitlerv s and floor-rolling
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implied a laek of humor in Hihhentropg it stimulated a release 
of humor in etherso Lew was not the only cartoonists another 
oariaeatured the Soviet Ambassador in Berlin threatening Hit
ler's nose with a elenehed fisto^®

The Hazi salute was not only an object of amusement@ 
hut a matter of domeera for the British diplomatio corps: 
Eihhentrop would have to meet the, King on other oceasions and 
his manner was not admiredo^ Therefore it was with undue in
terest that the German Ambassador’s next appearance at courtg

Ribbentrop5so .This conversation'was reported to Dalton by 
Jan Hasarykg Gzeehoslovakia's Ambassador to Londong who sat be
tween the principals at the dimmer<, This was about as close as 
Masaryk ever got to Ribbentrop: he "has repeatedly made the
attempt to get into conversation with me on the subject of Ger- 
mam-Oseeh©slovakian relations, 11 Ribbentrop eommimicated to the 
German Foreign Ministry on October 28s 1937° "I have always 
avoided fundamental discussionss as I could foresee no results 
of any kind from them*" Documents on German Foreign Policy<,
1918-1f45<, series Dg 1 9 3 7 - 1 vo luSeTlT^rmanvani"^z echo - 
Slovakiac, 1937°1938 (Washingtonp -1949) s #8g po 26<,

,̂ ®Aad a Member of■ Parliament suggested that the British 
Ambassador should shout "Rule Brittanial" each time he met the 
Fuhrer* Paul Schwarz9 This Man Ribbentropo p6 214* Punch 
also lampooned the salute in a cartoon9 February 249 1937$ 
p0 199o The Hew York Times conjectured on further possibili
ties at court presentations; a Chinese Ambassador bowing low 
and shaking hands with himself; am Iraqui knocking his head on 
the floor three timeso Hew York Times* February 7 , 193T9 p» 8 ; 
February 10 g 1937$ p»‘, 6« The newspaper rationalised its levity 
over Ribbentrop by saying "both British and Continental news
papers o 0 o had a lot of fun with h i m o "  •

The London Hews-Chronicle alleged that the Ambassador 
had "aroused the British Cabinetg" and went so far as to pro-, 
diet that he would not "continue very much longer in his pre
sent posto" The British Foreign Office denied the first state
ment and no one made any comment on the seeondo Reported in 
the Hew York Times<, February 69 1937s P° 6o
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a few Says later In mid-February,, was wateheSo Presenting a
group of eighteen fellow eomtrymens he was observed to offer
a eompromise9 the Semi-salute used by Hitler in eases of
numerous greetings and resembling a limp-wristed affectation; .
but the standard greeting was still expressed* A month later
this half-hearted salute sans salutation was given the royal
couples it was believed that the strong advice of certain

60British officials effected the change*
In the third week of February libbentrop afforded him

self of the invitation by the Earl of Derby to leave London 
for a few days| considering the atmosphere there9 it was a 
timely gesture* In the company of the Earl he journeyed to 
Manchester to address a group of Lancashire and Yorkshire 
business leaders$ men Interested in Anglo-German commerce; and 
he spent a weekend on the Earl's estate* For the German 
Ambassador to venture forth to the northern counties was a 
noteworthy occurrence, and newspapers announced the forthcoming 
visit; nonetheless Eibbentrop travelled under an alias and 
lodged at Knowsley Hall in Manchester as "Mr*, Smiths" a 
seemingly inexplicable action which caused comment* ^ 1 Derby also

" 60Ibid*; also larch 12s 193T9 P= 1*
61Ibid* * February 20s 1937? P» 7° The reason for the 

Smith pseudonym was later explained as standard embassy prac
tice: when a train compartment is reserved the name of the
person transmitting the order is used* Ibid* * March 2©9 1937°
In this eases supposedly-, the German Embassy clerk had the 
unleutonie name of .Smith*
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.received criticism for asking the press to regard the dimer as 
a "purely private affairo"^ Howevers Eihbentrop! s visit with 
the northern industrialists and merchants had a beneficial 
effects for there he heardg courteously but frankly9 how the 
businessmen felt about Germany* s recent unfriendly actions in 
the economic sphere; the man who had come incognito found his 
hosts had nothing to conceals, and departed more wisely apprised* 

Derby’ s hospitality came partly as a. result of a com
plaint by Bibbentrop to Lord Halifaxs, that he had been given . 
an unfriendly reception in London* Another grievance Bibben
trop aired in the same conversation was the British reaction 
t© his project at the German Embassy$, and this was a sore spot 
that failed, of assuagement * fhe German Embassy was housed at 
Ho* GarIton House ferraoe in a fine old section of London9 

SW 1 * At Hoc 7 stood the former town residence of the Dukes 
of Marlborough” within a few months after Bibbentrop8s arrivalg 
however9 it no longer existed as such* Might it have been a ̂  
gesture toward the realisation of better relations with Bri
tain that the German Ambassador embraced this home of a 
historic family and thereby infused his own with the vestiges

Ibido« February 19$ 1957o Derby had been a leading 
Conservative politician and was a Cabinet minister from 1916 
to 1918 and 1922 to 1924* A large landowner and prominent 
horseraeers he was known as the "uncrowned king of Lancashire" 
and was listed by John GuntherP before that writer invented 
the term "Establishment9” as a member of England’s "inner-, 
ring." Inside Europe, pp. 237-238*



of a great English heritage? Mayhap; but also present in 
the projects, eertainlyy was a bit of ballyhoo s a ploy to bring 
publicity and prestige to Germany's diplomatic mission, 
Following plans worked out by Albert .Speer, the lazi Party 
architect, and orders for interior decoration coming directly 
from the Fuhrer— himself an interior decorator of sorts at 
one time^-Ambassador Elbbemtrop supervised the enlargement 
of Garlton House for the first five months of 1937° She re= 
suit was the transformation of a Regency home with eighteenth 
century decorations and panelling into an imposing edifice 
which combined three separate buildings in a massive example 
of the new architectureP complete with ”cubes and parabolic

 ̂"X t>curves 011

In their pursuit of "the modern German style" the 
Ribbentrops stepped on many toes; those of the tradition- 
conscious, the aesthetically■'■mindedsi and the British unem
ployed* Unavoidable was a clash with the English Society for 
the Protection of Rational Monuments; Oarlton House's fres
coes, ceilings and mantelpieces had pleased the eye for years 
under the protection of law, and they could not be eliminated 
due to the whims of a temporary occupant. Finally the parties 
reached a compromise® The.valuable decorations remained, but

^ lew.York Times* May 15, 1937, p° 3? Schwarz, This 
Man Ribbentron„ pp, 202-204; William B® Bayles, "Hitler's 
Salesman; Ribbentrop Sold his Boss on Stalin,and Then on War," 
M f e , March 11, 1940, p, 96,



were kidden feeial.nd temporary wails of white plasterFrau 
von Eihbentrop1s plans for landseaping the approach to the 
Embassy were also thwartedo She had designated that the 
"eentury-old sod" should be dug up and replaced with a 
typical German rook garden*- She Commissioner for Parks and 
lawns informed her that such an alteration required the appro
val of the rest of the Serraoe■s residents» Shis,was not
obtainsdo

,1 It went without saying," said Ribbemtrop g H that to
save foreign currency in favor of the Four-Year Plan, which
had just been launched, all essential equipment was ordered

66in Germanyi even skilled labour was brought pver0n Shis 
lesson in economies was either ignored or repudiated by the 
British, because much unfavorable publicity arose from the 
projecto Bibbehtrop employed 12© German workmen, who lived 
eomfortably for the duration in an Anglo-German club in 
Bloomsbury, the expense of their lodging defrayed, their 
salaries sent horneto Germany, and their own pockets enriched 
by a weekly allowance of ten dollars for spending moneye ;
"Shat in a country suffering as severely from unemployment as 
Great Britain so large a number of alien workers should be 
sumptuously employed on a job o « = while Germany boasts of

Bayles, "Hitler8s Salesman," p= 96o 

65Ibido
^^Bibbentrop, Memoirs, p* 72.



her total laek of toiexaplojnaent has not "been a thoroughly 
fortuitous elreumstanee s)11 reported the London correspondent 
to the Eew York Timeso^? Slnee Rihbemtrop in the course of 
his pro jects used an English mansions, it was. felt that he could 
have used English men too. Such would have heen a shrewd and 
politic move hutj, hy this very definitions, also a most rare 
one in the. vicinity of Garlton House during these days.

At any rate, the unfortunate propaganda effects of 
the remodelling were forgotten on the evening of Bay 15? 19379 

when the Ambassador and his wife proudly hosted 1400 guests at 
the opening of the new embassyo MI should have preferred 
half this numberj," Elbbentrop said. "In .Londons, however$, this 
sort of 8party1 is only regarded as a success if the crush 
makes it impossible to move."  ̂ Distinguished guests9 including 
the Duke and Duchess of Kent $, marveled at the throne rooms 
built to hold 1000 people^ and at other features of the mansion 
which brought the expense of remodelling? it was rumored? close 
to L10O?OOOo Coming on the second day of the Coronation fes
tivities? the reception undoubtedly gained much from the 
general gaiety of a celebrating British society; but it was

67 1 : 'Hew York Times o' February 4, 1937? p» 6.
68The Hew York Times8 correspondent called it "a night 

of glory" for the envoy? "who has not been particularly success
ful or happy until now in his mission to the Court of St. 
dames." Ibid.. lay 15? 193.7? p° 3.

69Elbbentrop? Memoirs? p. 72. ,



evidently oiatshone l>y yet grander get-togethers elsewhere in 
London? for the. Carlton House-warming failed to receive even 
a mention in the social -page of fhe fines o

It was a festive week in Britain? a time of sueh 
national rejoicing as had not been known for an age and would 
not be repeated? save for Seville Chamberlain* s triumphant re
turn from Hunieh? in those long? heart-breaking yearso fhe 
Coronation? planned while Edward still sat on the throne? 
proceeded on schedule? a deeply reluctant and unsure man re
placing the once popular favorite amid such enthusiasm that 
it seemed as if there had been no break between Georges* The 
new King resembled his father in character? appearance? and 
voicei his accession secured the continuity of a thousand year 
old traditiono^ Forsaking momentarily the grim present? the 
British people lost themselves in the timeiessness of pageantry 
and pomp* The Coronation invested a King other than the one 
intended? but it occurred just the same® Monarehs came and 
wenti the monarchy remained* The British people? no doubt? re
joiced somewhat in relief at this prospect*

Germany sent a non-political delegation to the Corona
tion headed by the War Minister? Field-Marshal von Blomborge.-T1

70Malcolm Muggeridge? The Sun Never Sets* p* 3^3l 
John Wo Wheeler-Bennett? King George VI: His Life and Reign 
(London? 1958)9 p° 31Oo

■■■: ' . ■ 71 Other members designated were Admiral Otto Schulze ? 
Major-General Hans Juergen Stumpff of the Air Force? and the 
interpreter? Ir* Faul Schmidt0 lew York Times* March 31?
1937V P« 60
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Slae eonspieiaoTas omission of f oreign Minister von Henrath from 
the gronp was believed in some quarters to have been the re
sult of Bibbentrop’s intrigues®^ But the Ambassador had to 
-©ope with the presen.ee# however brief and. frantic s of a far 
greater rival9 General Hermann Goring0 Earlier in lay Goring 
had decided that the Coronation spectacle presented a perfect 
opportunity to intro duee'sihimself to the King and his country- 
meng and Ribbentrep Informed the British Government of the 
facto But the news leaked, caused a furious stir9 and forced 
the cancellation of the Buftwaffe leader8s planso Bhdauntedg 
Goring flew to London anyways on the eve of the Coronation; 
he was met at Croydon Airdrome by Ribbentrop and driven 
immediately to the Embassys where the harassed Ambassador 
spent an hour arguing against the wisdom of the surprise visit® 
Warning Goring that his appearance might cause public demon
strations and the embarrassment of the Fuhrer, and buttressed 
by an intimation from the Foreign Office that Goring was 
persona non grata in Britain® Ribbentrop persuaded his un
welcome guest to leave London without showing his face® Goring 
departed the next morning, even as people began to fill the 
streets for the coronation procession® His only visit had 
lasted but twelve hours 9 and no one knew of it at the time 
except Ribbentrop$ his detested antagonist, certain members of

72Dr® Paul Schmidt„ Hitler8 s Interpreter (lew York, 
1951'H P* 67o



the British Foreign Office$, and9 of ©onrse9 Scotland Y a r d <,73 

With Goring gone, the Ambassador opened Oarlton House to the 
entire German colonj in London; those who responded to the 
invitation viewed the royal parade from the Embassy windows 
overlooking the Hallo

Three days later Ribbentrop and his wife gave a 
luncheon at their newly opened home, hosting. General von 
llomberg and the rest of the German retinae, and inviting 
such prominent people as the Halifaxes, Chamberlains,
Hoares, Churchills, and C o p p e r s o 7 ^  It was middle spring: 
England echoed with cheers for a crowned King, and society 
at the German Embassy reflected the happy hubub of the days => 
In this easy atmosphere the carnage of Guernica seemed in
finitely alieBo But all this was only a brief, benign inter
val <>. The. core of Anglo-German relations lay not in the out
ward amity of special occasions but in the solution of brutal 
underlying problems such as that which a little Spanish 
village bared o

73 The story is related by Willi Frischauer, The Rise 
undated Ballantine looks edition), ppD 113-114*

74The Times0 May 1?, 1937, P- 13o



CHAPTER II

THE COLONIAL GRIEVANCE

One of the recurrent themes running through Rihben~ 
trop's ambassadorShip was the demand for the return of 
Germany's colonies<? The Treaty of Versailles deprived Ger
many of her entire pre-war colonial possessions and placed 
them) under a league of nations mandate system9 largely in 
the trusteeship of Great Britain and Prance 0 As early as 
1920 the cry for colonies sounded from Germany:, the program 
of the nascent Ho SoDoAoPo put the demand near the head of 
its lists subordinate only to claims for a Greater Germany 
and the abolition of the Versailles Treatyo1 But the demand
did not approach full volume or stridency until 1936c In the
summer of that year Adolf Hitler commenced his campaign for

, ' predress of the German colonial grievances*- The call

1Point three of "The Program of the HoS0D0A0P0" 
stated) "We demand land and territories (colonies) for the 
nourishment of our people and for settling.our superfluous 
population®" . Prom Frederick 1® Sehumans The Hazi Dictator- 
ship (Hew Yorks 1936)g appendix iiis p® 513®

2By no means can it be said that the demand for 
German colonies began at this time; indeed; the matter was 
widely discussed both in England and Germany in 1935s and 
the desire for colonial possessions was included in the 
peace plan submitted by Ribbentrop to the British Government

52
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continued with increasing intensity throughout the following 
year and caused great coneera among the British public and 
its political leaderso for it was an issue upon which many 
Englishmen felt vulnerable and on which their once-vanquished 
fees were justified®. Great Britain $ the United States s Frame @8 

fhe Netherlandss, Belgium, Portugal9 ItalyP and Japan all 
owned territories around the globe| many feared that Germany 
could not long be denied her pre-war possessions in her 
struggle to achieve equality with other nations*

In a sense j, the story is Sehaeht’ss it was he who 
convinced the ■ skeptical Hitler that Germany needed the wealth 
of her former colonies if she would build an industrial 
colossus in the heart of Europe9 and who aired Germany's 
claims to an international audience*^ In the leading

on April Pool's Bay, 1936, during negotiations over the Rhine- 
land re-occupation* At this time also, the Beieh Colonial 
league was organized under the chairmanship of Frans Ritter 
von Epp* Two weeks before Eibbemtrop took his post in Lon
don in 0ctober9 the German Government dissolved the League—  
temporarilys it turned out— and postponed the Reich Colonial 
Congress in Breslau$, in deference to Great Britain's impa
tience with demands and in order to clear the atmosphere for 
the new Ambassador's assumption of duties* But this was only 
a brief respite* fhe conjecture of the lew York Times* that 
the colonial problem "has become the special province of Mr* 
von Ribbentrop s," . was, borne out by subsequent events* lew 
York Times * October 14, 1936s p* 1*

; 5In his talks witti. Adolf’ Hitler in 1931 and 1932, 
Sehaeht testified at lurembergs Hitler was "neither enthu
siastic nor very much interested" in colonial mattersi but 
upon Sehaeht's "urgent request" Hitler ordered him, in the 
summer Of;1936, to take up the problem* Trial of the Major 
War Criminals Before the International Military Tribunal 
(Nuremberg* 19481 * YIII* 11 * Hereafter cited as IMT*
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article of the January 1937 Issue of Forejgn. Affairs.0 an 
eminently respectable American journalj, Schaeht laid the
foundation upon which most subsequent German claims were

• 4 ■ ■ •basedo The brilliant Minister for Economic Affairs and
President of the Beiehsbank argued that the world economy
could not enjoy lasting prosperity without Germany's co-opera-
tiohg yet Germany was unable to contribute her part because
of a debilitating scarcity of raw materials» Schaeht stressed
that Germany had a moral right to colonies9 citing the fifth
of Woodrow Wilson8 s Fourteen PointSj, which called for an
absolutely impartial adjustment of colonial claimsand he
pointed to the position of Great Britaing whose Empire covered
one-fourth of the earth8s land surface and accounted for one-
half of the world8 s production of wool and rubber s one-third
of its copperg one-fourth of its wheat and coal? and almost

£
all of its nickelo On the other hand Germanys, with a total 
lack of teffitbriesg was forced reluctantly to follow a program 
of autarchyo M$he German colonial problem<,n Schaeht concludeds,

4 . , . ; . . '. Hjalmar Schaeht 9 "Germany8 s Colonial Demands 9" Foreign 
Affairso XT (January 1937) 9 223-234% '

: 5  .   " . ' . , : '

Schaeht did not always Sound so moralistic o In an 
after-dinner eonTersation with an America.n9 So Bo Fuller9 Jr0 $, 
at the Whited ^iates Embassy in Berlin oh September 23® 1935® 
■.Schaeht said that Germany not only needed colonies but® if her 
demands were ignored® 11 we will take theme.81 Foreign Relations 
of the Gnited Stateso 1935 c II I She British Gommomwealtho Eur
ope (WashingtonQ 1952) % 2840 lereafter cited as Foreign . 
Relations« WoSo .

^Much of this wealth came from self-governing members 
of the Commonwealth such as Canada and Australiae
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“is mot the problem of imperialismo It is not a mere problem 
of prestigeo It is simply and solely a problem of eeonomie 
existence® Precisely for that reason, the fntwe of European, 
peace depends on ito”̂

Whether or not Schaeht was sincere in his stand is 
unimportant o He gave Hitler the ideao Earlier $, Hitler in

OMein Eamnf had derided colonies as worthless possessionso Z©w» 
he seized upon the ideas Germany had achieved its long sought 
“equality” with the enactment of compulsory conscription and 
rearmament5 the creation of a new air force9 and the

7Schaeht9 ”Germany8 s ©oloaial Demands 9” 234» At 
luremberg9 however9 Schaoht added another reason for his ad™ 
voeaey of German colonies: "I considered every form of expan™ 
sion within the European continent as sheer folly® ® ® c I 
had a keen interest in diverting Hitler's quite misguided ideas 
from Eastern Europe and therefore was constantly at pains to 
direct his attention to the colonial problem so that I could 
turn his thought from the mad ideas of expansionism in the 
East®” m t * XII® 431? XIII9 10® Aristocratic and aloof9 Sehacht 
always claimed to have opposed Hitler's plans of conquest9 and 
indeed he was later imprisoned by the Fuhrer in a concentration 
camp for the duration of the war® At the luremberg trial he 
stoutly protested his innocence™™”I do not understand at all 
why I have been accused1"~™and was acquitted by the tribunal 
of any guilt in either the conspiracy9 or the crimes9 against 
peaceo Yet it can be argued that his policy ultimately coin™ 
sided with that of Hitler9 and that their only point of dis
agreement lay in the methods used® Both aimed at a domination 
of Europe by Germany9 but Sehacht8s proposals intended to bring 
about this economic supremacy by peaceful means® He foresaw a 
Germany9 fortified by colonies9 controlling European economic 
life and eliminating all competition in international trade®
See A® I® P® Taylor9 “Hr® .Sehacht8s Defense9” a review of 
Abreohnung mit Hitler® in from Hanoleon to Stalin (London8 
1950)9 p® 155® For the quotation above regarding his innocence 
see G® M® Gilbert9 Huremberg Diary (lew York9 1947)9 p® 119 
(1961 Signet Books edit ion

O
Adolf Hitler 9 Me in Kamof (Boston® 1939) 9 P® ,181®



re”Ocompation ©f the Bhimelando Only ker loss of eolonles 
still remained5, a final inequity of the Versailles settlement 
that he eould employ for propaganda, purposes and thus play on 
the guilty eonsoiences of the British^ It seems rather evident 
that Hitler did not regard the possession of colonies as a 
truly imperative consideration per s e h u t  he readily recog
nized the potential bargaining power this sore point exercised 
in Anglo“German diplomaeyo

If Sehaeht provided the standard rationalization for 
the return of Germany’s colonies9 and Hitler the ultimate con
trol and direction of the campaign, Bibbentrop lent his 
services as it most constant proponent and publicist* At 
the same time that Sehaeht8s article appeared and elicited, 
attention from the British press91®,Bibbentrop initiated his

See9 for example, the minute of the Halifax visit, in 
Documents on German foreign Policy* 1918-1945 % series D (1937”
1945) V volume Is From Heurath to Ribbentro'pCSeptember 1957- 
September 1938)« #51„ noo 60-660 Hereafter cited as DGPPo D«
I* See also A0 Jo Po Taylors The Gourse of German History* A 
Survey of the Development of Geraany since 1815 1Hew Yorko 
1946; Capricorn Books edition, 1962), pc 218: "By origin. Hit
ler was a Greater German, cone erne d#th Austria, with Bohemia, 
and the Danube route to the Dedr Bast; but by adoption„ as 
head of the Belch, he. was also a Little German, concerned with 
Boland and, to a lesser extent, with overseas colonies* The 
two programmes were amalgamated, emphasis laid first on one, 
then on the other, as a matter of tactics9 solely to divide 
his opponents0”

^ The Times* December 18, 1936, p.* 14* The previous 
week Sehaeht in a speech at Frankfurt described the choice be
fore the outside worlds either give back Germany her colonies 
or face the certainty of an ’’explosioho" The continued exis
tence of the German nation cannot be secured through trade- 
political agreements of any kind whatsoever* The distribution of 
colonial space is the expedient solution of the existing 
difficulties o’’ The Times 0 December 10, 1936, p* 13o
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©ra course of action =, Using the first annual dinner of the 
Angl©"German Fellowship as his ferums the German Ambassador 
linked the colonial problem with the threat of Moscow's Comin
tern as the two. principal reasons for current unrest in the 
worldo "Germany by no means wants to go in for absolute 
autarchys," he said in defense of the Four-Year Plano "She 
wants again to be a nation able to pursue her daily work with
out being constantly preoccupied by cares due to the lack of 
the necessities of lifeo The Four-Year Plan is a step in this 
directions But the Fuhrer sees now, as before, that the posses
sion of colonies for the supply of raw materials o, o » [is the] 
essential means of Improving the standard of life of his 
peopleo" Tiny swastikas and Union Jacks stood on every
banfuet table, and the.distinguished listeners included Lord 
Mount Temple,, lord Londonderry, Lord Lothians Sir Arnold Wilson 
MoPo, Lord Redesdale, Major-General J0 F.0 Go Fuller, Lord 
Davies, and Lady Snowdeno They received his speech sympathet
ically, no doubt partly due to his concluding remarks: "England 
and Germany have had only one conflict in their long history of 
friendly relations, and this was a tragic and terrible mistake 
which must never be repeatedo » » o. We all. know that another 
great conflict would mean the unavoidable victory of world 
revolution and bolshevism^" ̂ ̂

11 ' ,
J b i d o o December 16, 1936, p0 16: lew York Times.

December 16£ 1936, p, 16»

■ w
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It is significant that Ei'b'bentrop directed his cam
paign first at a mcn^politieal audience whose members were 
mostly out of office® For the British Cabinet and Foreign 
Office were at this time unalterably opposed to relinquishing 
any colonies then under British control® Bibbentrop realized 
this and attempted to build a groundswell of favorable public 
opinions, the better to enhance his ease® He did succeed in 
attracting attention® During the next year, due mainly to 
Hitler8 s major speeches but also as a result of Bibbentrope s 
labors in London9 the issue of the return of colonies became 
one of Britain's paramount concerns and one of the problems 
most discussed in the popular press®

Generally9 the British rejected German arguments based 
on economic reasons® MGermany has one clear moral grievance 
against the colonial clauses of the Versailles treatyp M admitted 
the times in its comment on Sehaeht’s current argument® ’’But 
any trained economist— and Dr® Sehaeht is a trained economist— ■ 
indeed any ordinary student of the facts, could riddle the 
pretensions to military self-sufficiency which Dr® Sehaeht has 
advanced as though they were the pure milk of economies®”1̂  
Within a few days the times reported the appearance of an 
article by General Georg fhomas, head of the war economy staff 
of the German War Ministry, which it interpreted to contradict 
the recent statements by Sehaeht and Ambassador Bibbentrop® 
Whereas both Sehaeht and Bibbentrop claimed that a policy of

i xthe times, December 15, 1936, p® ITo



autareliy was forcefi upon Germany "be her lack of eolenies and 
her mafair treatment from the outside world, Thomasg in an 
article in the Deutsche Bergwerkszeitung« the organ of the 
Ruhr heavy industry, clearly stated that autarchy plans were 
worked out years in advance hy leading military strategists as 
a necessary concomitant of rearmament„ Thomas did not complain 
that Germany had been driven to adopt this system, but rather 
called It a result of the lessons of the last waro1̂

The Times was not alone in its skeptieismo The lew 
Statesman and Eation called Sehaeht8 s economic arguments "ab
surd," and a statistically inclined writer in Contemporary Re
view declared that the colonial areas of the world are not of 
any major economic importance, pointing out that colonies took 
less than ten per cent of the. world8s exports and that the whole 
of Africa accounted for less than four per cent of the world's

' 1 Rraw materials, and foedstuffso Moreover, before the war Ger
many drew 81 a mere fraction of 1 per cento of her materials" 
from her eolonieso^ Her was The Round Table deceived: it
asserted, "The economic argument for the return of Germany's 
colonies simply does not hold watero The real motives must be 
sought in diplomacy, strategy, and prestig@<." Hoting that 
Bismarck had subordinated colonialism to his foreign policy

^Ibido, December 18, 1936, p« 13°
|C ■ , v 'lew Statesman and Eationn October 309 1937s PPo 

673-674; and Bo S0 Keeling, "Coloniess the Bconomie Gase 
Examined," Contemporary Review0 February 1937 9 p» 199o

l6Xbido ' ■



aad emc©iaraget it especially when an opportunity appeared to 
sow discord between Britain and France g fhe Round Table asked9 
"Is there not at least a possibility that Herr Hitler has a 
similar purpose in raising the colonial question today, after 
having himself declared it to be distracting and dangerous? 
fo sap the moral strength of ©reat Britain’s position, to sow 
discord between the colonial and the non-colonial Powers among 
Germany’s neighbors, and to confuse and divide British public 
opinion— 'these would be diplomatic objectives well worth 
aehievingo” ̂

But every voice of dissent had its counterparto lord 
Bothian, a highly respected Liberal politician and public 
figure, then out of office but exercising great influence 
among those Englishmen sympathetically disposed toward national 
Socialist Germany,, agreed with ScMcht?1® and another contri-* 
but or to. the Contemporary Review, also dabbling: in_-statistics, 
emphasized that of Germany’s pre-war colonial territories, 
including German Bast Africa, South West Africa, Gameroons, and 
fogoland— a total of 1,045,000 square miles, augmented by an 
additional 95 s.000 square miles of possessions in the Pacific- 
over two-thirds went into the British Empire» "There is 
still time for common sense to prevail,11 pleaded George Glasgow*

17Quoted in Ourrent History* February 1937, P° 410
18The Marquess of Lothian, "England and Germany," The 

Hineteenth Century9 May 1957s PP° 577-5#°
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"It is still possible for Great Britaing sayg to make the 
opposite gesture* to offer hack to Germany some of the 
©olonies. he longing to her* and thus to reap the benefit in 
good will of doing the obvious right thing spontaneously*"1 ̂ 
As the year 1937 passed* many public personages spoke up for 
a reasonable consideration of German claims» Gilbert Murray9 
Arnold le foynbee* and lord Noel-Buxton, proposed a formula 
by whieh ’’some* at least, of the former German colonies shall 
be handed back to Germany,” and lord Astor, in a letter to

19George GlasgoWp "Germany’s Golonial Olaim*" Oontem- 
porarv Review* Bee ember 19379 PP? 74-1 -742 o For other dis^ 
Gussions of the colonial question see; Sarah Gertrude Millims 
"The Rebirth of Mittel-AfrikaThe Living Age« lovember 1936* 
ppo 234=238* an article favorable to German claims* Franz 
Ritter yori Epp* "Germany's Oase for Golonies*." Ibido * ppo 23 8= 
241 * and his speech of October 29* .19379 reported in The Times,, 
October 3©, 1937: von Epp reiterates the "have-nots" argu
ment and :stresses/Germany's over^populatlon0* V« Krogman* 
"England, and Germany ? an Open Answer to Lord. Lothian*" The 
nineteenth Oenturv <, November 1937« Po 556 g Patrick Balfour * 
"Germans.as M a s t e r s The Living-Agen January 1938* pp0 426- . , 
429? the Germans were ruthless but eonSistent* and were less 
condemned for thein brutality than admired'for their strength; 
if they#ere to regain their colonies the'clock would be pushed 
back* Tbut no farther than Geneva would push it forward; Paul 
Elbel* "A Substitute for Polonies*" Ibid&% PP» 429-432: and 
Fritz:Eonnenbudh* "lo Substitute for Oolonies!" Ibid** Febru= 
aryy. 1:938 * ppo 488-490: Eonnenbuch claims that' Germany' s right
to terr'itofies will remain even after the problem of raw 
materials is solved; "We demand the return of our colonies be
cause they are ours by right* Peace will be assured only if 
justice is done in this respecto" R« W. Seton-Watson* in 
Britain and the Bietators (lew TOfks 1938)* makes a valuable 
contribution in his judicious discussionof the various argu
ments * pp * 417"424* The German case Jis ably ;argued by Bro 
Kurt Johamsen and H» Ho Kraft* in Germany's Oolohial Problem 
(London* 1937)4 - ' . . '

■ ■ ^9In a joint letter* also signed by Vernon Bartlett,
to The Times* Gctober 7* 1937s P° 15= i Murray* 0* M 0 was



The Times0 declared grandly that mtil some adjustment of 
the eolomial issue was-made s there could be no confidence or
any sense of security, in Europes Mnay9 there must be an ever

■PIrunning sore, liable at any moment to bursto" ■ The House of
lords9,at the.outset of Halifax's visit to Hitler in Hovember8

called for a general settlement with Germany8 lords Orewe
and Sankey declaring themselves in. favor of colonial eon-

22cessions as necessary sacrifices for peaceo , The Times of 
Geoffrey Bawson9 almost a semi-official organ of the appease
ment governments pressed a similar proposal for thoughtful 
and sympathetic attention to the problem*^ And Prime Minister 
Seville Chamberlains in a speech lloyd George called courageous, 
said it was impossible for the British to bind themselves in 
advance never to surrender a mandate? and privately he wrote.

Begins Professor of Greek at Oxford from 1908 to 1936 and 
chairman of the league of Hations Union from 1923 to 1938? 
Toynbees Research Professor of International History at the 
University of london. Director of Studies in the Royal Insti
tute of International Affairs, and author of its annual 
Surveys? Hoel-Buxton, a former liberal and labour M0P. and 
labour Minister0 Bartlett, author of an early book favorable 
to Rational Socialism, lazi Germany Explained (London0 1933), 
was a news broadcaster and journalist who later changed his 
mind and after Munich, stood for Parliament as a foe of further 
appeasemento

The Timeso October 13, 1937, p» 15°
22Ibido, lovember 19, 1937, P° 16*
23Ibldo <■ October 28, 1937, P° 17°



nX don81 believe mjself that we eould purohase peaee and a 
lasting settlement by handing oyer Tanganyika to the Germans @ 
hut if I did, I would not hesitate for a momento1'^-

lone of these sentiments oan he construed as less than 
loyal to the eause of Great Britain or overly sympathetie to 
national Socialist Germany: they were the honest attempts of
men striving to reach a platform of agreement and international 
. amityo Precisely because the British showed such a conscien
tious concern over the settlement of grievances $ Hitler and 
Bibbentrop created with their colonial demands an issue with 
definite moral claims and an appeal to traditional standards 
of fair play and Just ice o .v . ’ •

Soon after his speech on colonies to the Fellowship 
in mid-December, 1936s, Ribbentrop left London for a Christmas 
vacation in Berlin^ Many observers at this time conjectured 
that his holiday conferences with the Ruhrer might result in 
crucial decisions on Anglo-German relations 0 The Hew York 
Times„ in its tendency to editorialise its headlinespro
claimed: "Ghoice Vital to Reich To Be Made by Hitler; friend
ship or Hostility of Britain to Be letermined by Decisions of 
the fuehrer in Council;" while ;sensational9 the statement was 
a generally accurate appraisal of the situationo -3

Keith felling, Heville Chamberlain (London, 1946),
■ p, 3C0o . ■ • '

2-%ew York Times. December 27, 1936, section iv,. p0 4«
Otto Do Tolisehus wrote, "The time has come, it appears, for
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Shristiaas 1936 was indeed a good time for Hitler to take 
stoek of the state of affairŝ , '

The mission of his personal emissary was two months 
olds already Bihhentrop had ereated some tension for the 
zeal with whieh he baited the bogey of Bolshevisms, yet he had 
accomplished little on the other side of the ledger to eotmter- 
aet its enthusiastic ezeesseso A, King supposedly friendly to 
his eause was gone and the man whoms, above all others 9 he 
must reckon with had just delivered a trio of strong foreign 
policy speechesg calling for a new Locarno settlements re
affirming 'Britain'! s determination to defend France and Belgium 
from aggressions and urging the economic financial9 and 
political co-operation of Germany with the rest of Europe» 
Instead of an agreement with the English* Eltlef had an 
Antl-Oomintern Fact; thats and a five-month-old civil war in 
Spain9 only , intensified the increasing militancy of national 
Socialism and more sharply defined its points of difference 
from the policy of Great Britaino fhe year 193S was filled

Germany to decide whether she wants to stick to Hitler’s first 
principle, of foreign policy and go along with Britain in the 
Spanish imbroglio as well as in other matters or go it alone 
at the risk of sitting down between two stoels-^between Bri
tain and Russia— as did the Ealser - s governments » e « Brought 
down to fundamentals so e the proposition is whether Germany 
will renounce what to the British seem to be policies of 
expansion and limitless rearmamentg under the guise of a cru
sade against Bolshevism, in return for economic and financial 
concessions to bolster up Germany’s economic situation*". The 
writer compared current conditions to those which existed on 
the eve of World War I when Haldane visited the Kaisero
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with events of the German ascendancy9 and "by Its close Hitler 
had reached the crossroads of Anglo"German diplomacy0

Any speculation on whether the decisions made by 
Hitler in his late Deeem'ber deliberations might lead to a 
diplomatic demarche were quickly dispelled by the Fuhrer him
self o On January 30$, ,1937s., the fourth anniversary of "the 
greatest national revolution and reformation that Germany has 
ever experiereed9"^  Hitler appeared before the Reichstag and 
announced the withdrawal of Germany!s signature from the 
Versailles Treaty and the liquidation of that section of the 
Treaty which deprived Germany of equal status with other 
nationso Germany's honor was now vindicated by "the restor
ation of universal military service, the creation of a new 
air force, the reconstruction of a German navy, and the re- 
occupation of the Rhineland by our troops," Hitler proudly 
declared, adding, in a phrase on which many Western democracies 
rested their hopes, "as all this has now" been accomplished, 
the so-called period of surprises has come to an endo"^
Hitler told the truths for more than a year German foreign 
policy followed a predictable course, and even the. Anschluss 
fourteen, months later should have startled no one in positions

26Adolf Hitler, My lew Order, edited by Raoul de 
Roussy de Sales (Hew York, 1941), p® 407o

Stephen Heald, editor, Documents on International 
(liondon, 1939), p» 162o Hereafter cited as
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of responsibility. But if surprises were ended-,' the same 
issues and aspirations of national Socialism remained™-and 
in this speech Hitler ennmeiated them as direct rehmttals to 
the British Foreign, Secretary, Anthony Edeno Idem, speaking 
for the British Government, had complained recently of the 
increasing tendency "to divide Europe into two opposing camps, 
divided according to two extreme political doctrinesand of 
the isolation of nations from each other in power hlocs that 
bred distrust, fear, and a climate of antagonismo2® How 
Hitler answered Iden in particular and Great Britain in generalo 

He pointed to the proof of Germany's lack of isola
tionist intent: agreements with Austria and Boland, "excellent
and close relations with Italy," and friendly relations with 
Hungary, Jugoslavia, Bulgaria, Greece, Portugal and Spain, as 
well as the recent Anti-Comintern agreement with Japan, "a 
vital proof of how little the German Government thinks of 
isolating i t s e l f H e  defended the Four-Year Plan; "our

See, for example, his speeches at Leamington, Hovem- 
ber 20, 1936, and at Bradford, Beeember 14, 1936, in Documents 
on International Affairs« 1 9 3 6 editors Stephen Heald and ■ 
John Wo Wheeler-Bermett (London, 1937), pp= 260=267; and his 
speeches before the Foreign Press Association in London, Janu
ary 12, 1937, and in 0emmoms, January 19, 1937, in DIA 1937, 
pp0 10-11 and 17-1.9; see also The limes, January 20, 1937, 
p. 7o This last speech was badly received in Germany and news
papers there headlined the fact that Hitler would answer Edeno 
The Times9 January 21, 1937, P° 12, and January 22, pe 140

29DIA 1937o Po 164o



deeision to earry out this plan is unalterable^ The reasons 
which led to that decision were inexorable = And since then I 
have not been able to discover anything whatsoever that might 
Induce us to discontinue the Four-Year Plane" He charged 
Eden with a misunderstanding of German economic policy: "For
nothing is farther from our wishes than to break off or weaken 
our political or economic relations with other nations0 The 
contrary is the truth0 0 , . I have often given, especially
to the British people and their Government9 assurance of how 
ardently we wish for a sincere and cordial eo-operation with 
t h e m e H e  again rejected,the British Questionnaire of the 
previous May, an attempt by Eden to . ascertain the nature and 
direction of German foreign p o l i c y H e  declared the division 
of Europe to be an accomplished fact, and expressed with 
forceful eloq.uenee the alarm with which Germany watched Bol
shevism, na world peril for which there must be no •• toleration.t 
Here, he complained, "there is a wide difference between the 
views of the British Foreign Secretary and our views; and here 
it seems to me there is a gap which cannot be filled up."32 •
He took E d e n * s argument on armaments, the proposal that each 
state should possess only those arms sufficient for its defense

^ Ibido. pp. 165 9 1.67o .
31

I b i d o o uno 174-175: My Hew Grder. pp9 415“416o The 
Questionnaire appears in BIA 1§3¥T uuo 2TT-2160



and gave it a new twist; such defensive armament quite clearly 
’’should "be in proportion to the dangers which threaten that 
countryo Each nation has the right to judge this for itself9 
and it alone has the righto”̂

And, finallyg Hitler in his, speech added his voice to 
those of Schaehtg Hibbentropg and numerous Hazis of lesser 
note9 in a demand for colonies* The German colonial empire? 
he asserted, was constructed "without robbing any one and with
out violating any treaty and * * * without any waro" On un
tenable grounds, the colonies were taken from Germany* "It is 
said that they are of no real value;" Hitler stated* "If that 
is the ease; then they:ean be of no value to other States 
either* And so it is difficult to see why they keep them*" 
Germany had never asked for colonies for military purposes9 
but exclusively for economic reasons= "Today Germany lives 
in a time of difficult struggle for foodstuffs and raw mat
erials* * * * Therefore; as a matter of course; our demands 
for colonies for our densely populated country will be put 
forward again and again*

It was on this note that Hibbentrop returned to London$, 
February 29 1,937» after an absence of six weeks* He encountered 
a widely unfavorable British reaction to Hitler s speech; but

Ibid.. p. 170.
34Ibid*; pp* 172-173*



nevertheless set ahcmt pmrsming a satisfactory answer to the 
colonial questiono-^ On February 119 six days after his Ill- 
starred Hazi salute to King George ?I9 the Ambassador met with 
Lord Halifax at the Foreign Office Halifax was a substi
tute for Idem9 on vacation; it was their first meeting and 
Eibbentrop’s first official conversation since Leeember0 One 
hour before his appointment8 Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Heville Chamberlain announced to the House of Oommons the 
Government’s new defense budget» As Eibbentrop drove toward 
Downing Street that wintry afternoon he could see placards 
displayed by news vendors along the curb: "Four Hundred

'' ' ' - '37Millions for Defence"-Official Announcement =".

See« for example. fhe Times* February 1, 1937# Po 16? 
The Spectator* February 5? 1937, P° 205; and Winston Churchill9 
newsletter of February 59 1937, in Sten by Steps 1936-1939 , 
(Hew Torkg 1939), pp» ̂82.-84, "It is only truth to records" 
wrote the Hew York Times’ London correspondent, "that any 
such partnership is just now even further from practical 
realization than it was when Mr. voh Eibbentr op journeyed 
homeo" Hew York Times, February 4* 1937, p. 6 ; see also Ibido <, 
February 119 1937, Po I©®

36 ■ .Eibbentrop also sought out private individuals of 
influenceo He lunched with Thomas Jonesg secretary of the 
Pilgrim Trust and a close friend of Prime Minister Baldwins 
during this weeko Jones wrote 9 "He makes very nearly the same 
speech every time one meets him9" but that this time Eibbentrop 
put special emphasis on the question of colonies0 "He can’t 
understand why it takes so long to reach decisions in this 
country9 but his education is proceeding*" Thomas J ones $ A 
Diary with Letters„ 1931-1950 (London9 1954), p» 313°

Hew York Times., February 12s 19379 P° I =



This was mot an auspicious occasion on which to eon- 
vense, not? did the meeting alleviate the atmosphere o .Eibben- 
trop came with complaints: he expressed his displeasure at
the press reception given him on his return from Germany9 at 
the questions raised in Commons over the employment of German 
workmen in the remodeling of the Carlton House Embassy, and 
at the furor created by his Hitler salute upon being presented 
to the new Kingo In a general way, without making any concrete 
demands, Ribbemtrop also discussed the colonial questions® 
Throughout the exchange Halifax was properly polite? patient, 
and understamdingo Hut his Government deemed it more important 
at the moment to discuss with Germany the Hritish suggestion 
for a new Locarno settlements it had been forwarded to Hitler 
the previous Hovember and still failed to elicit a reply<, ..Any 
action , on colonies, Halifax said, must be considered as a 
part of the general settlement»̂

One practical result of Ribbentrop’s plaintive attitude 
was the invitation extended him by the prestigious Earl of 
Derby, for a weekend visit that included a dinner address to 
a gathering of important North England busimessmemo But that 
was all; on the question of colonies, he met solid resistance„ 
Meeting with Eden on the eve of another departure for Berlin,

The following week an observer in Berlin reported 
that "great disappointment" had arisen in the German capital 
as a result of Ribbentrop1s apparent rebuff® Anne 01Hare 
McCormick in the Hew York Times, February 20, 1937, P® To
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at the end of Februarys, Ribbehtrop hardly mentioned the matter 
until the close of the oornrersatioru The Foreign Secretary 
informed him that the British position was *'unchanged and he 
saw no prospect of changeRibbentrop replied that this 
stand severely compromised the chances of German co-operation 
toward p e a c e T h e  next day he flew to Germany to do his 
share in making that statement a reality.,

"It is not the polities of a decent nation that dis
turb economy; rather Jewish business disturbs decent politiesg 
and Jewish polities disturb deCCht nations1 b u s i n e s s T h e  
speaker: not Josef Goebbels nor Julius Streieher9 but the
Reichsambassador to the Court of Stl James8s$, Joachim von 
Ribbentropc The occasion: the spring fair in Leipzig9 an
annual rite that reaches back into the middle ages and con
tinues to this day9 a festival attracting close to 309000 
spectators and 1000 foreign exhibitions = The speech: Ribben
trop1 s most strenuous public demand for the return of Germany8 s 
colonies andg probablya his most newsworthy address delivered 
as Ambassadoro The larger part of his speech was not anti- 
Semitic? but equally offensive to many Englishmeno He com-

39 'The quotation comes from a dispatch by the United
States Ambassador to Great Britain? Robert ¥0 Bingham? sent 
to Secretary of State Cordell Hull after a private conversation 
between Bingham and Edeho Foreign Relations* Ho So 0 1937, I?
P= 59 o

40 ■ ■ .' ' .. ' ' ■ •Ibid.
^ Hew York Times. March 2? W 3 7 ?  P= 8.



plained, of Ma morbid psychosis of hate” that rationalized the 
taking of German overseas territories, and declared, ,1 Germany 
claims the right to colonial possessions on principle „ = e 
and Germany must formally reject every form of argument, which

42seeks to dispute this right with hero.” Following the stan
dard procedure for speeches on colonies, Eihhentrop also re
peated the familiar economic argumento Germany needed terri
tories for sources of raw materials, markets for manufactured 
goods, and possibilities of development„ But he then departed 
from the usual script by calling upon "the Mandatory Powers 
to make of their own free will the generous gesture expected 
by us, a gesture which would be of the greatest importance for 
a final clearing of the atmosphere = I believe that Germany 
can expect this gestureo » » o11 ̂  Ribbentrop, suddenly, had 
become an audacious Pollyanna, And,perhaps a slightly 
sinister one too: he averred that German economic unrest
could be relieved in only two ways: through the return of
colonies, or by means of "the German people " s own strengtha11̂

Ribbentrop overextended himself at Leipzig<> Merely 
making a speech of this nature was a questionable action; his 
choice of language was even more egregious» Bluntly to demand

42 1BIA 19570 p0 229»
43 ' . ' ■Ibid.0 pp. 230-231; She Times, March 2, 1937$ Po 16»,
44The limes. March 3, 1937$ P° 15°



from Britaim (ant Framee) the arbitrary relimfialshiaent of
seetiens of the globe-which'they hat possessed for more than
twenty years9 however righteous $, was the height of arrogance;
all the more so since Germany offered in return nothing more
than an abatement of this aspect of her tempero And Elbbem-
trop's allusion to "the German peoples own strength" sounded
dangerously ambiguous: it could be interpreted as a veiled
threato lot surprisinglyP this is just how certain organs of
the British press took it* In its traditionally restrained.
manner9 She limes admitted that. given the conditions in which
Eibbentrop delivered his speech; "it was hardly to be expected
that he could say anything likely to help in relieving tension?"
yet the editorial insisted9 in a similar adverbial phraseg that
the speech "can hardly be regarded as contributing to the
appeasement which all Governments alike profess to desire 9"
and added that Eibbentrop8s remedy for Germany’s economic dis~
tress was "not o 0 .» very tactfulc"

The lew Statesman and lation was less discreet and
more directo It called Eibbentrop8s speech "diplomacy with a
bludgeon" and "an intolerable abuse1 of diplomatic immunity?"

Ibid. The Leipzig Fair that year resembled the 
lur.emberg Eally, and among its 1 exhibits were , displays showing 
the progress of the Four-Year Flan and a "Colonial and Tropi
cal" section. Ibid.. March 1. 19379 p. 13= Eibbentrop de
livered his address before the ," Spring Demons;tration of the 
Gommission for the Economic Policy of the IoS.DoAoP." DIA 
1.9379- P .  227.

46The Times. March 3 9 1937, p. 15.
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and it contended that if it "does not mean the termination of 
his career as German Ambassador in Londong it certainly means 
the end of its nsefulness»" With that in minds, the news maga
zine proposed Ribbentrdp1s resignation^ "If Hitler's repeated 
expression of hopes of 8reconciliation? in Europe is sincere 
,it said9 "he will do well to recall a plenipotentiary whose 
tactlessness is calculated to destroy such chances as there 
are of Anglo -German under standing o

M e n 9 by now grown accustomed to German demands for 
coloniesj, expressed surprise at the tone of Ribbentrop.’-s 
Leipzig speecho In their last idhwerSatioh together Ribbon- 
trop had scarcely mentioned the subject and had indicated 
"some prospect of a more co-operatiye. attitude on the part 
of Germany g" although he may have changed his mihd when the 
Foreign Secretary Stressed that his Government s stand re
mained the sameo^ Perhaps most surprised of all was the 
United States Ambassador to Berlin9 William B0 Boddo In a 
talk with Hjalmar Sehaeht 9 Germany -s most respectable and 
knowledgeable proponent of colonial concessionsg he heard
Ribbentrdp8s speech referred to as "bunks intended for local

^ ; V-v^v- v: -

^ Uew Statesman and Nation, March 6C 1937, p0 354e
The quotation is from a dispatch by Ambassador 

Binghamg ., in Foreign Relationso U0S0, 19571 Ig, pp» 58=59 =

edited by Willlam.Bp Boddg Jr= and Martha Bpddg with an intro
duction by Charles As Beard (Hew York9 1941)g pe 389» Biary
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If it was "birnkg Ribbentrop stuck to It." resolutelyo He
lustruete.d kls Embassy to elrculate copies of the speech to
Iiondon newspapers and to foreign correspondents on the day of
Its delivery, "an almost unprecedented" course of action, and
a week later he repeated the Leipzig demands over the radio
to the German public9 with still the same IntimationsBut
the British press could be persistent too* A jingle appeared
at this time9 posing a not~so=rhetorical question;

"With crude commodities as short 
/ As spokesmen of the Reich repot15,

How can the Fatherland afford
$o ship von: Ribbentrop abroad?

entry for larch 4$ 1937c, Luring that week the German press 
violently excoriated the mayor of Hew York Gity9 Fiorello 
LaGuardia, for remarks he made In a recent speech against 
Hazismo She epithets hurled at LaGuardia9 vile and mostly 
unprintable^precipitated the worst9 if momentary crisis in 
Hnited States-German relations up to that time * Bod'd, in a 
dispatch to Hull, larch 8, 1937s reported, "The view suggests 
itself, and this has been corroborated by German observers, 
that the stress placed cm the LaGuardia incident was largely 
for the purpose of diverting attention from the evil impression 
made abroad by Ribbentrop8s Leipzig Fair speech, particularly 
the. passages on coloniesd," Foreign Relations. UoSo 0 1937«
II;She British Commonwealth (Washington, 1954)? P° 3̂ 9°

5© "' . 'Hew York limes0 March 2.,'1937, P° 8? March 10$, p0
10o Ihe. diplomatic correspondent of the London Lally Herald<» 
charged Ribbentrop with committing a grave discourtesy by 
answering a diplomatic communication publicly in a defiant 
speecho ., . , ' ' . :

' 5 *1 ; , . . ... 4Hew Statesman and Ration, March 13, 1937, P» 4©3«
According to the Hew York Times, this piece of merriment 
originated in Palazzo Chigi, the home of the Italian Foreign 
Ministry, and was authored by none other than Count Ciano 
himselfo
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One of the few persons to eome to Eibhemtrop's de
fense was the least likely: Winston' Ohurehlll5 the Conserva
tive MoPo for Westminster Gonstitnenoy, a former Cabinet 
minister, out of offiee now, and influence; the man who 
watehed and warned throughout the 8thirties as he waited for 
the call to the helm. In his fortnightly newsletter Churchill, 
while pointing out the difficulties that arise when an Am
bassador to a foreign country augments his task by actively 
participating in party politics at home, and noting that Ger
many s decision to press its colonial demands upon Great 
Britain did not ease relations between the two countries, 
nevertheless took issue with the popular interpretation of 
Bibbentrop1s reference to the strength of the German people, 
"Todo not read it » , , as in the. nature of a threat,wrote 
Churchillo "It is not used as an alternative to the return 
of the '■Colonies 9 but as an additional means by which the Ger
man people may develop their own domestic prosperity. In 
that aspect it would command general sympathy throughout the
British E m p i r e , "52

By now greatly harassed— the month of March was pro
ceeding for him with no more felicity than Eebrmary— Bibbentrop 
sought an interview with Churchill, whom he had known until 
now in society only, Churchill accepted and Bibbentrop re
ceived him one March afternoon at the German Embassy, Their

^Winston Churchill, Step by Step; 1956-1959, pp,
90-91o -



talk was most slgnifleant® It revealed tlie mlseoneeptlons 
that the S-erman Ambassador still harbored of his British hosts® 
Elbbemtrop told dhTarehill that he could have been Foreign 
Minister of Germany but had instead asked Hitler to send 
him t© England in order to work for an Anglo-German ententeP 
a familiar claim of dubious.veracity that Ribbentrop fre
quently advanced in an attempt to make himself appear as an 
Anglophileo He stated the requirements for such an eventu
ality: in return for Germany8s vigilant protection of the
entire British Empire 9 England must grant to Germany a free 
hand in Eastern Europeg to allow the realization by the Releh 
of Lebensraum for her ©ver-erowded population« Boland, the 
Danzig Corridor, ultimately White Russia and the Ukraine must 
be absorbed; nothing less could be permitted, and nothing more 
asked than the non-interferenee of Great Britain® Several 
times, Ribbentrop used a large map on the wall to illustrate 
his expansive ideaso .

Churchill knew well the map of Europe and his Govern
ment's attitude toward its integrity = Speaking with greater 
foreefulne ss than Eden, Halifax, or Chamberlain employe d later 
in the year, he declared that Great Britain “would never dis
interest herself in the fortunes of the Continent to an extent 
which would enable Germany to gain the domination of Central 
and Eastern Europe®“ Churchill admitted that his country was 
on bad terms with Russia and claimed that its people hated 
Communism as much as Hitler did; nevertheless, he was certain
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tWt Great Britain wo mid not agree to give Germany that 
greatly coveted free han&o

"In, that ease, war is inevitable," said Bih^entropo 
"Ihere is mo way out» The Fuehrer is resolvedo Hothimg will 
stop him ami. nothing will stop us*.”

"When you talk of war, whiehj mo doubt9 would he general 
war91’ Ghurehill replied in measured words which he remembered 
distinctly a dozen years later9 ''you must mot underrate Eng
land * She is a curious ooumtry, and few foreigners cam under
stand her aimdo Do not judge by the attitude of the present 
Admimistration => Once a great cause is presented to the people, 
all kinds of unexpected actions might be taken by this very 
Government and by the British matiqnoM Again, Churchill em
phasized to his host, "Bo not underrate England * She is very 
clever* If you plunge us all into another Great War, she 
will bring the whole world against you like last time *"

Heatedly, Bibbentrop answered, "Ah, England may be very 
clever, but this time she will not bring the world against Ger
many , " They talked on for a while, about other matters, but 
; the truly important dialogue was done* Bibbentrop had .clearly 
laid bare his country's designs, speaking so candidly as even 
to admit that the question of colonies was "evidently not 
cardinal*"53 And Churchill had spoken a prophecy, although

53Winston Ghurehill, The Gathering Storm, volume .1 of 
The Second World War (Boston, 1948), pp » 223-22^*



for two years after its wtteramee the course of events in ' 
Europe were such as to deceive the likes of Eihhentrop9 and 
with good reasons "

The intensity of the British reaction to his call for 
colonies obviously impressed Eihhentrop and the German Boreign 
Office g however s and for the next few months the Ambassador 
subordinateds if not submerged his demands beneath the more 
pressing matter of Spaino OiviX war there raged ever fiercer9 

while in londong with platitudinous impotency, the non-inter
vention Oemmittee met frequently in plodding attempts to cope 
with the conflicte Eibbeutrop spent most of his official time 
attending meetings of the Oommittee during the spring and 
early summer of 1937° As the war continued one calamity 
followed another9 and Eibbentrop found himself in situations 
no less embarrassing and difficult than those that originally 
caused his retreat0 The bombing of Guernica in April, the 
shelling of Aimeria in May9 the controversial leinzig claims 
and the cancelled visit of von leurath in June 9 Eibbentrop,s 
appeal for the elimination of the naval patrol system in July9 

and the constant reports of close economic and military ties 
between Germany and Nationalist Spain9 all indicated a deep 
German involvement in the Spanish tragedy9 and brought a 
crystallization of British resentment upon the person of the 
German representative in London® Gone now were the spectacular 
public polemics of Eibbentrop s he was too busy defending the 
German point of view in Oommittee meetings that became



increasingly acrimonious $, and he confined his discussions on 
the colonial issue to a minor role in priyate negotiations*
He advanced the question in a meeting with Eden prior to the 
proposed visit of von Heurath to London9 and received a stan
dards, non-committal replyi Edem9 "willing to think the matter 
overs,1’ agreed to discuss It again in a few days05^ But if 
Rihbentrop referred to colonies again9 the subject was over
shadowed: preparations that preceded the meeting o£ Von
Heurath with Eden and Chamberlain indicated a greater concern 
with matters pertaining to a general settlement* German inter
ests in Eastern Europe s, and complications coming out of the 
Spanish Givil War

Those complications themselves caused a cancellation 
of the Foreign Minister"s visits, and the question of colonies 
was not discussed on a high level until that Hovemhers, when 
Halifaxr, as the Prime Minister's personal emissary s met with 
Hitler and admitted the willingness of Great Britain to explore 
the issueo The quiescence of colonial claims through the

. • ■ ^4 ; -BGPPj 1, III:Germany and the Spanish Givil War, 
1936-1959q~W95a Po 317. ■ •

■ 55  ‘ .

A memorandum submitted by Ernst von Weisaekers di
rector of the Political Department of the German-Foreign 
Ministry9. suggested the possibility of "investigation by a 
bilateral commission of German needs for a raw-materials 
areas" but von Heurath himself apparently planned only to dis
cuss "the general European political situations and Spain as 
its most critical pointo" Ibldo„ #31 To pe 3361 #319s p0 338o 
See also #333 9 pp» 350-3519 and #33̂ $, p« 351 ®



summer, indicates that the grievance was one which could be 
turned on and off at will according to the dictates of politi
cal expediency®. The end of the summer brought a renewal of 
the heated demandso

At the Nuremberg Party Rally in early September, one 
month after the expulsion of three German journalists from 
London and concurrent with the conference at lyon. Hitler a- 
gain aired his complaints» This time he changed the emphasis 
of his rationalization from a requirement for raw materials to 
a desperate need for food: "It is an intolerable thought that
year after year we should be at the mercy of a good or bad 
harvest," Hitler told the multitudes in the vast Nuremberg 
. stadium. "The Reich’s demand to possess colonies is, therefore, 
based on economic necessity and the attitude of other countries
toward this demand is simply incomprehensible5^

Upon Ribbentrop’s return to London in early October, 
after a two-month’s absence, Hitler again voiced Germany's 
claim to oolonleso This time he faced an audience of 1,200,000 
farmers and agricultural workers gathered at the annual Har
vest Thanksgiving Festival; once more he stressed the need 
for foodstuffs, basing his speech on the slogan of the mass 
assembly, "Bread is holy."^ Three days later, on October 7» 
1937, the Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung announced that the

<56 "The Times, September 8, 1937, P° 12»

57Ibido o October 4, 1937, P» 14.



reeoFery of Germany8s lost colonies m s  now an official aim 
of the Reich's foreign policy, thus affirming with new 
language and emphasis an old national Socialist goalo "So 
long as our colonies on the ground of the colonial guilt lie 
of 1919 remain in foreign h a n d s i t  warned, "an important 
element of our equality of rights and our rehabilitation is
missimgo"^^

The quest for colonies was again in full swing0 In 
Berlin Franz Bitter von Bpp, president of the now resurrected 
Colonial League, issued another call for the satisfaction of 
Germany’s needs, and a week later the Bo_JLJZ^ 9 Hermann Goring8 

newspaper, excelled all recent efforts by demanding that it 
was "England8s obligation to hand over" Germany's former 
colonies» It argued that "the. colonies were voted from Ger
many by a Biktat to which Germany is no longer subject," 
called the mandates a "fiction," "sheer hypocrisy," and "sim
ply a system of illegal possession^" Ominously it added,
"The strengthening of the military force and determination 
of Germany has altered the conditions which made possible the 
colonial injustice of Versailles and G e n e v a A n d  on Novem
ber 21, 1937— even while Halifax still lingered in Germany as

gg .• ' ■The Times0 October 8, 19379 p» 13o • •
59
Ibido <, October 30, 1937s 14; November ,5, p* 14» .

Already Woermann thought he detected a slight change in 
Idem8s viewpoints he interpreted the Foreign Secretary’s 
speech of November 1 as "another little step toward realizing 
that the problem must be discussed," BGFP, B, I, #16, pe 25»
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a guest of G-or lug and von Zeurath9 an S. a day after Hitler . 
had told him that the colonial question in no way had. a direct 
hearing on Anglo-German co-operation— the Puhrer9 in a speech 
at Augsburg., said, "We demand our colonies not out of obstinacy 
but as a necessity of life.o Q = <> We shall voice our demand 
for living room in colonies more and more loudly till the 
world cannot but recognize our claimo

Zone of this was lost on Ribbentrop*s hosts: nearly
every public demand for a redress of the colonial grievance 
reached the British presso She increasing stridency of German 
claimss bolstered by the strengthened position, since the 
September visit of Mussolini to Hitler, of the Berlin-Rome 
Axis, worked a gradual effect, however slight, on British 
p olicy and public opinion ? this was the. one Anglo-German issue 
about which many conscientious Englishment felt a sense of 
guilt» But Germany8 s hostility to the use of collective 
methods Offended many? Germany "has nothing to give in return 
for colonies, which are an ‘absolute right,’" complained a 
Simes editorialo "She has, in fact, as it is put in national- 
Socialist circles here,"--an indirect reference to Ribbentrep—  
"nothing to offer Great Britain and France but peace» o =. «11

Ribbentrop had absented himself from Bondon during most 
of October, entertaining the Buke and luehess of Windsor in 
Berlin, meeting with Hitler at Berchtesgaden, and conferring

6©■ "Ibido o lovember 2 2, 1§37o pi tU 
^  Ibido«, leeember 2, 1937» p° 140 '



with Giano and Mussolini in Rome i in Hovemher he again fisited 
Rome> coming away with Italy’s accession to the Anti =0omintern 
Ract9 and after Halifax’s sojourn in Germany he spent almost 
a week in Berlin®: . But his role in the quest for Germany’s 
colonies was not forgotten in the current furorg nor was his 
participation negligible® Ihe Times, at the end of October, 
reported that ’’Herr von Ribbentrop9 whose mission to London 
mays barring unforeseen circumstances9 be regarded as ended; 
may9 when officially released; return to Germany to take 
charge of the colonial a c t i v i t i e s I h e  invitation to 
Lord Halifax to visit the Berlin Hunting Exhibition was an 
unforeseen circumstances and Ribbentrop’s official release—  
or was it a reprieve?— did not come until February 4S 1938; 
yet there was some justification for the conjecture» Ribben~ 
trop had devoted sufficient time to the cause to merit such 
a post® ,

In the days immediately following the return of 
Halifax to London Ribbentrop met with the three highest 
officials of the Government and reported home that ”a step 
forwafd11 had. been made ® The British still insisted on com
bining the colonial question with other matters pertaining to 
a general settlement; but— and this indicated progress— at 
least they were now of a mood to discuss the grievances®

62 ,Ibido <, October 30® 1937s. P® 14®
63BGFP„ Ds I9 #4?s P<> 85=
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Using identical phrasesV Eihhentrop reported that Ghamber- 
lain showed lfan earnest desire" to explore all the possibil
ities leading to a solmtion of Anglo-German problems, and that 
Men had told him of England's "earnest desire" to make 
colonial eonoessions to Germanyo^ While Eden maintained the 
standard British position that the colonial question should be 
linked, with other considerationss he stressed that it was now 
being treated as an acute problem demanding solution,and 
told Bibbentrep that the dominions would be consulted for their 
.proposals.^' Lunching with Halifax a few days later, Eibben- 
trop complained that Germany's colonial claim was based on 
legal right and could not .be coupled with other questions* 
Halifax replied with am automatieally unsatisfactory answer, 
but he also said that the British Government was making a .

Ibido« p* 84; #5 0, p* 88* A month later Ambassador 
Heyile Henderson told Foreign Minister von Heurath that 
: .Chamberlain was "firmly resolved to make a positive proposal" 
regarding colonies, and asked only for time and patience from 
the German pres a. Ibido, #98, pp* 173-174*

^ Ibido c, #50, p* 89* The Foreign Secretary also 
stipulated that England wanted a quid pro quo in the ease 
of a colonial settlement; some agreement granting both 
England and France "a greater feeling of security*" He said 
that "England, as a nation of ' shopkeepers, ' could not be 
blamed if she wished to obtain compensation in return for 
giving up colonies*" Ribbentrop’s reply was characteristic 
of him: "I stressed the fact that for Germany the colonial
question was a matter of justice and that we must deplore 
linking it up with other problems.which might be difficult 
to solve*" ibid* 1 .

Ibid*, #59, p* 99; see also #74, p* 124*



determined effort to grant Germany coneessionso^ On Decem- 
ber 16; 193Ts the Ambassador 3aad a long eonversation with 
Prime Minister Ohamberlain and again a new amity prevailed; 
Chamberlain affirmed his own faith in the prospect of an 
Anglo-German understanding and added that sentiment in 
Parliament was also favorable toward a settlement with Ger
many » "He had noticed this recently when the comnraniqne re
garding the Chautemps visit was reado^® At the passage in 
which Germany's colonial claim was mentioned favorably? not 
a word of protest had been raised; in view of the previous 
strong opposing tendencies in Parliament, this was a remark
able change

©n this somewhat favorable note, at a time when the 
British Prime Minister manifested an enthusiastic resolve to 
render Angle-German relations free from grievances, Ribben- 
trop left London for the last time as Ambassador,, It was

6TIbiflo, #75o QPo 124-125, Halifax9 however, was 
careful to add that "the British people expected something 
in return0 Otherwise it would be very difficult for the 
Government to have the claim accepted by public opinion," 
Ibid,

68Camille Chautemps, Prime Minister of Prance from 
June 1937 to January 1938 , visited London in late November 
1937° See Ibid,,#46, pp, 81-84, and #49, pp. 87-88, for 
comments on the visit by the German Ambassador to Prance, 
Johannes von Welozeck; also George Glasgow, "'free and Peace
ful' Talks," Contemporary Review,. January 1938, pp. 101-105, 
and LIA 1937. pp, 142-143,



almost a year to the day that he had launched his campaign 
in Britain for colonies<, fhat campaign had followed an 
erratic ccnrse: clearly $ Eihhentr op "began with too much
too soon* and the mixture was so rich as to cause an ignominious 
sputtering early in the journey^ When he resumed his champion
ship of the cause? conditions had changed favorably: Britain
had a new Governments, one much more actively engaged in 
appeasemento But soon Bibbentrops having already confided 
to Giano that his mission was done 9 even before the new phase 
in the campaign for colonies began9 quit his post for the more 
congenial climate of Berlin and the ultimate summons to the 
Wilhelmstrasse as Foreign .Minister» The rosy atmosphere 
Chamberlain and Halifax thought they perceived as a result 
of the lord President’s visit was left behind by Bibbemtrop 
to dissipate of itself0

Basically insincere % the campaign for colonies ran 
a necessarily sporadic course during the Ambassador’s 
assignment to Bondon, and he could not claim to have achieved 
even a small success» Here, unlike other failures in foreign 
policy9 the blame cannot be laid entirely upon Hitler and 
his egocentric whims= For Bibbemtrop was needlessly clumsy 
and obstinate in his quest for consideration of the German 
grievanceo He never relented in his demands nor admitted the 
possibility of compromise» Instead9 he insisted that 
"the colonial claim is not a bargaining point," although



"bargaining is a legitimate art and an imperative function of 
diplomacyo

"I asked the Ambassador to understand that it was not 
possible for the British Government to deal with this ques
tion in isolations" Eden wrote9 in retrospect of a conversation 
he had with Ribbentrop in leeember9 1937° He further urged 
the German envoy to "understand that the British Government 
had been asked to consider the.cession of colonial territoryo 
This was a formidable request to put to the British publico" 
While this matter received investigations, Eden told Ribben
trop 9 "it would be helpful if the German Government would not 
engage upon.colonial propaganda of the kind which consisted 
in saying with increasing force: 'Germany must have coloniese
Germany has a right to colonies0 Germany shall have colonies o' 
The Ambassador knew British character well enough to be aware 
that language of that kind was not calculated to bring about 
a settlemento"‘•

Considering Ribbentrop's performance, Eden may well 
have overestimated the man's perception. Even when the British 
Ambassador to Berlins Sir Revile Henderson^ presented Hitler 
with his Government's plan for a redistribution of colonial 
territories in central Africa g giving Germany a measure of

TQI)GEPo #519 p= 91 =
71 •Anthony Eden, Earl of Avon, Pacing: the Dictators:

the Memoirs of Anthony Eden, volume I TBoston, 1962) ? ™
^ r ^ 87=5 8 8o""̂ "
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colonial /sovereignty, Elb’ben.trop P mow Foreign Ministers, 
wanted to know if. ’’the retmrm of all the former eolonieSg 
inelmding those in, the possession of the British dominions9 

eould he considered hy the British G-overmmemta”72 Depending 
npon the degree of Bibbemtrep’s ignorance, this was either a
very foolish or a very cynical qnestion0

On the eve. of the Halifax visit g . realizing the anxiety 
of many Englishmen who, in their desire for peace9 guiltily 
listened to Germany’s demands for colonies9 Sir Harold Hieol= 
sons, the distinguished diplomat and writerg offered his own
views in a magazine article He pointed out that the Bri
tish public ” imagine vaguely that we ’ own’, vast territories 
in Africa which can be transferred to Germany as easily as 
one transfers a Rolls Royee9” whereas in reality the task was 
infinitely more difficulto fo abandon Tanganyika9 for ex
ample 9 would be to cut the Gape-to-Gairo air route9 sandwich 
Kenya between a German possession and Italian Abyssinia9 and 
give Germany a base on the Indian Oceans all constituting a 
grave strategical disadvantage9 granted in return for the hope 
of assurances of peace and friendship * She ordinary English
man 9 Hieolson .said, was not am Imperialist; he would surrender 
’’these vague, amorphous9 equatorial areas" if he thought he

^DGFF, B, I, #138, ppo 242-243, 246-24?9 249 =
7*5 : * ' . * . - 'Harold Hicolsom, "Germany and the Golonies,” She 

Fortnightly, December 19379 pp, 641-648o



Gould '’purchase thereby immuaity from attack on the part 
of something so definite and so proximate as Hitler8 s Reieho” 
But while that ordinary Englishman also believed that Germany 
was being suffocated by a lack of raw materials and outlets 
and a surplus of populations he had only a superficial 
understanding of German characters German historyg or the 
German policy of Weltuolltlko Would there be peace in Europe 
after settlement of the colonial question? The British had 
been told the same tale about the Rhineland and Saar»
Hicolson stated his contention that Hitler’s prime objective 
was an extension of influence and control southeast9 to 
Odessa and to the Aegean Seas rather than a return of 
colonieso "The German demand for colonies is not an end. in 
itself but a means to other ends a o » » Even if we were able 
to surrender the colonies9 we should not achieve any durable 
appeasement9" he claimed; the colonies "do not represent a 
high hand in trumps; they represent only the Knave and Queen 
of Diamondso"

The writer concluded by arguingP "Let us try to induce 
Germany to tell us, '.to tell the world and, above all, to tell 
her own peoples what she really wantso Since what she says 
today is not the whole truth6 Great Britain found out the 
truth soon enoughs although its Government took a disastrously 
long time to face up to the frightful factso As it happened^

7 7. Ibidopo. 648o



the German, priority of objectives quickly shifted again and 
the demand for a place under the southern sun was sublimated 
to the poliey of Drang naeh Osteno Austria fell* Czecho
slovakia teetered on the abyss; German actions seemed to 
prove only too well lieolson5 s realistic conclusions and 
Bibbentrop5s cynical motivationso So its credits the British 
Government adhered to the requirement of a satisfactory quid 
pro quo and compensation for the cession of any colonies; 
consistentlya Bibbentrop demanded their return on righteous 
terms alone? and thenceforward the only time Great Britain 
turned over her eolories9 with the exception of Palestine9 

it was to their original inhabitantSo There was no sequel 
to the African Queen in the second World War?



©HAPSEE III

THE !OH~Hm¥EHH©H OOMMIIIIB

Eidway tte>©ugh the smmer ©f 1§36s as the Eedi- 
terraaean heat blasted the barreh uplands of Iberia 9 an army 
of rebels surged aoross the Strait and struck at the heart 
of Eepubliean Spain» This revolt of the generals had already 
spread from Seville northward to Madrid when.Eibbentrop 
received his assignment to London on August 119 and the' great 
Spanish capital was under siege when he assumed his diplomatic 
duties two and a half months latero Thus the eivil war in 
Spain raged concurrently with Eibbentrop’s term of ambassador
ship and more than a year beyond j, and its international 
Implications annoyed him through©uto

The mature of Hitler’s intervention in the Spanish 
cockpit has been obscured, with the passing of years, by 
sudden and often brutal incidents which stand out dramatically 
against the hazy tedium ©f attendant diplomacy; the airlift 
of the insurgent army north out of Africa, the bombing of 
Guernica, the shelling of Aimeria, the cold-blooded efficiency 
of the Condor Legiono But While Hitler taught the world some

1 The iphrase. is the title of a book .by Frans lorkenau 
(I,onddn,:U937)o ’
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new variants in ferocitys it was never his war9 mor^ as he
p .would learn laters was Franco his man. To be sureg Hitler 

ordered the designation of the Republic8: s defenders as Bolshe
viks; he encouraged the development of German economic rela
tions with Nationalist Spain; he recognized the Franco 
government within four months of the rebellion's outbreak, 
he refused, on December 4, 1936$> to see the British and French 
ambassador who brought urgent requests that the principle of 
non-intervention be observed more strictly, and directed his 
foreign minister to inform them frankly that Germany favored 
the FascistsAnd yet for all his protestations against the

AGommunist menace. Hitler was mot so much interested in

2The Spanish Gaudill© did not return Hitler’s favor 
by entering World War II at his side, although a division of 
troops under General Munoz Grandes fought with the Germans in
Russiao Franco was one of the few men who ever kept the Fuhrer
waiting; he was more than half an hour late for their meeting, 
on October 23, 194©, at Hendaye on the French bordero Thomas 
Hamilton, Appeasement's Phild: the Franco Regime in Spain 
(lew Xork, 19WTp Po 113° Suavely noncommittal on the subject 
of Spanish support for the lazi cause, France so exasperated 
Hitler that he later complained to Mussolini, "Rather than go 
through all that again, I would prefer to have three or four 
teeth pulled outo" Piano's Diplomatic Papers (Iiondon, 1948),
P- 402.   '

3 . .Documents oh German Foreign Policy1918-1945 g series
D (1937-1945) o "‘volume IIIiGerSSF and the SpSish ©ivil War* 
1936-1939 (Washington, 195©)7 ̂ 127, pTT3ST#T30, p 0 142; 
Fr#Tp/ 134; #146, pp, 156-157 and #152, pp* I65-I660 This 
source hereafter cited as1DGFP« D, tXIo

4 ' ; ■ V 'A good example from this period is his address at 
the Nuremberg Rally, September 13, 1937° See Norman Ho 
Baynes, editor, The Speeches of Adolf Hitler0 1922-1939 
(Oxford, 2 volumes7 1942^, volume I, pp.”685=712o~



bringing this professed anti-Bolshevik revolt to frnitien as

sion would he maintained in the MediterraneanP Mussolini8s 
involvement oontinued9 and9 hopefullyy yet another wedge in
serted between Western demoeraeies and Italy0 The number of 
Germans in Spain in support of Franco never exceeded 16 $,000; 
Italy sent at least three times that many, along with huge 
amounts of arms and materielo ̂ Mussolini8s stake in the eon- 
filet was openly so great that his representative on the non
intervention Committee refused^ after a decisive Italian de
feat at Guadalajara in MarchP 19379 to discuss the withdrawal 
of Italian volunteers 9 declaring that they 81 would not leave

PP<?
conference of November 5» 1937° The volume is hereafter 
cited as IGFP. Bo lo See also DGFP» i,, Ill, #511 s p0 573P 
Alan Bullock, Hitler <, A Study in Tyranny (Hew York, 1953) 2 
P° 334; Gharles Felts, Jr0, The Masquerade in Spain (Boston,
1948), p0 49; William I, Shirer, The Bise and Fall of the
297; and the Interesting eommerits by Gordon A Graig, ”The 
Gefman Foreign Office from Heur&th to Ribbentrop," in 
Gordon A 0 ©raig and Felix Gilbert, editors. The Diplomats0 
1919-1939 (Princeton, 1953), pp0 429=431, and by A, i.e P. 
Taylor, The Origins of the Second World War (Eondoh, 1961),pp. 131- T W T ”™    ;

^Hugh Thomas, The Spanish Oivil War (Hew York, 1961) 
pp, 634-635°.. ©laud ©oekburn, an English journalist who re
ported the war and, for a while, fought in the Republican 
Army, wrote, 81 The simplest and. least controversial; fact about 
that war is that the Fascists got there fastest with the 
mostest men. And the: real wonder of it was not that the 
Eepublieans were defeated, but that, they held on as long as

in prolonging it°^ A protraction of hostilities meant ten

eries D (1937-1945)„ volume IsFrom Heurath to Elbbentro

they dido' A Discord of (lew York,
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Spanish soil hefere France - had wen a complete.and- final 
victory®.' o- o, ettT Hitler was less obvious and, • significantly,
less interested® His hope for the eventual triumph of 
Franco’s forces was motivated mainly by the prospect of rich 
mineral concessions to be rendered the Reich as a reward for 
its help! meanwhile, he left the direction of the German effort 
in Spain largely in the hands of the Foreign Officê , seemingly 
content to allow matters to drift ambignously— ever harassing
foreign ehaneellerles— but never so aimlessly that general

8 ■ ; ■ ■war threatenedo
. To maneuver through this diplomatic morass.required 

monumental skillg tact, and lueho Ribbentrop lacked both the 
inherent gifts and those fate bestows and, as the one man in 
England answerable for German policy toward Spain, he carried 
a painful burden whose weight only increased with the weeks of 
war and left him far behind on his read to an Anglo"German 
understandingo His vehicle was the london Hon-= Intervention 
Oommittee and it was in this that he==in the company of many 
of,his colleagues, it must be admitted—-encountered so many 
roadblockso . ; .

Probably no international organization, other than tha 
League of Rations, has elicited such scorn and opprobrium as 
this lon-Intervention Committee 0 Ribbentrop himself admitted

7
LGPP o P, III, #2359 P® 25To
Ao Jo Pe Taylorc Rumours of War (London, 1 

pp© 181-183®



that it should ha-re "been, named 118intervention committee^ 1 for 
its members eoneentrated on defending or hushing tap more or less 
cleverly their respeetive ©©umtries® intervention in Spaimo"^

Joaehim von Bihhentrop 9 She Hih'bentro'p Memoirs (hon- 
d©ns 1954)s ppc 78=71= Shis view was expressed in similar 
terms by a contemporary observer of markedly different pell- 
tieso Frederick Lo Sehuman9 in Etarone on the Eves the ©rises 
of M-plomaovn 1955-1959 (Hew York,, 1939)» pi 2859 called it . 
the "Committee through which all the States of Europe super
vised intervention in the Spanish waro*’ Glaude Go lowers s the 
.United States Ambassador to Spain from 1933 to 1939 and one of 
the most outspoken critics of mon-lnterventlonV In which his 
country also participatedg has written that the Oommittee was 
Mdishonest$1t? na loathsome faree/* "oderemsp” and "feeble and 
trembling before the laughter of the vulgar0n My Mission to 
Soalm. Watching^the Rehearsal for World War II THew York, 1954)9 
ppo 283$, 3159 3639 3540 See also his chapter ̂ "Franks of "non- 
intervention81' ppo 324-338o

• One of the sanest and least emotional appraisals was that 
of Hugh laltong a former underseeretary for foreign affairs ' 
and one of the labour party's leading spokesmen at this time"®
"I valued France above Spain9 both as a civilized modern state$, 
and as a friend and pledged ally of Britaino 1 was not an 
admirer of the Spanish approximation to demoeraeyo ,i e » o Hone 
the lessp since Germany and Italy were now our potential 
enemies in Europe 9 and since Franco Was their ally$, I held9 
and often said9 that 8it is a British interest that Franco, 
should not win this civil war» 8 It was on this propositions, 
rather than on any extravagant eulogy of the Spanish Republic- 
can Governments, that I based most of my public references to 
this most tragic struggleo" Hugh laltomo The Fateful Years<,
Memoirs* 1931-1945 (London« 1957)g ppc 9$™97° The affect of 
the Hon-Intervention Gommittee on the British diplomatic pos
ture has been described by Viscount Samuel$, a leader of the 
liberal party and former Cabinet ministers "If the Spanish 
people wished their country to be Fascist that was their 
affair; andg if the consequence was likely to be dangerous 
for France and Britain in certain eventualities9 we should 
have to face the facto But for that result to be brought a- 
bout by flagrant armed intervention by the Fascist Powers $, 
while the farce was played of a futile Hon-Intervention 
Ministers was for this country Ignominious®" Viscount Samuels 
Grooves of Ghange (IndianapoliSs, 1945)g p® 325°
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The omtgrowth ©f a proposal made "by Fraaee to Great Britain
and Italy on August 19 1936, that a policy of neutrality be
pursued in regard to the Spanish warg non-intervention as a
system began early the following month and eomtinued, with
ever imereasimg ineptitude, until July 1938 when it was all
but officially forsaken in the debris of European diplomacy*
Certainly, however, it never suffered from an absence of
official adherents, for twenty-six European states assented
to the If©n-lntervention Committee Agreement and sent dele-*
gates to the first meeting of the Committee in London on 

11

1©

9*"' Germany joined the Hon-Intervention Committee 
on September 1936, but only after some opposition and

10See Hugh fhomas. Jgar, pp* 257=
An exhaustive treatment of non-interventionism is in 

Herman Jo Padelford, International Law and Diplomacy in the
53-120 See also 

AffairSo
Civil Strife

Arnold J* foynbee, editor,
 \ volume II:The International Repercussions of the War in
Spain (1956-1937*) (London, 1938)« uuo 222-376T^rArnoYd' j 
Toynbee,.editor. Survey of International Affairs* 1938 (Lon
don, 1941), pp* 507-341: and G. M* Gathorne-HardyT A Short 
History of International

~W<PP° are 'hereafter cited -as SIA<
11The countries were:  ̂Albania, Austria, Belgium, 

Bulgaria, OzechoSlovakia, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Prance, 
Great Britain, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Luxemburg,. Motherlands, Horway, Poland, .Rumania, 
Sweden, Turkey, Soviet Union, and fiigoslaviao As time went 
on, however, most of.the business was conducted by a sub
committee consisting of the representatives of Great Britain, 
Prance, Germany, Italy, Soviet Union, and PortugalJ The rele
vant documents regarding the accession of these nations to the 
H ©m-Imter vent ion Agreement appear in Padelford, International 
Law and Diplomacy <>



12foot“draggingo She improves these techniques tenfold 
during the next two years as the German Foreign Office9 in 
a kind of crude collaboration with ItalyP ignored the 
Committee's policies and plagued its worko

In this dubious endeavor Eibbentrop contributed his 
part ands in view of the unpopularity it brought him? his 
complaint is plausible s "Shis work was most unpleasants and 
doubly so for me5, because Britain often sided with the Beds9 

and this I always had to opposeo The friction that ensued 
pushed into the background and disturbed my real Job of 
strengthening Anglo“German relation?» I often wished this 
wretched civil war would go to the devil? for it constantly 
involved me in disputes with the British Governmentp" ̂  And 
yet the grievance is unjustified: Britain sided not so
much with the "Beds" as with the philosophy that strict non“ 
intervention should be enforced and the withdrawal of foreign 
participants seewredo , Too often Eibbentrop neglected the 
avowed goal of his mission to London by vociferously attacking 
his Inveterate foe? Bolshevist Bussia? across the tables of 
the Bon-Intervention Gommitteeo His. anti-Oommunist seal

12
M B *, Bp III? §2% ppo 29“30T #32? pp. 32=335 #34? 

pp. 34“35jHP¥s> pp. 44“45? . #47?'p. 47?. #65® pp» 65“665 and 
#72? p. 74,

. 1 3  ■ - ' . .Joachim von Eibbentrop9 Memoirs<> p. 71» See also 
Trial of the Ma.jor War Criminals before the International 
Military TribumTTluremberg, 19477, volume X 9 p. 238, This 
source is hereafter cited as IMT,



brought ©a many ©f the. disputes with the British Government 
whieh otherwise might have been avol&e&o Furthermore^ he had 
to defend his Governmentc s insistence on the granting of 
belligerent rights to both sides, a^policy the British con
sistently opposed until the matter of foreign volunteers 
eould be settled satisfactorilyo In the meantimeof course, 
a vast impasse existed, much to the benefit of the German 
cause and greatly to the discomfiture of the British» Bibben- 
trop did his job, resisted. British efforts to resolve quickly 
the dispute over intervention, and found himself in conflict 
with His Hajesty8s Government almost as often as he clashed 
with the Russianso Iventually, Rlbbentrop became so desperate 
about his frustrating position that he was eager to enlarge 
the German military effort in Spain and thus to bring about 
a final collapse of the Gommittee--strange tactics indeed 
for the agent of an Anglo-German understanding* ̂  fhis was 
not Hitler8 s strategy, however, and the man popularly reputed 
to exercise extraordinary influence over the direction of 
German foreign policy found himself forced to abide by the 
dictates of the Wilhelmstrassej. while the fortunes, of 
nationalist Spain rose ,and swelled with the tides of war and 
diplomacy, those of Rlbbentrop ebbed, relentlessly*1̂
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If the crises an& controversies the Spanish Glvll War 
ereated in international diplomacy tended to give an inexact 
pieture of German intervention» they nonetheless rendered a 
fairly accurate portrayal of Ribbentrop the diplomatg and 
Illustrated his role as Ambassador to London and delegate to 
the lon-Intervention Gommitteeo His task here was to represent 
the German point of view toward the war in Spain9 which openly 
favored the insurgent causes and to protect the German Inter
est la the affair by obstructing the progress of plans that 
would have brought the withdrawal of volunteers and the end of 
foreign intervention,, Britain̂ , on the other hands actively 
worked to secure the elimination of all outside elements from 
the fray, She reasons for Ribbentrop5 s dislike of his duties 
were probably as numerous as the Committee's meetings9 and at 
times his "disputes" with the British Government seemed to come 
one on the heels of anothero During a two-month period in the 
late spring of 1937* for examples he was embroiled in four 
critical matters— three of which arose from German interference 
in Spanish affairs s and. one from what he felt was interference 
in his own affairs» In each instance he suffered a diminution 
of his effectiveness as a propagandist for the cause of closer 
Anglo-German relationso fhe troubles began in late April9

with Guernica,,1  ̂ ' : :
. 1

1^For accounts of Guernicas; see the dispatches sent by 
George Dowither Steers to The limeso April 27 to Bay 6 9 1937? 
the eyewitness account of a Basque priest. Father Albert©
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Guerniea semt a skmdter of horror iowsa. the eonseienoe 
of the worlds Pleasso has hest deserlhed It In perhaps the 
greatest ©f polemical paintingso A historie northern Spanish 
town known as the home of Basque liberties., G-uerniea was 
savagely bombed by pilots of the German Condor legion for 
three hours ©n the market afternoon of April .26, 1937° .She 
village had but a slight military value =»=§oering later testl-

1 Wfied at Nuremberg that Cuemica was merely an exercise 1 ==and 
the loss of 1654 civilian lives created a furor in the British 
press9 public, and Parliamento The lew Statesman and nation 
called the bombing "the fulfillment in reality of a monstrous 
nightmare9" and declared it "has left the world aghast1" The 

raged9 "never in modern history has Europe known
The sickening butchery at Guefmlea0 O O O

has no parallel© It takes rank among crimes which their very 
hideousness points Indelibly on 19̂ >1

de Onainda Q in G-uemika (Bilbao 0 1937) „ partially reprinted in 
Robert Payne 9 editor. The Civil War in Spain (Eew Yorks 1962) 9 
PP° 195-197; Rugh Thomas, The Spanish Civil ¥ar0 noo 419-422;
SIA 1957o II. nno 68=72? and Go L0 Steer, The Tree of Gernika 
[Eondohg I93&) °
; ’ ^Reported bv Hugh Thomas« The Spanish Civil War© p© 421,

lew Statesman and Ration© May 8,9 1937.9 p° 761, and 
■y l, 19379 P° 701; The Spectator,, April 30o 1937c p° 785°

But The Spectator could not bring, iiself̂ "to: think Herr Hitler 
capable of condoning a crime so damnableo" After all, in.his 
note to Eden on March 319 *1936$ had not he said,, "The German 
Government .considers the, most important task is to bring aerial 
warfare1 Into the moral and humane atmosphere of the protection 
afforded to non=combatant or the. wounded; by the Geneva Con
vention© © © 9 " and had not he suggested an international conven
tion to pfohibit the dropping of incendiary bombs anywhere and 
the bombing of open towns?
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In a wire to tlae German JPereign Ministry Eibbemtro.p 
eemplainetg -"From variems quartersthe Bm'bassy is receiving 
eommimieations making German fliers responsible for the 
bombardment ©f Guernicaj in spite of our denialsEqually 
chafing to the Ambassador was the fact that nin private con
versations Franco’s denial is still given prominence and is 
construed to mean that Franco indirectly admits the attack was 
made by German filers® ”. He suggested persuading .Franco to 
issue "an energetic and sharp denial which could not be 
equivocally eonstrued o " ^  W n  Haekensen9 then State Secre
tary in the Foreign Ministry9 sent this request to the German 
Embassy in Spain® Ihere Ambassador Faupel replied that, 
although "the denial agreed upon with Franc© regarding 
Guernica has not been issued," the press release of the 
nationalist Government was sufficiently self-evident to allay 
doubtso "Guernicag" it ran in .part., "was destroyed with fire 
and gasoline® It was set afire and reduced to ruins by the 
led hordes in the criminal service of Aguirre9 the President 
of the Basque Eepublle® Aguirre planned the destruction of 
Guernica with the devilish intention of laying the blame 
before the enemy’s door® ® ® o" 20

At a meeting of the lon-lntervention sub-committee 
Great Britain, with the support of France, Russia, Belgium

19D&FB, B® III® #249, p® .279®
pdiIbid® n #2519 P® 281®
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amd Sweden$, suggested that "both sides in Spain he requested 
to present further air attacks on civilian populationo Eihhen- 
trppj in league with the Italian and Portuguese delegates $, 
postponed action on Britain's motion with a statement of the 
facts of strifeo . "Such hemhings are inevitable in war o o © 
and © © © it would he folly for any government or groups of 
governments to try to prevent them11 ̂ “especiallyj he might have 
added9 since it was the policy of Germany and Italy to employ 
their new aircraft in the civil war in order to test the ma= 
chines' capabilities and to give their pilots necessary exper-

piienee© .. <
Eihhentrop had already used a story similar to Eaupel's

- dispatch when9 on May 5g he protested to Eden against 11 false 
reports circulated by a section of the British pressn about: 
the bombing of Guernica©^2 He also offered the opinion that 
Bolsheviks;set the town afire 9 and went so far as to threaten 
Germany's withdrawal from the ©ommittee if similar accusations 
continued© ̂  In a cable to the foreign Ministry Eihhentrop

— .

^ Hew York Times© May 5S 193T» P» 17° He obliquely 
changed his stand the next day9 but action on the suggestion 
was nonetheless prevented©' Ibid©© May 69 p© 6 $ and fhe limes © 
May 69 1937? P° 15© The Spectator deemed his demurrers 
’’regrettableo'1 May 79 1937g Po 845©

22Hew York Times© lay 5© 1937© p© 17? The Times© May 69 
1937s P° 15© Eihhentrop was not alone in his complaints© Var
ious German newspapers violently attacked The Times for its 
reportage of Guernica© See. The Times© May 49 p© 16; May 6S 
p© 159 and May 7p 1937? ,Po 16©

23Hew York Times© May 69 1937s P© 6? Anthony Eden9 
the Earl of Avon9 facing the Dictators: the Memoirs of Anthony 

' Eden (Boston9 T9o2) © n© 500© Hereafter cited as Eden© Memoirs©



reperted he n stomtly defended8 the German pesitioa and 
challenged Bden on the nature of the Foreign Secretary's in
formation about Guernica: "Bden could only refer to the
British newspaper reports®8 Eden could also suggest an 
inquiry to establish the facts,, however9 and in casually making 
this offer9 he caused Bibbentrop to hedge® fhe Ambassador 
lacked his government's views on the subject®^ Immediately 
requesting "the earliest,possible instructions911 Bibbentrop 
received am answer forwarded from Hitler himselfP insisting
that investigation of any single military action must be

26flatly rejected®
That Bibbentrop had nothing to do with this personal 

project of the Condor Legion mattered little in Londons his 
disavowal of German responsibility for the Basque village's 
bombardment ran counter to eyewitness dispatches from The limes 
and Bailv Express correspondents® Guernica became a rallying 
cry for anti-Faseist propagandists 9 a kind of bone of contention 
stuck in his throat, which no amount of diplomacy could dislodge

24M F F o Do III, #253, p®- 283» • However, Eden was. on 
safe ground here® Due to a debate in Parliament on the subject, 
he refused to issue a eommimIq.ue on Bibbentrop8 s representations®

2^Ibido g Eden, Memoirs, p®.5®©» Eden said Bibbentrop 
was taken aback, "to the extent of leaving him without an 
opinion®" . ;26

IGFPo 1, III, #253® Po 284| #2589 p® 29©®
^^Admittedly, the last part of this sentence Is 

speeulation, but based on the fact that British newspapers 
carried follow-up stories on Guernica, even after the
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Before the heat of pmhllo opinion cooled over this incident9 

Bihhentrop fomd himself in two further imbroglios involving 
Germany and Republican Spain in acts of hostility®

She firsts the Deutschland incidents,provides a 
good example of the role Bibbentrop played as Germany's repre
sentative on the Mon-Intervention 0emmlttee» In the early 
evening of Hay 299 1937, the pocket battleship Deutschland 
lay quietly in the roadstead of IvimSg off dnty, her crew at 
rness®^ Out of the setting sun two Republican aircraft 
glided9 dropped two bombs overhead9 and departed before the 
ship could return fire® Swenty~two German seamen were killed 
outright and. nine of the eighty-three wounded died soon after® 
Shis raid came but a few days after Republican planes attacked

distraction of the Coronation® Ribbentrop was extremely 
sensitive to criticism from the press® After its early 
denials of responsibilityIfor the attack* Germany ignored the 
matter and never effectively answered charges of culpability®

Wsually referred to in German documents as the Iviza 
incident® During World War II Hitler changed the name of the 
Deutschland® "for the loss of a ship of that name would cause 
greater consternation than the loss of any other ship®" Hitler's 
Secret Gonversations fl 1941-1944 (lew York9 19535 Signet Books 
edition 9 196TT7^p%^52Tl Incidentally s Ivizas one of the 
Balearic Islands southwest of Majorca? is the locale for Billot 
Raul's celebrated story of the Spanish Civil War? Life and Death 
of a Spanish town CSanta EulaliaJ (Hew York? 1937)°

g m  ' „ ■ '

Ihe Deutschland-incident is treated in SIA 1937®
II, pp® 3 1I-3I6 ; Hugh Thomas, She Spanish Civil War® pp® 79- 

She Times, May 31, 1937, P® 14; and Hew Statesman and 
Hation, June 5, 1937, pp® 912a913®
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patrol ships in the harbor of Palma de Mallorcas hitting the 
Italian Barletta and the German Albatross=

Foreign Minister von Hetirath ordered Ribbemtrop to 
" take the floor at onee’1 when the Eon-Interventlom Oomittee 
met agains, Monday9 lay 3 1» and ammoimee the imeident with a 
prepared statement withdrawing Germany both from the naval 
patrol and the Gommittee "until it obtains a positive guaranty 
against a repetition of such incl dents.Meanwhile 8 at dawn 
of the same morning von Heurath sent this instructions five 
German warships appeared off the Republican coastal village 
of Aimeria and blasted it with 200 shells 9 killing nineteen 
people and,destroying thirty-five buildings» Thus by the time

 ̂Ihese two vessels had no iegitimate business in this 
port9 which was part of France’s patrol responsibility; how
ever p "Palma Harbour was a known centre of Rationalist arms 
'tradingov fhomas0 The Spanish Oivil Warn pc 44©c like Palmas 
Iviza was also a porto See The Times  ̂May 279 p0 15, and 
May 9, 1937, p» 14« The Valencia Government’s defense of the 
attack is reported by George Glasgow9 "The Further Course of 
’Ron-Intervention’ in Spains" Contemporary Review0 July 1937, 
p« 1©5o In a note to the lon-tmtervention Committees June 8 9 
1937, the Russian delegate 9 Ambassador Ivan Maisky9. pointed out 
that the German Government had never informed the Committee 
that the Deutschland was a part of the naval patrol and9 if 
80s it still had n© business in the Balearics9 nor could It 
there have been carrying out its dutieso Jane Degras 9 editor 9 
Soviet Documents on. Foreign Policya volume III;1933-1941

3,1MT, B, III, #268, p. 297o 
32This response was immortalized in oils a painting 

which depicted the Admirai Scheer vo Aimerla was displayed in 
Munich’s House of German Art, where the touring Duke and 
Duchess of Windsor were among its early viewers9 The Times,, 
October 25, 1937, P® 13®



Bifc'bentrop duly pretested In Committee of the "imeredifely 
Baalieious attack”, on Germany's naval namesake» the world knew 
ahout an equally serious assault9 made In total disregard of 
the Committee and without Its foreknowledge*"^

Rlhhentrep did not participate in the planning of the 
Aimerla reprisal, yet as Beiehsamhassador to London and dele
gate to the lon-ImterventlOB Committee, he necessarily eon- 
traeted some of the responsibility for It*. Whether he assumed 
this burden, however, is debatables he stayed in Berlin 
throughout the crisis, having nothing to say about the re
taliation and its repercussions, and it was Woermann who took 
Eden's complaint that Germany's measure was "to© extreme 
Immediately before his return to London on June 9, Bibbentrop 
telephoned Br* Friedrich Gams, director of the legal depart
ment of the German Foreign Ministry, in an effort to learn 
the status of negotiations0 Gams informed the Ambassador 
that all; material regarding guaranties for patrol ships had 
already been sent to London, and he gave him the latest British 
proposal and German counter-proposal on policy to be pursued 
in event of another attack on neutral vessels* Bibbentrop 
apparently misunderstood the nature of the British note* which 
Gams had to clarify for him? and he made a suggestion— that a

■53- Ibido * June 1, .1937, P° 15? lew York limes0 June 1, 
1937, Po 5*

34|GFP, B, III, #273, Po 300*



statement "be attached to the German eoimter-proposals de
claring that if no agreement was reached between the control 
powers 9 it was left to each of them individually to decide 
upon measures to be taken— all of which the legal director 
characterized as Munnecessary” and 11 self-evidento Sibben- 
trop then returned to hendono

She next day he conferred with Eden and enunciated 
.Germany’s’ stands should am incident similar to the Deutschland 
bombing occur, immediate consultation between the four powers 
would follow; but ”the right to take isolated counteraction 
would naturally revert to any individual power if consultation 
did not lead to agreement within a reasonable time o O n  
June 12— often judged an Important day in the history of the 
Ion-Intervention 0ommlttee». but only when regarded in the most 
relative of terms— conversations between the Frenchp German, 
and Italian ambassadors and Foreign Secretary Eden came to 
a successful eomelusiome The group adopted a plan which re
quested both Spanish parties to respect foreign warships on 
the high seas and in specifically approved ports* and in
formed them that should am attack occur for which the four 
powers in consultation should fail to find remedy* the matter

35Ib id o o #2859 PPo 311-312.

36Ibido o #294* po 31 So



1 •57 •would, "become the business of the power eoneernedo With
this agreement the elouds seemed dispelled* Tom Weurath8s
visit to Londong which the Foreign Minister had made conditional
upon the settlement of the Deutschland incident^ now proved
possihlep and the. way was cleared for Germany”s return to
the Hon-Intervention Committee

But Bihhentrop argued against too hasty a resumption 
of German participation in the Committees stressing that the 
"Valencia Government81 would accept the June 12 policy only 
with modification* ̂ . Much to the displeasure of the German 
Foreign Office9 he took it upon himself so to notify Eden9 
"contrary to our instructions9" complained State Secretary 
von Maekensen9 and "without consulting Berline Shis created 
a small clash between the Ambassador and the Foreign Ministry©
In another general memorandum yon. Mackensen repeated Eibben=- 
trop’s independent suggestion to Men and announced the in
tention "to have the Ambassador withdraw this purely personal 
viewpoint and i n f orm Ede^ position of the Reich

3V . ' ■ ■Ibid© © #305 © pp© 326^327? see also She limes0
June 13s 1937» P° 13©

38' -m F P © Bp III9 #2989 ,p © 320| #3C29 p© 323? #313s 
PP© 332=333©

39Ibldo© #311, P©331©
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Government 9" namely g n that th,e agreement reached In London 
o o o was sufficient to clear the way for our early return 
to the lon-Interventlon Oommltteeo"^

Elhbentrop countered Immediately hy firing tack a 
personal reply to von Eeuratho He complained "how disadvan
tageous it is when the Embassy is not kept currently informeds" 
and cited the impending visit of the Foreign Minister as an 
exampleo Apparently Eden8s office rivalled Hihbemtrop8s 
staff as a source for confidential intelligenceg "After first 
hearing of the fact of the British Government8s invitation to 
the Foreign Minister last week from Eden— -after Berlin8s re
action already had been received here--I mow also learned 
from Eden for the first time the particulars of the negotiations 
held in Berlin concerning the details of the Foreign Minister8 s 
visito"^ ,

Bibbemtrop8s protest points.out the indication that in 
the Deutschland negotiations he seems to have participated 
little9 either in Berlin with the Foreign Ministry or in 
London with the Foreign Secretary,, When he did enter into

41Xbido <, #321 s p6 340o , Maekensem8s irritation re- 
mainteds see his complaints in two memoranda, #3249 pp* 
342-3439 and #325, po 343»

42 iXbido9 #3239 pQ 342o This type of complaint was
not an isolated protest in the course of Eibbentrop8 s career 
as Ambassador to London* Less than six months later he cabled 
the Foreign Ministry for a report on the meeting passed 
three days previous between Hitler and Lord Halifaxo
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dismissions he earned reprimands? When the matter reaehed
" ■ A ?resolution he was reluctant to aeeept it9 and totally nn=

prepared for the business that9 supposedlys followed directly
upon it: von Weurath8s conference with Edeno Already severely
strained by the bombing of one German vessel, the plans for
this visit .were finally jeopardised by yet another naval
incidento Whether the Leipzig was actually attacked, as Ger=
many asserted, is still not known, but the episode certainly
torpedoed the Foreign Minister's meeting<,

The Leipzig* a German cruiser patrolling the waters 
off .Spain, was the most famous vessel not to be sunk or hit 
during the Givil Ware Instead, as the object of a series of 
misses in two alleged attacks by Spanish Loyalists on June 
15 and IS, it created an international incident of sufficient 
magnitude to cause the postponement,“-permanently, it turned 
.out— of'•the Foreign Minister's plans Immediately upon 
announcement of the Leipzig's encounter with torpedo tracks

43, .It must be said that Eibbentrop was not alone here: 
Admiral Eaeder gravely objected to an immediate resumption of 
the German coastal patrol, since the German Government lacked 
"a satisfactory answer from Bed Spain” regarding the June 12 
agreement? Ibid?* #351 * pp0 548-349: #332, p« 349» His re
luctance, and the alacrity with which Germany withdrew ” ©nee 
and for all” from the control system a week later, after the 
Leipzig's bedevilment by phantoms, tends to place this second 
naval episode tmder suspicionc Quoted passage is from Ibid? * 
#354, po 369= • -

44Eeports of the incident appear in The Times * June 21 , 
1937, Po 13s and lew York Times* June 20, 19379 P° 28?
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off Oran, the Germam Foreign Office instructed Bihhentrep to 
urge Eden to take appropriate measures§ for example g suggested 
von leurathg both Spanish sides should relinquish their under
water boats to internment at Gibraltar h a r b o r "The German 
Government911 said von leurathg wlSg in any easeg not inclined 
to stand by and wateh the torpedoing attempts of Spanish- 
Bolshevist submarine pirates until perhaps a hit is scored 
after allo,,4S

Gonferring on June 19 with Oount Grand! $ the Italian 
ambassadorj Ribbentrop learned of Italy's objection to intern
ment at Gibraltars such an act, complained Grand!, "would toe 
greatly increase British p r e s t i g e * " 4 ?  g;e therefore advanced 
his own ideas at the four-power meeting later that day* More 
stringent 9 they demanded that the Valencia government alone 
surrender its submarines to Committee control9 and threatened 
a quick military reprisal should a similar attack occur» For 
the present crisis Ribbentrop himself suggested a joint 
naval demonstration by the four powers9 off Valencia: nI
emphasized that this mild form was proposed since there had 
been no loss of lifeo"4  ̂ But the attitude of; the French

45M1£.!, D, HI, #339, P= 354*
46Ibido <, p0 355 o
47Ib id o * #341g p. 35So
48Ibido * po 357°
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Ambassador was "very reserved/ 1 and Bdem said he would have
to consult with his cabinet; both .men implied a certain de=

...

gree of doubt as to the truth of the reported attack*
Bibbentrop and Grand! adhered to their advocacy of a 

naval demonstration and the internment of submarines* Britain 
and Prance held to their suggestions that an investigation 
should be directed at both parties; after allP the nationality 
of the Beinzis* s assailant--if indeed there were one— was. 
still not ascertained*^® And matters did not improve for 
Bibbentrop when the French press devoted some attention to a 
broadcast of the Stuttgart radio on June 15s which denied 
the attack*-’ 1 fhe wording of this premature denial was un
fortunate for Bibbentropg "She rumors concerning an attack, 
by Bed naval forces on the Leipzig * * * are entirely without 
foundation * * * are of sinister origin and must be

49Ibid*« #342* p* 358* See also lew York Times* June 2@g,„ 
1937s P» 28* But if Bibbentrop felt disappointment over the 
lack of response from Britain and France toward his proposal^ 
he might have been pleased that von leurath9 in a rare moment 
of accord9 cabled him his "complete agreement with the language 
you used* ■ * * .*" DGFP* -1* III* #342P p* 358* ■

Ibid** #3439 p* 360* The Spanish Charge d8Affairs 
in London 9 A* Cruz Mar in s denied the Bepubliean Government8 s 
culpability and offered to submit to an investigation*

(T 1
Ibid* * #345, p* 361 * The Leipzig8 s Captain Wagner 

did indeed issue a disclaimer after his ship8s first brush 
with disaster,: but only at the insistence of the lavy* In the 
semantics of warfare the denial was now construed to mean 
that no actual physical contact was made between hull and tor
pedo, nor was the Third Beich further deprived of fighting 
sailors*
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eharaeterized as malisloms fafericatiomso The eaptain of the 
Leipzig reported » o 0 that everything is well on board and 
that the Leipzig has not been involved in any Incidento 
The lew York Times also pieked mp the story and expressed mere 
doubt about the attack and conjecture as to Germany's motives<>53 

Furthermore9 Eden suggested a joint .inquiry into the 
problem of affording patrol ships greater security* and the 
French Ambassador stipulated that any concerted action taken 
in the future in response to similar attacks "must be limited 
to purely military ©bjeetSo"^ Following his instructions* 
Ribbentrop termed these Anglo-French proposals "entirely in
adequate 0" Hitler himself reinforced Ribbentrop later that 
day by rejecting the proposal for investigation and insisting 
upon the naval demonstration and a stern warning to both 
s i d e s T h e  Fuhrer maintained his demands the next day*

52lew York Timeso June 20* 1937$> po 20* quoted 
Indalaci© Prieto * Republican Minister of Defense $, who dis
missed the incident as "absolutely falseo" It reported that 
British authorities at Gibraltar "know nothing of alleged 
torpedo attackso" And it theorized that Germany wanted to 
use this incident as a way to "break with Moscow and thereby 
achieve Germany's primary aim „ o o to eliminate Soviet 
Russia from the European concerto 0 o o"

53DGFPo Do III, #545o Po 361o
54Ibidoo #3439 p= 36©o
55Ib id o o #344* po 361o The internment of submarines 

was also prescribed* but* said von leurath* "without 
attaching decisive importance thereto0"
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Jime 22 9 In the faee of renewed British opposition to any 
sort of demonstration before investigationo^^ Again, Blhhen- 
trop had to inform his Foreign Office that the control 
committee refused to follow the German point of viewo^

Therefore on June 23 Germany departed from the control 
system nonce and for allstating that ”there is lacking 
the sort of solidarity of the control powers which would "be 
a prerequisite for an internationally conducted undertaking 
Ton leurath assured Bihhentrop that the June. 12 agrememt "has 
become of no consequence to Germany0” And so Germany, while 
remaining on the Gommittee in louden, withdrew her naval 
patrol”=wh©se efficiency and integrity by now were strongly 
doubted anyway~-and together with Italy left a great gap 
not only in the surveillance of the Spanish coastline but in 
the success of the entire non-intervention e f f o r t o 59

36Ibido. #351, ppo 366-3671 #349, p0 364»
5T 'Ibldo o #352s. p» 3S7° Beporting the German reaction 

to the refusal of Britain and France to take revenge, the 
Few Statesman and Bfation saido ’’We can hardly believe that 
it surprised them0" June 26, 1937? p» 1025,

583GFB1 B, III, #3549 po 369o •
59As a result, naval supervision of the Spanish 

coast deteriorated badly, and was nalmost non-existent by 
September 1937$> less than a year after its inception®” 
Patricia vam.der Iseh, Prelude to War: The International 
Renereussions of the Spanish Givil War (The Hague0 1951),
pp0 82-85o
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OoneermiHg the Leipzig: ineidentg one thing is clear:
Eihhemtrop8 s role in the negotiations was largely that of
messenger* Almost all the action he took was directed hy
von Henrath and Hitler® ©n Jtme 19 von Zenrath sent Eihhen-
trop the official communication announcing the Leipzig attack
and demanding immediate investigative action; the next day he
requested Bihhentrop to "ascertain the maximum on which the
agreement of all four powers can he gainedP" and further
ordered him to leave the conference if the report of the
Leipzig’s captain— the later9 amended one— was doubted* On
June 21 the Ambassador was instructed9 upon orders from Hitler9
to reject the Anglo-French suggestion of an investigation of
both s ides*When prospects of any compromise between the
Ital©-German and Anglo-French.positions on the matter of
naval demonstration and warning-to-one-party failedg he asked

' 61the foreign ministry for instructions* He got them immedi-
62ately: withdraw from the control system* Apparently9 the

6033GFPo D9 III9 #339, Po 3541 #342s p* 359; #344, 
p* 360 (this from a Fuhrer conference)*

: ' .Ibid* * #353* p* 368* Luring the period from June 19 
to June 24p 1937 => Bibbentrop specifically requested instructions 
from Berlin three times* Ibid** #542* p* 358; #3509 p* 3 6 6; 
and #353, p« 3 6 8*

^ Ibid** #354, p* 369* When the British Ambassador 
to Berlinp Sir Zevile Hendersons asked von Zeurath whether Ger
many would also take independent action, he received a chilly 
reply that nthe German Government regained complete freedom of 
action after Hr* .Eden rejected its minimum demand," and that 
any naval measures taken by the Beioh were now -’exclusively its 
own concern*” Ibid* * #557* pp* 370-371 * and #358* p* 371»
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©nly action takes, "by ll'b'beatr.ep ea his owb Initiative was 
his suggestion ©fa nmild form" of reprisals the joint naval 
Semenstrationo ̂  indg ironicallyP it was just this point 
that von Heurath and Hitler elung t© and insisted upon# 
making compromise imposslhleo

fhe plans for the von Hemrath visit to Bendon began a . 
week before the Beirzig incident,, when official German anger 
burned hot over the, fate of the Deutschland: they finally ran 
aground as a result of the second naval episode0 Ton leurath 
received word of the British invitation while he was in Bel” 
grade for a three^day visit9 June 7 to 99 1937° fhe British 
Government suggested that he confer with them later that 
month on the Spanish situation and its effects on Anglo“German 
relationso fhe discussions9 however9 were not to be considered 
negotiationsfrom Sofia the foreign Minister wired his 
acceptancep although he omitted a specific reference to Spain 
in the press announeement, and stipulated a condition upon 
which the visit depended5 a guaranty after the Deutschland

65Ibido3 #3410 po 357°
64

I b i d o o #281,, p o  308° fhe fimes viewed von 
Heurath6s Balkan tour (he visited also Sofia and Budapest)s 
following visits of Goringg von Blomberg, and Italian diplo
mats, as a sign of the growing closeness of Italo“German 
collaboration and a new stage in their joint policy in the 
Danubian area to court the friendship of all the Eastern 
States but GzechoSlovakia0 June 99 1937, p° 14»
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Imeident "has been settled in a manner satisfactory to us?"^5
Henderson cautioned him that this stipulationg prior to the
visit, would be *incomprehensible" to the British Government

66and should be abandonedo The suggestion was unavailing, for 
the immediate German answer was negatives public announcement 
of Ton Heurath’s visit, von Maekensen told Henderson, depended 
upon settlement of the Deutschland questiono

As Germany remained adamant, Eden reminded the Embassy 
in London that the original suggestion for the visit "had been 
made precisely in connection with a settlement of this inci- 
dento"^ Eden deplored the present situation, but von leurath 
was now in Budapest and his invitation was being handled in 
"a more dilatory fashion" than was expected* Then on June 14 
von Heurath wrote that he.was satisfied with the agreement 
reached by the four powers in London two days previous, and he 
permitted official disclosure of the impending visit* 9̂

65DGEPa D, III, #28?9 Po 313=
66Ibid,, #29©, p* 315=
67Ibid,, #305* Po 523°

^Regarding the invitation, von Heurath said, "I my
self was surprised by it and do not consider it quite timely.
It is evident, however, that I could not decline without vio
lating the requirements of courtesy," Ibid,, #319, p, 333®

69Ibid,. #313, p= 332,
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After some rather ridiculous wranglihg over trivia 
the amounoement was made simultaneously in Berlin and Lon~ 
dono?® It stated that "no negotiations are under considera- 
tiom’1 "but expressed hope "that the visit will offer an 
opportunity for an exehange of views on matters of common 
interest to the two countries* particularly the Spanish proh- 
lemo” ^ 1 The dates were set: lunch* "with a very,small circle:
at MTo Bden’s” on June 2 4 an audience with the King the 
following morning | a discussion with the Prime Minister and 
an official dinner by the British Government that eveningo^  
Then two days later the Leiusig made its mysterious rendezvous* 
and von Heurath was forced to "postpone” his visit

Although abortive * the von Eeurath " visit” had a 
certain significances it indicated* fairly clearly* the

7QSee Ibid. <, #322<, p0 341 ? #324, p0 343? #325* p. 343? 
and #326 * p <-> 3440

71 Ibidoo #3©3* p. 324? also #322* pB 341= The Times 
reported it on June 16* saying that Anglo-German relations 
had been "bombarded” for the past four years and Baron von 
Eeurath was most welcome=

72BGBPo B* III* #337* Pp 353,

73Ibidoo #334o. Do 357, - - •
74Ibido = #350* Po 365= Actually there is no specifi©* 

printed document of cancellation? this is only mentioned in a 
dispatch by Bibbentropo See also The Times * June 22 * 1937* 
p= 16= ©n the previous page The Times offered* with allusions 
to incidents in the Great War* the suggestion that the Leipzig 
was mistaken= This earned it the abuse of the German press= 
Ibido. June 24= 1937* P= 16=
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eoMltion of Anglo-Germam S.iilomaey in mid-193Jo • Eceparati®as 
for it show the skepticism of von Henrath and the Foreign 
Ministry toward the possibility of truly improved relations 
with Great Britain^ Ton leinrath9 attempting to pacify Oiano 
and Mmssolini over his forthcoming encounter with the British9 

assured them that Mthere shall be no understanding between 
Berlin and London without Rome9" and that "there can be no 
question of any planned introduction of a new era in Anglo= 
German r e l a t i o n s o I n  a memorandum drawn up as a guide for 
the Foreign Minister8s conversations in London, Ernst von 
Weizsaecker$, director of the political department of the 
Mini8try9 observed that "mutual relations leave something to 
be desired," and admitted, "it will take a long time for England 
to become accustomed to the fhird Reieho England can in no 
case be induced in the foreseeable future to go further than 
to take a middle road between France and Germany Germany8 s
grievances generally centered upon the British press and the 
fact that "we encounter British resistance everywhere, even 
where in our opinion no real British interests are involved o " ^  

In agreement with von Heurath, Weizsaeeker discounted anything

^ BGFBo D, III, #319, Po 538o notwithstanding a report 
in The limes0 June 17, p0 15, that Rome welcomed the talks, 
Mussolini and Oiano were definitely displeased by the prospect 
of private Anglo-German eo-operation* See BGFP0 B, III, #320,
P= 339s #328, pp« 345-346; and #329, p= 347.

76Ibid.. #317, Po 335o
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more than a "gradual rau'proohmen.t11 with England5 hinging on 
sueh conditions as an "investigation by a bilateral commission 
of German needs for a raw-material area" and "British assurance 
to render as much assistance as necessary to ease tension in 
Germany's relations with her Eastern neighbors9 the Balkan 
States $, and in the Balticc,"̂  The British Government never 
met such conditions*

Ton Heurath's proposed consultation held an added 
significances it virtually ignored the existence of the 
Eeichsambassador to Bondon and the recognition of his ability 
as Germany's representative there to carry out further' negotia
tions toward a consummation of the Foreign Ministry's plans 
for the engagementSorely tried by his exclusion from

77Ibido * #5 1 7, po 336=

7®levile Henderson was certain that Eibbentrop opposed - 
von Heurath's visit as "detrimental, to his own prestige and 
wounding to his. personal vsnityo He had the fatal defect of 
always looking for offense* = * The notorious failure of
his mission to London was already ranklingP and it was intoler
able that another should come and show up the personal cause 
of that failure e" Henderson stated what may have been an 
accepted belief at the time9 but cannot be. verified by the 
documents9 that Eibbentrop successfully intrigued against the 
visit * Sir Hevile Hendersons Failure of a Mission; Berlin,
1937-1939 (lew Yorks, 1940) 9 po”14= Such intrigue was certainly 
possible: Paul Schmidt9 a German representative at the Cor©na
tion of King George VI in Hay 19379 visited Eden while in 
London and later wrote9 "Eden was extraordinarily reticent s 
which I attributed to the fact that the English would have 
liked the Foreign Ministers, von Heurath9 to represent Germany 
at its coronationo I was told that a hint to this effect had 
been given9 but that Eibbentrop, was determined not to have his 
role, as Germany's political representative questioned, and had 
therefore successfully intrigued to prevent the Foreign Minister 
being sent over for the occasion=" Dr= Paul Schmidts Hitler's 
Interpreter (Hew York, 1951)9 P= 67*
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the pelley"making group g Rihhentrop complained to von. Eeurath 
on. June 15 that he knew almost nothing about the Foreign 
Minister' s plans; this created an impression ttinjurious to 
our policy*M. He asked to be informed if further discussions 
eoneerning the, visit were to be held in lerlin"",,in that ease* 
it is necessary that I be kept currently oriented for my 
conversations with Edemo11 In ease preliminary preparations 
were to be made by his Embassy* Ribbentrop again requested 
that he be notified of the Foreign Ministry’s intentionso He 
was not5 all plans were conceived, without his help, on the 
Wilhelmstrasse0 Ribbentrop finished his. dispatch with the 
appeal that ”double-track [Boppelgleisigkeit] operation should 
by all means be avoided* It was* From that day until the 
cancellation of von Heurath’s visit as a result of the four 
powers’ failure to rectify the Leipzig8s violation, Ribbentrop 
played no part in the negotiations: the matter was manifestly
a single-track operation, conducted between men of the Foreign 
Ministry*

In the early days of its existence the Non-Intervention 
Committee was one of the main instruments of British foreign 
policy; and, until Neville Chamberlain hit his stride, the 
initiative in that policy was most often taken by Anthony 
Eden* Eden, Foreign Secretary from 1935 to 1938, strongly 
supported the Committee, at least publicly: in speeches

79DGFPo D, III, #323, po 342*
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before Oommoas and his constituents he enunciated Britain's
policy of non-involvement for herself and all European nations 9..
and entreated for the withdrawal of foreign volunteers and
for the implementation of effective measures against outside 

@0interfereneeo
But at the same time he was convinced that the 

Committee was unequal to the task before it9 and he did not 
confine himself to its channels in conducting the diplomacy 
of nom-interventlono Here he usually ran afoul of the German 
Foreign Ministry1 these failures to reach an accord highlighted 
the differences between its agent9 Hibbentrop s and the spokes
man for the British Government9 and east the Ambassador as 
an adversaryo Only three weeks after Hibbentrop began his 
work on the Committees Eden appealed to the interventionist 
powers separately to prohibit the flow of foreign nationals 
to Spain1 the Wilhelmstrasse rebuffed him by expressing 
astonishment that he should make such a request outside the 
C o m m i t t e e I n  January he contracted the "Gentleman's 
Agreement" with Mussolini9 which respected the mutual 
interests of Britain and Italy in the Mediterranean and

For representative remarks by Eden9 see BIA 1
. P P b .  13-14, 1 6 - 1 7 $  2 4 = 2 6 9 3 5 - 3 8 9  4 2 - 4 4 9  5 3 - 5 5 9  and 
Also see reports of his speeches by The Times0 Hovember 169 
1 9 3 6 9  p0 1 2 ; April 139 1 9 3 7 9 1 8 ;  September 2 1 9 1 9 3 7 ,
p» 1 4 ;  October 1 6 9 1 9 3 7 s  p» 14o See also Eden9 Memoirs« 
pp. 5 3 2 = 5 3 4  and 5 7 3 - 5 7 5 .

811GFP9 3)9 III 9 #1659 PP. 184=185, and xxxiv; #190, 
ppo 21t=2lIF?194, pp. 216-2100
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pledged the signatories to uphold the status quo thereo®^
She following Hay he suggested to Berlin the possibility of
am armistice in Spain, during which, the withdrawal of foreign
volunteers might take place; von Heurath replied that the
■Committee.should give further attention to other problems0
In June Eden again employed direct procedures in preference
to the plodding methods of the London delegates, by proposing
the visit of yon Eeuratho And in September he bypassed the
Committee dramatically, joining with France in the call for

84a Conference at Hyono
In this Swiss town in mid-September, 1937s-the 

representatives of nine European powers met to set up a 
strong naval patrol system that would end the assaults of

See Stephen Heald, editor. Documents on Inter
national Affairs, 1937 (London, 1939)« pPq ^8-89; SIA T937o 
PPo 88-89; and~Eden, Memoirs  ̂pp0 485"486o

83 'DGFPo D, III, #260, ppo 290=291 j #262, p<> 292; 
and #2 6 5, pe 2 9 5o

84In attendance were delegates from these Medi
terranean and Black Sea powerss France, Yugoslavia, Greece, 
Egypt, Turkey, Bulgaria, Rumania, and Soviet Unien<>. Eden 
devotes a chapter to the Eyon Conference in his Memoirs 0 
pp? 518-538; see also SIA 1937o II, pp* 339, 3,52, and van 
der Eseh, Prelude to ¥ar<, pp0 95=101» Russia’s co-operation 
in the Conference and ready acceptance of its agreement, 
which surprised Eden, is explained by Cattell, Soviet Diplo
macy and the Spanish Civil War (Berkeley and Los Angeles,
1957), ppV 90-96o The text of the Hyon Arrangement, is in 
The Timeso September 15, 1937, p° 11, and, in fuller detail, 
with the supplementary agreement, in Padelford, Inter
national Law and Diplomacy0 pp» 603-6O9o
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MmssoXimi's submarines on Mediterranean shipping* Germany 
refused to attends, . offering the exouse that Britain and 
France had failed to show M even a minimum of solidarity vis- 
a-vis the German Government" in an earlier naval incident9 
yet paradoxically proposing that the Ion-Intervention Gommlttee 
handle the problem*^ Italy9 whose piracy had precipitated 
the conferencê , also refused to attend* Britain and Frances 
unintimidateds, went ahead with their plans for the conference* 
Within a day of the first meeting9 the delegates reached a 
strong stands a mutual naval patrol of the Mediterraneans 
divided among six nations9 with the power to sink on sight 
any aggressive submarines* It worked* The attacks stopped 
Immediately and tranquility onee again reigned on the surface 
of the sea* Nyon was a fruitful effort in an otherwise barren 
time for the western.democracies— undoubtedly Britain’s most 
notable diplomatic triumph of the year * Indeed, Italy herself 
joined the arrangement within two monthss as the major Medi
terranean power it was incumbent upon her to assert her claims 
for equality in this sphere also*

Only Germany remained aloof* This seems to have been 
a mistake* From a cynical point of view— and. no other appears 
possible in the appraisal of inter-war diplomacy— Germany had

85PGFP* Bo III, #4179 PP® 442-443* The incident re
ferred to was the questionable attack on the Leipzig* See also 
The Times* September 9, 1937» p* 12, and September 1.0, p* 11.
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miaeh to gaim "by joining the Nyon Agreement. Gould Italy have 
heen eonvineed at that time to follow suit, Germany would 
have lost nothing and perhaps gained stature in British eyes 
hy this manifestation of good faith and oo-operationo And 
Eihhentrop8 s mission, if he still considered it such, to 
achieve an Anglo-German understanding, might have prefitted 
hy it *

Instead, Germany consistently followed the course she 
charted at the outset of non-interventions a strict insistence 
upon exclusive use of the Bondon Committee as a kind of 
international processing agent for all questions and conflicts 
arising from the Spanish Givil War*, By demanding adherence 
to it Germany appeared, on the surface, to he a scrupulous 
supporter of non-intervention; in reality she was quite the 
opposite, and her advocacy of Gommittee procedures was merely 
a massive delaying maneuver hy which British proposals for 
the withdrawal of foreign volunteers were countered hy German 
arguments for the granting of belligerent rights to hoth 
Spanish partieso Ironically, Rihhentrop chafed as much 
as Eden at the Gommittee8 s interminable regimen of argumentation

^Britain’s advocacy of the removal of foreign troops 
from Spain began in earnest in February 1937? Rihhentrop*s pro
posals to extend belligerent rights became prominent after the 
Leipzig affair, lew York Times, July 3, 193TgPPo 2, 4?
Qetober 19. 1937. Po 4; BGFPTb 0 111, #368, pp. 381-383, and 
#373, ppo 387-389o fhe text of Rihhentrop*s proposals of 
July 2, 1937, is in SIA 1937. pp. 325-326.



aa& vaGillation, albeit for different reasons ? and after six 
months he was ready to scrap the entire effort of non- 
inter-rentiono 1 \

.Eibbentrop had joined the Committee on December 29 

19^69®® the day on which it agreed to submit to the Loyalists 
and nationalists its plan for international control ever ship
ments to Spain by land and sea9 and began to investigate the 
possibility of excluding entry of volunteers into the penim- 
sula0®̂  These two concerns $, control of men and materials to 
Spain9 formed dual threads running through the tattered 
fabric of non-intervention whose loose ends entangled the 
diplomats for the duration of Eibbentrop’s assignmento Almost 
a year later9 on November 4,: 19379 the Committee accepted two 
British resolutions which unloaded on the warring parties in 
Spain the onus of* co-operatingP under international supervisions

DGEP, D0 III 9 #3769 P P »  392-395". to the Fuhrero
88lew York Times, December 3* 1936$ p« 17»
"nGFFo D9 III9 Po 150; SIA 1937« II9 p. 256, z lot a 

single volunteer was removed from Spain by the Committee’s 
direction during Eibbentrop8s entire sojourn in Great Britain* 
An Inglish Communists Edgar Eickwordg perhaps best described 
the Committee’s impotence in dealing with the problem of 
volunteers with his poem, "To the Wife of any lon-Intervention 
Statesman"s

"Permit me. Madam, to invade
Briefly9 your boudoir’s pleasant shades
Invasion, though, is rather strong,
I volunteered, and came along0 
So please don’t yell or make a scene 
Or ring for James— to interveneo”

Hugh Thomas, The Snanish Civil Wara Po 57®o
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in securing the withdrawal ©f all foreign volunteerso By
now9 however9 the exasperated Ribbentrop was no longer in
regular attendance: his behavior on the Oommittee of late
had puzzled observers $, and9 privately9 he had suggested to
the Foreign Ministry ah announcement that non-intervention
had collapsedô "* Indeed^ at this moment he was in E@me9

obtaining the accession of Italy to the Berlin-Tokyo Anti-
Gomlntern Pact; non-intervention and the entire vast project
of an understanding with Great Britain were dead issues for
him9 and he now looked toward the day when he would be free

9? -from his fruitless task*
By this time— late autumn9 1937— non-intervention was 

considered a dead issue by everyone concerned; in scores of 
meetings and thousands of words9 it had been worked to death* 
She irony of it all is that it was so futileo Eon-intervention 
was futile s a farce 9 totally ineffective unless one credits

90Great Britain originally made these proposals on 
July 149 1f3T (see BGFP, D 0 III. #595* pp« 414-41 f) o They had 
combined the compelling questions of recognition of belligerency 
and withdrawal of volunteers* At that time 9 Ribbentrop had 
examined them with uncharacteristic astuteness and suggested 
that the linking of the two schemes should be resisted* The 
Foreign Ministry agreed* Ibid*«, #595 * PP° 418-4209 and #396$ 
p* 420* The text of the lovember 4 resolution is in Fadelfordg 
International Law and Diplomacy* pp* 548-55©I the German For- 
eiten Ministry’s analysis is in IGFF* D, III; #4669' pp* 504-5©6*

91Ibid* * #4599■pp* 489“4901 #461, pp* 491-492; and 
#462 9 p* 492* ; "■ '

92Bullocks Hitler* p* 3319 quoting from Piano8s
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it with having kept the Spanish war localized— yet it is clear 
that neither Hitler nor Hmsselini had any desire that armed 
eomhat creep over the Pyrenees $, regardless of the existence 
of a Committee^ Hon-intervention served only to stifle the 
support thait eoiald have heen given hy friends of a legally 
constituted, non-fascist government, and to spur the support 
extended its foe hy enemies of demoeraeyo^ Hon-intervention 
resulted in not only the addition of a new fascist state to 
the tortured map of Europe, hut the tightening of relations 
between the two principal totalitarian.powers, Germany and 
Italyo

Even intervention had its futility. Certainly the 
aid forwarded Franco from Hitler and Mussolini far,exceeded 
the return, Mussolini not only lost men and money hut gained 
the contempt of nationalist Spain for the conduct of his 
troops hoth at the front and in rear echelons,^ Hitler got 
an agreement of friendship from Franco, hut it did not, as

93The nature of the Spanish Republican Government has 
been, and remains, a hotly debated subject. Certainly the 
left.' s revolt against the election results of 1934 does not 
enhance its image as a stalwart defender of democracy, "Ho 
doubt it had many fallings," admitted Clement Atlee, a leader 
of labour, friend of the Republic and foe of non-intervention, 
"but it was the best government Spain had had for many years. 
We recognized at once that General Franco's movement, was part 
of the conspiracy against democracy, , * . Clement Atlee,
As it Happened (Hew York, 1954), p, 132,

q4PGFP, 1, III, #477, po 521,
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state.d, "intensify the eeenomie relations between their 
eountrieso"^ Somrd the end of Rihhentrop ‘ s term on the 
Eon-Intervention Committees German mining interests9 in 
agonizing reappraisals, grnmhled about illusory mineral con
cessions they had thought were to he theirso^ "Without the 
help of both countriesj,” Hitler told Ciano in 1940, "there 
would be no Franco t o d a y , T h a t  there was a franco con
stituted at best a dubious victory for Hitler and doubly so 
for Eibbentropo for the sake of Eibbentrop,s mission, franco 
was not worth the trouble9. even at the time, franco's war, 
which created a non-intervention system that did not intervene 
in interventions, was no boon to the success of the Ambassador's 
stay* Rather than spend time on the Committee blocking British 
and french bids for the removal of volunteers and the cessation

95Ibid*o #234, pp, 256-257s- "top secret protocol*"
96Ibid,« #4639 PPo 496-498, reflects the intent of the 

German Hisma Company to secure control of Spanish mining 
interests, and notes the difficulties encountered with Spanish 
authorities. Ibid,* #464, pp* 501-502, a dispatch from a 
Hisma director in Burgos, complains of "the resistance which 
the Spaniards have demonstrated," and urges that "we must 
, o * exert diplomatic, military, and cultural influence in : 
order to attain this single objective of establishing our
selves economicallyo" Ibid*, #47©9 P° 509: Goring, under
the impression that franco was granting rights to the British 
and withholding German "war booty,” wanted to send an emissary 
to Salamanca and "hold.a pistol to General franco's breast," 
Goring's assumption was not without an element of truth: as
the war continued, and fascist success seemed assured, franco 
and Iiondon did indeed confer on capital aid, "German inter
vention was not a success even as a venture in 'economic 
imperialism,'" Taylor, Rumors of War, p, 183°

97BGfP, 3D, III, p, 933,
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©f intervention9 Hi'b'bentrep would have heen better off doing 
absolutely nothimg”=at least as far as the professed cause 
of Anglo"German/ friendship went*

In certain, respects s, the Spanish Civil War was a 
great misfortune for all concerned: for Spain9 which lost
a republic and more than a half-million souls in bloody ex
change for a fascist government; for franee and Britain» 
which lost a neighbor9 "a part of the main;" for Russia? 
which suffered strains in her relations with France and, 
especiallyp with Britain; for Italy, which further failed to 
fill the heroic role fashioned for her by the luce; and for 
Hitler's Germanys,- whose intervention only accentuated the 
polarity between its aims and ideals and those of England$, 
and intensified the image of her representative 9 Ribbentrop9 

as the antl-demoeratic antagonist0



CHAPTER If

A1BASSA10RIAI, ACTIflTIISs LAST PHASE

By October 1957 it was clearly evident that Ambassa
dor von Ribbemtrop was heartily sick of his Ambassadorshipo 
The routine tasks of diplomacy dismayed him: his lack of
attendance at meetings of the Eom=Interventlon Committee was 
exceeded only by his absence from London Itselfs the sphere 
wherein the goals of his mission were to be soughto Dro Ernst 
Woermamm, the counselor of the German Embassy9 continued with 
increasing regularity to Substitute for his superior at the 
tedious sessions of the Committee while9 in contrasts, the 
faithfulness of the other major representatives to their duties 
remained fairly constante Moreover $, Ribbemtrop seems to have 
left a major share of the regular responsibilities to Woermann 
and lesser functionaries 9 including the drafting and trans
mittal of important dispatches©^ From the late summer onward, 
the German Ambassador was a scarce commodity at the scene of 
his assignment: in the second week of August, amid German re
criminations against the Valencia Government■s version of the 
Leipzig incident and against the British Home Office8s ex
pulsion of three STazi journalists for subversive activities$,

 ̂That is, if the indications given by the available 
published documents are an accurate measure of his activities©
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Ri'biaentrop left Iiondon and stayed away for almost two 
months o  ̂ •.

He spent a leisurely vacation on Starnherger liake in 
Bavaria 9 which he interrupted to attend the Ausland Organigatic 
Rally in Stuttgart on August 3® 9 and the annual Easi Party 
Rally at Euremberg a week latere Toward the end of September 
he played his part in the hospitality offered Mussolini when 
the Puce came to Hitler on a fateful visit that firmed up the 
Axis for years .to comeo®' Eot until October 1 did the Ambassa
dor return to London-^in the company of Ernst Wilhelm Bohle, 
chief of the Ausland Organisation0 who delivered a speech that 
evening to 12©© Germans at the. Hazi harvest festival rally^—

2The Timeso August 16S 19379 p» 10? August 319-1.937» 
p0 10; September 79 19379 P<> 12? September 2 5 9 19379 P« 10? 
September 289 19379 P» 180 For Mussolini9s visit to Germany9 
see Elizabeth Wiskemann 9 The Rome ̂Berlin AxiSo a History of 
the Relations between Hitler and Mussolini (Hew York, 1949)«
ppo 79-82o

3 . ' "The presence of Bohle was sigaificanto He spoke on
the role of the Ausland Organization amd* in obvious reference 
to the recent expulsion fn©m Britain of three German Journ
alists s pointedly remarked that it was not a purpose of AG 
groups to foreign lands "to propagate Eational Socialist 
ideals among the citizens of other countries0" Instead, he 
claimed, somewhat ambiguously, their aim was to bind German 
citizens living abroad to conform as closely as possible to 
those aforementioned ideals <? Ambassador Ribbentrop presided at 
the rally and introduced the main speaker? the audience was 
composed of "carefully selected" Germans, augmented by the 
off-duty bandsmen of the Irish Guards, who played Deutsch
land uber Alias and the Horst Wesselied before ending the 
evening“s festivities with God Save the Kingo The Eew York 
Timesa October 2, 1937, 9% Bohle“s speech was the last
page in an unpleasant chapter which began in August o Sir
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and less than two. weeks later he was ha ok in Berlin and Bereh- 
tesgaden for extended consultations with H i t l e r A t  this 
time Rihhentrop had "been in Bondon hut a handful of days since 
mid-Augusto As the first anniversary of his arrival in Great 
Britain approached9 anyone who thought that the envoy had be
come eminently disinterested in his duties held an accurate 
impressiono

Yet this is not to say that Rihhentrop was disenchanted 
with the whole vista of opportunity that diplomacy displayed; 
for he was still an enthusiast9 a lover of the spectaculare 
Bored hy the British he might have been, hut finished as a 
diplomat he certainly was not* Rihhentrop was a paetomaniaeg

Samuel Hoare 9 at this time Home Secretary8 has written* MI was 
o o o most anxious to show Rihhentrop and the German Embassy 
that we knew all about their activities* and that we intended 
to intervene as soon as they went beyond.the recognised limitSo 
When my reports clearly proved that two men and one woman* 
operating from the old Austrian Embassy in Belgraye Square 
and an office in Cleveland Place* were exceeding the hounds 
of British tolerance* I had them deported* . Rihhentrop in 
Bondon and Hitler in Berlin violently protested against the 
expulsion* particularly as the deportees were three leading 
members of the German community in Bondon*" Bord Semplewood 
(Sir Samuel Hoare)* Wine Troubled Years (Bondon* 1954)* pp* 
242-243* Because of this the German Government ejected The 
Dimes? Berlin correspondent* Herman Bbhutt* For the German 
press reaction to the Bondon expulsion* see She Dimes*
August 10* 1937* P* 10; August 12* 1937* P* 10; August 13*
1937* p* 12; August 17* 1937* P* 11 * and August 18* 1937*
p* 10o . '

4Ibid* o October 1* p* 15; October 13* p* 13*
October 19* P* 16; and October 20* 1937* p* 14*
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and it was in this role that he distinguished h i m s e l f O n  
Getoher 23$, Ribhentrop flew to Rome to achieve the long awaited 
accession of Italy to the Anti=-Gomintern Pacto ̂ "Tonight g" he
told one of Gian©8s secretaries upon his landing9 MI shall 
write one of the happiest pages of my diary*Perhaps he 
did: for that afternoon he met privately with Gian© and
Mussolini for two conversations that cleared the way for the 
culmination of Ribbentrop8 s crusade against Oommunismo ̂ After 
a brief interval in London9 where he performed his duties on 
the Hon=Intervention Gommittee in an apparently distracted 
states, he returned to Rome on lovember 5? conferred with the 
luce againg and on lovember 6, in the Hall of Viotbry, Palagzo 
Ghigis, signed Italy into the Anti^Gomintern Pacto?

5The epithet is ho 0o Watt’s: ”The Rome“Berlin
Axis;, 1936-1940: Myth and Reality9" The Review of Politicso 
XXII (October, I960) 9 ppe 533s, 543»

' 6 - : '
The limes. October 23® 1937® Po .12; lew York limes.

October 239 1937® p® 9®
T > -Giano8 8 Blarv, 1957“i958o with an introduction by

Malcolm Muggeridge (London® 1952F® pQ 230

See lew York limes„ October 30® 1937® P ®  1;
October 31® 1937® P® 32®

/ . ' o . - ■ ■  ■ ;
The limeso lovember 3® 1937® P® 14; lovember 6®

1937® P» 12; lovember 8® 1937® P P °  11® 12* The protocol 
appears in Documents on German Foreign Policyo series D® 
volume I:Prom leurath to Rlbbentron n^17 <, no® 26=27o Here
after cited as DOPPo D® I0



This was a momentous aet9 and it caused immediate r@~ 
sponse in Britain® Rib'bentrop did not handle the situation 
as.smoothly as its volatile nature required®. He allowed, or 
may have directed^ his first flight to Rome to he announced 
as a purely private visits, its purpose the convalescence-of 
his oldest daughters, who had mot recovered fully from in
juries she sustained; in an automobile accident eighteen months 
before| this deceit was obvious at the time and quickly re-

ID -vealed by the subsequent events® Buring his short stop
over in London9 which looked all too much like a reluctant
detour from the.Rome-Berlin .run3 Ribbemtrep engaged Eden

1 1in an embarrassingly unsuccessful conversation® It was
October ,279 1937s a year and a day since his opening obloquy
against Qommunism3 at Victoria Station® The argument was
still the same: "the activities of the Communist Party in
various parts of the world, which seem now to obsess him to
the exclusion of all other considerations9 e’ Eden recorded 

12in a minute® Ribbentrop explained to the Foreign

10' The Times® October 23, 1937s 12®
11Anthony Eden, the Earl of Avon, Facing the 

Dictators: the Memoirs of Anthony Eden® volume I (Boston:
TgESTTppT571 “ 5727 "

12Ibid® o p® 571 o Ribbentrop8 s concern with Communism 
extended to England, and he anxiously asked Eden about the 
situation there® Eden8s reply, "that we had virtually no 
communists in this country except those whom Sir Oswald
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Secretary that the visit to Rome was .completely concerned 
with his personal anti=oommunist activities and. had no 
political significance and? moreover"common complaint"" 
he regretted that the British press criticised the role he 
necessarily played as the Rwhrer8s foreign policy advisero 
Here Men got to the heart of the mattero nSuch criticism was 
ineyitahle/' he told Rihbentrop 9 "because "we here regarded His 
Meelleney as Ambassador to the Court of St© James6s© In such 
Conditions it was an unusual experience for us? and hy no means 
a popular one9 to see an Ambassador accredited here spending 
time in capitals other than our own and his own©" If he per= 
sisted in these practices? warned Men# the criticism would 
continues, ’'and it would net be possible for us to say it had 
no justification©Bden concluded by airing yet another 
annoyance f he hoped .Ribbentrop ’’would perhaps not be offended 
at the knowledge that we much desired that he would spend the

Mosley was'creatings," lost its si^iifieanee entirely on the 
envoys and there followed "some minutes spent in unfruitful 
attempts to explain to the German Ambassador to the Waited 
Kingdom something of the political outlook of the people 
whose view It was his duty to report to the German Govern
ment © O ■ ©., ©" :
• , ' "13Ribbentrop”s account of this conversation concludes@ 
"I pointed out that this pact was directed against no one 
other than world communism» and that it was open to Britain 
to join© Mr© Eden showed complete lack of comprehensions and 
indeed our suggestion was never again alluded to by the 
British Government® Britain did not want to see the communist 
threat© © © ©" Joachim von Ribbentrop 9 Memoirs (London © 1954) 
P® 76©



greatest possible measure of time in his work with us in 
Iiondono" Instead of taking offense g the Ambassador gave the 
appearance of being grateful for this suggestions which he

1 Asaid had not previously oeeurred to him® If this was how 
he actually responded9 and there is no reason to doubt Sden’s. 
minute 9 Ribbentrop must be given more credit for diplomatic 
behavior than is usually his share® When he returned to 
Rome a few days after this discussiong Ribben.trop8s ears were 
burning: ’’his feelings for England are those of a woman for
a faithless loverg” Giano observed., ̂  And like a woman 
scornedg Ribbentrop took some pleasure in the knowledge he 
was committing an act of spite9 an affront: reaction in
London would be livelyg he said, ”since the Pact will be

14Edeng Memoirs« p0 572®

Howeverg there is reason to believe that he may 
have misinterpreted this reprimando Two days later9 in con= 
versation with an official at the British Foreign Office 9 the 
Hnited States Ambassador to lendeng Robert Bingham9 learned 
that Ribbentrop had supposedly taken Edemas remarks "as an 
expression of extreme regret on the part of the Foreign.Seere= 
tary that he had not remained in London where his services 
were Invaluable9 and so reported to the German Foreign ©fficeg 
giving them to understand that his position In London was' so 
tremendous that he had been reproached for staying away so 
longo” Bingham to Secretary of State ©ordell Hullg in Foreign 
Relations of the Hnited States® Diplomatic Parers* 1937® volume 
•£ (i-ashingtong 1954) g p® 610®

16Giano11 s Diary« 1937-1958n p® 24® Ribbentrop ’’made 
clear his hostility to the English9 who have treated him 
badly®” Ibid® ® p® 7 0e
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interpreted as the alliance of the aggressive nations against 
the satisfied oonmtrles e"  ̂?

Rihhentrop was right* The extension of the Anti-
0©mintera Paot to a third partyy dome in a time of increased
tension, posed a far greater threat to British policy than did
the original agreement of the previous year* The British
Government %ulokly recognized the military and political ia=>
plications it portended for their Bmpireo At the Boreign
Office the new tripartite agreement was looked upon less as
an essentially anti-Russian instrument than as the opening
tactic of a European strategy, whereby Germany would counter
the Anglo-French and Franco-Soviet combinations with a bloc
of nations under her o W  leadership 9 in pursuit of common
interestsF and firmly opposed to the British Empire* Then,
a Germany armed with new powers of persuasion might well
find Great Britain more amenable to making concessions in her 

1ftfavor* The Wnited States Ambassador to London, Robert W* 
Bingham, -after conferring at the British.Foreign Office with

17Oiano8s Diplomatic Papers* pp* 139=146, as quoted 
in Alan Bullock, Hitler* a Study in Tyranny (lew York, 1953), Bo 331 o

18Bingham to Hull, October 30, 1937, in Foreign 
Relations of the United States* 1937, vol* I, pp* 609-610, 
and Bingham to Hull, lovember 9, 1937, in Ibid*« vol* IX, 
pp* 668-67 0* American diplomatic dispatches are used here 
because neither the pertinent British nor German documents 
have been publishedo
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high officials 9 wired home that ”it woiald o o o he difficult 
t© escape the ecmelwsi.ca that it is really directed against. 
Great Britain9 not perhaps in any immediate sense hut as an 
instrument ©f long term polieye M^  Her was this opinion 
limited to the discreet practitioners of diplomacyo She 
Spectator wrote9 "She new Pact is aimed ostensibly at the 
Oomintern® » = 0 But in fact it is not Communism that 
threatens the Dietatorshlpso Communism is a serviceable bogey9 
particularly in Spain9 but nowhere in Europe is.it a force to 
be reckoned with except in Bussia9 and Russia has for the last 
half-dozen years' been, getting, less Communistic eyery day® e « o 
A far more dangerous enemy to totalitarianism is democracy9 
as practised in Britain and Pranee 9 Holland and B@.lgium9 
Scandinavia and Switzerland and Czechoslovakia9 for democracy 
attracts reasbnable men In Germany as elsewhere 9•while 
Oommunism repels themo The world-political triangle represents 
primarily a common hostility to democracy0”20

And so nobody was f©oledo There was confusion in 
London as to exactly where Germany was going and what shape

19
X b i d o o p» 670o Giano8 s confidential record con

firms this: he calls the Tripartite Pact "anti-Gommunist
in thecry9 but in fact unmistakably anti-Britishe" Giano8 s

20The Spectatoro November 12, • 1-937» PP=> 832-833«. See 
also Time and Tide® December 189 1937 (s.s reported by lorman 
Angell, Peace with the Dictators? (lew Tork9 1938) 9 ppc
.171-1720 -
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a re=orieaataticm la her polley might take9 If aay.o21 But 
there was ao mistaking the faet that the Axis had gained new 
strength* In the Par East, one of the Pact8s signatories 
prosecuted am aggressive war with growing v i g o r i n  the 
Mediterranean another _ signatory continued to compromise Bri=> 
tish interesti on the Oontinent a third clamored more loudly 
for aequiesenee in its ambit Ions o Rib'bentrop had done more 
than gain the eo-operation of apother power against the 
Gominterno ,

Indeed9 for Germany had achieved a brilliant success9 
sealing officially the rapport between the two great dictators 
that the September visit of Mussolini had brought® Once again 
Eibbemtrop and his subordinates in the Buro handled the negoti
ations : it was a measure of their ability that Italy was kept

211 ' : : Foreign Relations of the Unit e d States o 1937®
vdlo I., p*”Ho'o '  -" 7 . '

22 'Eden also complained of this matter in his interview 
with Ribbentrop on October 27g 1937s between the envoy’s 
flights to Romeo Both Germany and Japan, declined to attend 
the Eine-Power Gonferenee in Brusselss which had been called 
to discuss Japan’s war against Ghima® Ribbentrop "paid no, 
attention to my warning that a continuation of the war must 
have serious conseg.uenees for all those countries which had 
a large trade in the Par East8 among them Germanyo I soon 
found out that the Ambassador saw Par Eastern affairs through 
the same anti-communist spectacles which he then focused on 
other international problems® He added that he had nothing 
against the Ohinese people9 but since Japan was the enemy of 
Russia and Russia was the fount of all evils it was desirable 
that Japan should be strengthened against Russia®” Eden9 
Memoirs * p® 607®
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frem joining Independently a bilateral agreement with Japan9 

and an Indication of Ribbentrop,s continued eireumvention of 
the Foreign Ministry that the Pact was again signed by him- 
self®2  ̂ In Munich Hitler proudly declared9 ‘Germany is today 
no longer isolatedo 0 0  o Starting from this expediency to
day, three states have come together as allies<, First a 
European Axis9 and now a great $rtangle in world politiese 
o o o And this Triangle is not composed of three feeble 
organizations 9 but of three states which are ready and de
termined resolutely to defend their rights and interests0 n̂  

The geometry of totalitarianism thus changed from am 
axis to a triangleo Perhaps, as a result, Germany was no 
longer isolated? but in a sense, Ribbentrop was® He could

'23For an account of the details and difficulties 
involved in concluding the Pact, see Ernst lo Presseisen, 
Germany and Japans a Study in Totalitarian Diplomacy0 
1933-1941 (The Hagueo 1958)o pp® : Frank William
ppo 70-731 and Elizabeth Wlskemann, The Rome-Berlin Axis®
pp© 85"S6o %

Horman Ho Baynes, editor. The Speeches of Adolf 
Hitlero 1922=1939 (London, 2 volumes, 1942), volume II, 
pp© 1369-1370o An eloquent reply to both Hitler and Ribben
trop is the poem by "Sagittarius" in the Hew Statesman and 
nation<1 lovember 1 3$ 19379 P© 7900 A month later Italy 
announced its long-anticipated withdrawal from the League 
of Hations* Mussolini, referring to it as the wGeneva 
Council of Fools,M proclaimed, ”S© now we shout 8Enough! 9 
and turn our backs without regret on the tottering temple 
when men do not work for peace but prepare for war©" The 
Times© -December 13, 1937s P° 12©
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■bring, forth a stunning treaty with ItalyP but the months of 
his absence in Iiondon indicated he had no time for the Britisho 
Sae: new Anti=Oomintern Pact was bad enough for them; that it 
should have been.signed by the Ambassador to the Oourt of Ste 
James’s was almost intolerable= By this act Bibbentrop 
further decreased his effectiveness as a Germany envoy, and 
undoubtedly he knew it: he went into a kind of seclusion at
Garlton House 9 and aside from the conversations which came 
as a consequence of Bord Halifax’s visit, he hardly engaged 
in.the practice of diplomacy again in the capacity.of 
Ambassadoro

Yet, while virtually discrediting himself as a diplo» 
mat, Bibbentrop may actually have helped influence a change in 
the British attitude toward Germany^ In an age when treaties 
meant little more than scraps of paper, the signature of Italy 
to a document did not suddenly upset the balance of Europee 
But it tended to make the Axis, and especially Germany, 
potentially far more formidable o A mere week after the Tri
angle became a.new consideration in international relations, 
lord Halifax visited Hitler and brought with him several con
ciliatory suggestionso Upon his return his colleague 
Anthony Eden acted even more agreeably in conversations at 
the Foreign Office with Bibbentrop^ Soon, just as it was 
predicted, the British Foreign Office deemed it a vital 
necessity to; detach at least one member of the Ant 1 -OomIntera 
combination, by attempting to eliminate satisfactorily the



setareeg of friction between Britain and the two European 
dietatorso2  ̂ In Londons Eiisbentrop was probably as close to 
being •persona non grata as was possible, without the official 
designation; but in the capacity of Ambassador Extraordinary 
and personal adviser to Hitler he had done his work well.
Great Britain now found herself more on the defensive; a plea
sant prospect for the Puhrerg who was accustomed to fulminating 
about equality of rightse And Hitler could listen to or ignore 
British arguments and offers as he wished? he felt that strong* 

The most important step taken toward the realization 
of better Anglo-German relations In 1937 did not involve the 
German Ambassador to Great Britain at all0 Hors it should be 
■aMed, did it include the British Ambassador to Berlin, nor the 
British Foreign Secretary» These were interesting days: much
of the critical diplomacy was conducted not by bona fide envoys 
or official members of foreign ministries9 but by personal 
favoriteso Hibbentrop8s early career with Hitler is an out
standing example; in Hevember 1937 ib was Lord Halifax’s turn<> 
.Halifaxs, as Lord President^ was. a member of the Cabinet and 
had spelled Anthony Eden at the Foreign Office when the Secre
tary travelled abroad; yet it was as a strictly unofficial 
visitor that he went to Berlin and Berehtesgaden that week 
in late autumn; more than anything else9 he went as Prime



Minister Eeville Chamberlain's right-hand man0 And his 
meeting with Adolf Hitler stands out as one of the really 
signifieant events in the entirety of Ribbemtrop's Ambassa
dorship e

Halifax is an .interesting figure $, one of the most 
eommanding 0oneervatives of his times a mam well regarded by 
his contemporaries and eminently well treated by history*^
At the time of his somewhat extraordinary move9 he had already 
compiled a brilliant record in. domestic polities and diplomacys 
a dosen years previous9 As Edward Wood9 MoPo9 he was character
ised by one observer at Westminster as "the highest kind of 
Englishman now in polities = o o.a man whose life and doctrines 
are in complete harmony with a very lofty moral principle® but 
who has no harsh judgment for men who err and go astray6"
Rather than diminish$, that estimate only increased with the 
passage of y e a r s A s  lord Irwin® Viceroy of India® he 
stepped into the breach on his. own when a disastrous 
breakdown between the British Raj and the Indian nationalist 
movement threatened® through private conversations with

■ 26 ■ ■ . ■ ■Even in that malicious book of recrimination®
Guilty Men* bv "0ato” (London9 1939) 9 he Is hardly mentionedo 
Ao Je Po Taylor9 in Origins of the Second World War (Hew 
York® 1961)® is a recent exceptions he strongly implies the 
need for a reassessment of Halifax,,

27"A Gentleman with a Buster ®" The . Windows of 
Westminster (Hew York® 1924)® ppo 49-50„
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Mohandas Gandhi he reached a pact whereby civil disobedience 
in India would cease and the Congress Party join in the Round 
Table Conference o His participation was crucial in the framing 
of the Government of India Act of 1935; which later apologists 
for Baldwin pointed to with a pride they could expend on little 
else* ' It was hoped mowy in 1937$) that the splendid successes 
he had achieved in the past would somehow coerce at least a 
ray of hope in the search for an understanding®2®

Halifax was scholarlygentle9 wise; a devout Anglo =■ 
Catholic the profundity of whose faith was almost a national 
institution in itselfg he believed Christianity should exercise 
a powerful influence upon p o l i t i e s H e  also set great store 
by proper educations as Chancellor of Oxfordg he said in a 
speech to an Oxford district society on Rovember 4g ttI often 
think how much easier the world would have been to manage 
if Herr Hitler and Signor Mussolini had chanced to have 
been at Oxford® They would ® »..* have had a background of

Arnold Jo Toynbee has cleverly claimed that "to the 
average Englishman’s eye Me® Gandhi and Herr Hitler were two 
hardly distinguishable specimens of the same species of 
foreigner in virtue of their beingg both of them9 superlatively 
exotici and the average member of a British Cabinet may have 
reasoned in Hovember 1937 that the guileless tamer of Gandhi 
had at any rate ’a sporting chance8 of taming Hitler likewise®. 
Were not both these political ?.mad mullahs8 non-smokersg non
drinkers of alcohol g non-eaters of meatg non-riders on horse
backs and non-praetisers of blood-sports in their cranky 
private lives?" In Survey of International Affairs® 1937« 
volume I (Londons 193W) s p® 339®

29The Windows of Westminster® pp® 51® 55® 60®



tliOBght that would have simplified many international 
p r o b l e m s I t  was with sentiments sueh as these that 
Halifax9 a fortnight later* went to Germany,,

newspapers announeed the fortheoming visit as a 
resnlt of an invitation by General Goring to Lord Halifax* 
Easter of the Middleton fox-honnds? to attend the International
Game Exhibition in Berlin in9 of course*a purely unofficial

- . - 32 ; 'oapaeity as.a mutual lover of Wildlife^ With the eager.
blessing of Chamberlain* Halifax aeeepted= The Government
took great care to stress the private* informal nature of
the visit* although it was understood that Halifax would
see H i t l e r T h e  announeement of the impending visit
"could not have been better received here*M reported The
Times8 correspondent from Berlin; the Germans regarded Halifax
as a statesman "not too deeply engrossed in petty politics*"

30 ,The Timesn Hovember 5* 19379 pc 160

. 31 ■ " . .Halifax s homilies were not unique: before leaving
England to visit Hitler==-a visit from which he* for some
reason* returned elated and optimistlc^-George Lams bury said.
to a friend* "After all* every man is born of a motheron • .
Pierre Zaillaud * The.English Way (Hew York * 1946)* p» 145°

^^London Evening Standard, Hovember 10* 1937 (in.
Bocuments on German Foreign Policy„ series B* volume I*
#2 0o -po 39ft^The Timeso Hovember 13* 1937* pa 12C

33'See* for example* the remarks by Sir John Simon 
in Commons*: The Times0: Hovember 15* 1937* P9 14; Keith 
Peiling* The Life of;Heville Chamberlain (London* 1946)*
Po 332®
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amd one with whom the German Government eould talko-^ Sir 
Hevile Henderson, the British Ambassador in Berlin, also 
highly approved? at the time, he has since written, "I 
allowed myself to cherish the dream that the Halifax visit 
might Indeed constitute the beginning of better thingSo”55 
Apparently the only one who objected to the project was For*

Secretary Idem? but in typical fashion and consistent
with most of his relationship to the policy of appeasement, 
he did not object strenuously and quietly acquiescedo ̂

343he Timeso lovember 13, 1937, p= 12Q Certainly this 
was an accurate Impression on both pointso Halifax had long 
been identified, in the company of lords Lothian, London
derry, and As tor, as a member of the "pro “German*' group in 
British public life: "the group," of whom it was rather
unkindly said, "that thinks the best way of dealing with 
Hitler is to let him have what he likes as long as he doesn61 
come Westo" "Critic,n, in the Hew Statesman and Hat Ion, 
Hovember 27, 1937, p= 866o fhis point of view was also 
expressed by Colonel Blimps "There,s only one way to stop 
these bullying aggressors-“find out what they want us to do 
and then do ito". David Low, Autobiography (Hew York, 1957)?
po 27 2o

35' Sir Hevile Henderson« Failure of a Missions Berlin,
1937-1939 (Hew York, 1940), p, 97° Henderson served as 
interpreter between Halifax and Goebbels in their conversa
tion on the press situation of the two countriesc, His account 
of the Halifax visit appears in Ibido„ ppo 94=97»

36In most of the contemporary literature it was 
assumed that Eden strenuously opposed Halifax’s visit* With 
some degree of accuracy Frederick Le Schuman wrote, "Halifax8s 
mission meant Eden*s defeato" Europe on the Eves the Crises 
of Diplomacyo 1935=1939 (Hew York, 1939)? p* 3120 But Iain 
Maeleod reports that Chamberlain* s private papers contain the 
assertion that Eden was "quite happy" with the prospect of 
conversations s Heville Chamberlain (London* 1961), p* 210? 
and the Prime Minister apparently allowed his press chief,
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RllDbentrep s, whom one would expeet to have handles some 
of the negotiations prior to Halifax’s departure9 in his 
capacity as the Reich’s representative to the British Govern- 
meat,••'was out of town for part of the time and out of the 
picture for most of the remainder0 First in Rome, and them 
in Hunieh for consultations with the Puhrer9 Rihhentrop 
absented himself from the Iiomdon Embassy for more than a 
weeko On Zovember IBs after returning to London9 Ribbentrep 
met with Halifax and admitted that he had me instructions 
regarding the visit9 but said he welcomed the opportunity 
of having a friendly conversation^ Halifax more than matched 
the. good mature of this opening statements he told the 
German Ambassador that he plammed to discuss not only the 
colonial questions, which was now "ripe for discussiono”
Halifax stressed that England and Germany should not oppose 
each ether9 for a eonfliet between them meant the doom of 
civilizations Ribbentrop replied9 he report©dg "that I had

George So Stewart9 to tell the German press attache in 
London that Eden9 at the instigation of Halifax9 suggested 
the'-'l.eriln visit to 0hamberlaino. Bocuments on German Foreign 
Foliey.o ' I0 po 53® Eden himself has written that he
was net surprised at the Germans’ choice of Halifax: "I more,
than suspected by this time that Hitler did not like me? 
o 6, o My own recollection is that 9 when 1 first heard of 
this proposal I was not eager9 but saw no sufficient reason 
to oppose itoM But when he found that Halifax should have 
to leave the Hunting Exhibition in Berlin and go all the 
way to Berehtesgaden to see Hitler9 he thought that the 
visit "would hardly be gustifiedo" Eden! Memoirs  ̂pp* 
B77”57S®



taken that position here for years s as he knew. . » .fl̂
With this unanimity and accord they parted; the next after=
noon at Victoria Station Eihhentrop wished him a good trip9

and Halifax set out on the first major step in Weville
•2 0

Ohamtierlain8 s policy of active, appeasement® A week later9 

the visit with Hitler accomplished history9 an ignored 
German Ambassador in London telegrammed home that his Em™ 
hassy had received no information on the meeting and that 
he should be grateful for a report "for my official guidance®" 
He received a standard communique which the Foreign Ministry 
also sent to its representatives in Home* Paris P and 
Washington® ̂

She meeting of Halifax and Hitler at Berchtesgaden 
on November 19$ 1937 must have been a dramatic confrontation; 
in the words of Winston Ghurchill9 "this High Church Yorkshire 
aristocrat and ardent peace lover9 reared in all the smiling 
good will of former English life9 who had taken his part in 
the war as a good officer9 met on the other side the demon™ 
genius sprung from the abyss of poverty8 inflamed by defeat9 

devoured by hatred and revengeP and convulsed by his design

37DGFP® I3 #249 pp® 46™47c
: '.; ■  ̂ 53 ■ ■ . / ;* '

The gimeSo lovember 17» 1937$, p® 16®
39LGFPa L9 I9 #32s p® 68®

4QIbidoo #33, PP®. 68=71 ®
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to make the German race masters of Europe or maybe the 
.worldo”*1 It was a stormy meeting that justified Churchill's 
high-flown proseo Halifax's opening remark annoyed his host 
and he further irritated the Fuhrer with his answers to 

: criticisms of the British presso More than once Hitler be-
AOcame excited and shouted at his phlegmatic visitor<, Still 9

it is not altogether accurate to say, as Churchill did, that 
"nothing came of all this but chatter and bewilderment 
Much came from ito

41Winston Churchill, Ihe Gathering Storm, volume I 
of The Second World War (Boston, 1948), po 2240 John W» 
Wheeler-Bennett evokes a similar pictures "She cold, de
tached patrician, and the neurotic hyperbolic dictator; the 
one a representative of an order which had its roots and 
traditions in the past, the other concerned less with the 
past than with the future, of which he considered himself 
the mastero." In Munich<, Prologue to Tragedy (lew York, 
1948), p0 19° Sir Samuel Hoare, a good friend and admirer 
of Halifax thought that. Hitler "completely underrated 
Halifax's qualities," but one is more inclined toward the 
judgseht of the political cartoonist, David Dow: "lord
Halifax, I knew, was a good man, an upright man» ° ° ° At 
the same time 0 ° 0 I felt in my bones that ° ° ° Che3 was 
not quite the right person to deal successfully with per
sons whose conceptions of goodness and uprightness were the 
opposite of his owm°" Lord lemplewood, Wine troubled Years0 
p» .282; David Low, Auto bio grauhv „ p. 27.2 0 Upon his return 
Halifax went to Low with a request that, for the sake of 
smoother relations with Germany, he desist from drawing 
cartoons that Irritated Hasi leaderso
. ' 42 ' v ' ' .Dr<, Paul Schmidt, Hitler's Interpreter (Hew York, 
1951), PP° 76-77°
. . 4 3 ' ' : 1 ' ■ v . . . .  1 . ,• Winston Ghurchillo fhe Gathering Stormo y0 224@
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The two men talked in Hitler’s study for- the better 
part ©f the morning and eontlnued after lunehi the eomversa- 
tion touched ail the questions pertaining to Anglo"G-erman 
relations and a general European settlement= Halifax 
quickly rectified the unfavorable impression he had made in 
his opening remark by paying Hitler tribute for the great 
services he had performed in G-ermaryand the bulwark he had 
raised against the further spread of Bolshevism^ Hot to be 
humoredc, Hitler soon sounded his common complaint against 
England’s attitude on the colonial questiono In the course 
of this discussion@ and at intervals throughout the conversa
tion,. an important impression beeame clear to Halifaxs Hitler 
did not consider the matter of colonies to be a truly serious 
hindrance, to the establishment of an Anglo-German under
standing, nor, indeedp was it a basis for such a friendship® 
The Fuhrer fulminated against the inequity of the Versailles 
colonial settlement and aired all the familiar grievances, 
yet in the end he made it clear that the colonial question 
was but ”a difference of opinion," the only difference of 
opinion between Britain and Germany® "If agreement could be 
reached9 it would be most satisfactory," Hitler said; "in the 
contrary even he, the Chancellor, could only take note of the 
fact with regret® ® ® ,® There were no other difficulties

' " 44 ' ' : . -
■ - BGEPq B, I, #3-1 $ "Top Seeret Memorandum: Conver

sation with Serf Hitler— 19th November 19379” pp® 55-67®
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■between Germany and E n g l a n d "Ike only oatagtropheg," 
emphasized Hitler9 "was Bolshevism^ Everything else could 
he settledo.”̂  And apparently he now had the patience to 
smstain himself in the anticipation ©f smch a se ttlement % 
©ermany9 he saidj was resigned to the hope that her demands 
would meet a reasonable reception; hut if at the moment this 
questions, or any others appeared difficult 9 "they should 
first, wait for two or three year So11 ̂

If Hitler here made a disclosure of sorts $,. his guest 
more than rewarded hime Halifax was not as non-committal at 
lerehtesgaden as he has been portrayeds he volunteered at 
least two remarks that lost little significance upon a man 
with the wiles of Hitler» "Halifax was on his side con
vinced*" a minute of the meeting reported* "that permanent 
results could only he reached on a basis of realism* even 
if the realities to he dealt with were unpleasant for one 
party or the e t h e r * p u e  to Great Britain’s willingness

Ihldo« po 62o See also H* Malcolm Oarr.oll*
"Recent German Publications and German Foreign Policy* 1935“
194-5*" American Political Science Reviews 3CLYI (August 1952) * 
536. ^

■ ; : 46 " - ' ' ' 'M I P . B* I* #31 * p. 66.
47Ibid.. pp. 66* 67°
48Î id. * p. 5.̂0



to appease ..Germany, it was she who eontinued to "bear the 
hrtmt of mpleasantnesso Baintaiming this coldly realistic 
attitude, Halifax admitted that "on the English side it 
was not necessarily thought that the status %mo must he 
maintained under all circumstances,” and he recognized that 
”cne might have to contemplate an adjustment to new conditions, 
a correction of former mistakes, * , » Among the guestions 
in which changes would probably be made sooner or later were 
Danzig, Austria, and Czechoslovakia,All that his Govern
ment desired in this matter, Halifax said, was that these 
alterations should not take place in an unreasonable manner 
”which in the end meant w a r , ” 50 Halifax did not go into 
further detail, reported von Heurath in a summary,5̂  He did 
not have to.

Perhaps the Anschluss and the dismemberment of 
Czechoslovakia were unreasonable, at least for the people 
involved? yet surely these drastic alterations of the European 
map were rendered without recourse to war, A Halifax newly 
installed in the Foreign Secretary's office would exclaim 
11 Horrible I Horrible! X never thought they’d, do it!” at news 
which broke momentously in mid-March, 1938, but by September

49Xbido o p, 62 ? #33, p, 69,
5©Ibid,o #31, 9* 58,
51

Ibid,o #33, Po 69,



of that year he seemed reconciled to the role his Govern
ment had assumed in further adjustments»

Upon the return of Halifax to London and his report 
to Heville Ghamherlain9 the Prime Minister happily confided 
to his diary9 "The German visit was from my point of view a 
great sueeess9 because it achieved its object9 that of creating 
an atmosphere in which it is possible to discuss with Germany 
the practical questions involved in a European s e t t l e m e n t s "52 
It is difficult to see how Chamberlain could have been so san
guine about the Halifax conversations That no such atmosphere 
was created is evident from the minute made of the meetings, 
which was transmitted to British Ambassador Henderson and 
must have found its way to the Prime Ministers In it s Hali
fax's earnest suggestions that further personal conversations 
follow from the present one $, were rebuffed twice by the Puhrer0 

Insteads, Hitler preferred to employ the diplomatic channel 
as a means of continuing Anglo-German contacts: direct9 

personal.negotiations required a high degree of preparation, 
and were easily doomed to failure; better none at all9 Hitler 
told Halifax9 "than to be placed in the position after a 
negotiation of having to admit that the result was

^Kelth Felling o The Life of Heville Chamberlain, 
ppo 332-333 (diary entry for November 269 1937)o Two dayS 
previously9 he told a crowded House of Gommons9 "I am satis
fied, however9 that the visit has been valuable in furthering 
the desire 0 ». o for the establishment of closer mutual under
standing o" His remarks were "warmly welcomedo" The Times 0 
Hovember 259 1937$ P° 1%° ■



net satisfactoryV^ For once/ Hitler seemed to defend 
the traditional practice of diplomacy in preference to the 
extraordinary procedures then current= Halifax apparently 
did net think he. was being twitted; but he might have beeno

The Halifax visit was the opening bid in Seville 
Chamberlain*s policy of appeasement = ̂  It misfiredj, although 
neither the Prime Sinister nor his favorite seemed to per
ceive this at the moment o Its only achievements were nega
tives Hitler strengthened his belief in the opinions he had 
voiced exactly two weeks previous in the Chancellery$, and 
he further persuaded himself as to the passivity of the 
British Governmento55 Bather than mollify9 even minutely9 

the international situation j, the .Halifax visit encouraged 
Hitler to speed up his planso5^ The essence of this episode 
in the new diplomacy was caught best in a sardonic stanza 
by HSagittariuss”

BGPPo Is Is #3.19 p0 6 6; also p» 65 and #339
p ©. 71 o

54Ibid© © p© xv; John W© Iheeler-Bennett9 Munich© 
p© 18; Han.Bullocks, Hitler© n© 335; Charles Loch Mowat, 
Britain Between the Wars © 1918-1940 (Chicago g 1955) 9 P® 596©

55Ibid©: John W© Wheeler-Bennett9 Munich© p© 21 ©
56 ”Gordon A© Craig9 "High Tide of Appeasements the 

lead bo. Munich, 1957-58©" Political Science Quarterly© LX7• - of
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"The Foreign Office set aside 
That Hitler might be satisfiedg 
Iiord Halifax achieves, a flog 
As Chamberlain's von Ribbentrop<>"57

Like so many statesmen of his timeg most notably 
his adversary Adolf Hitler9 Heville Chamberlain showed little 
sympathy for his own foreign office and invested less confi
dence in it than in his own active, direct approach to dealing

Foreign Minister von Henrath indicated that in December 
19579 partly as a result of the fact that "the British 
Government did mot anymore, mean that they were against the 
Anschluss 9" Hitler changed his views toward Austria^ Has! 
Oonsmlracv and Aggression (Washingtons 1948) $, supplement Bs 
p0 1508o Eden probably bears equal responsibility with 
Halifax for this impressions, due to remarks he made in a 
conversation with Ribbentrop on December 29 1937= See 
DGFPo D9 I9 #509 ppo 88-90o

57 • ■ ' ' .See the Hew Statesman and nation 0 Hovember 27 9
1937» P® 867° An interesting afterword from the German 
side was expressed by Dr® Gottfried Asehmamn9 Director 
of the Press Department of the Foreign Ministrya in a 
memorandum submitted to von Heuraths "As regards the 
conjectures appearing in the foreign press regarding the 
content of the conversations with Halifaxg it could be 
stated o' o o thats, contrary to the substance of those 
press reports9 no demands had been made by Germany® If 
these surmises continuedp the moment might very well come 
when Germany would publish the protocol of the discussions 
of the Fuhrer and.Ohaneellor with Lord Halifax® Then 
these surmises would9 of course$, very quickly collapse®
All this raises the question today whether it would not 
perhaps have been better if Lord Halifax had not come 
at alio" DGFPo D® I, #40, p® 77=
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with dictatorso5® It is not from Eden nor Bibbentropthen9 
that one. derives clearly the nature of British policy toward 
Germany and the prospect of am Anglo-German 'understanding at 
this time;, hut rather from an unofficial;, extra-diplomatic 
venture very similar to those engaged in "by Bibbentrop him
self during the early years of his service to national Socialism^ 

Rihfeemtrop may have heem excluded from the important 
diplomatic intercourse between Britain and Germany at this time, 
but he nevertheless could enjoy himself in other capacities, on 
the banquet circuito .In Berlin on November 25 he dined at the 
Japanese Embassy in celebration of the first anniversary of 
the Anti^O©mintern Pacto Goring$, Reeder, and von Blombefg 
also accepted invitations 9 but they were all overshadowed 
by another guests the. Puhrer and Chancellor, attending his 
first diplomatic dinner» Hitler eonferredimpon those 
Japanese who played a prominent role in the framing of the 
agreement the Order of the German Eagleo In return, the 
hosts.awarded Ribbentrop a medal for his participation in 
the Pacto59 A full year had passed since the Ambassador to 
the Court of Sto. James’s, had .startled Britain with his

■58 . . - ,Keith Peiling, The Life of leville Chamberlain o
Po 3015 Iain Hacleod, leville Chamberlaina po 210; Anthony
Eden, Memoirs<, po 578» This was not the last time the Prime
Minister sent an outsider on a foreign mission with results
similar to the observations in verse»

• ' ' 59 • ' : ' ' ' ■ 'The Timeso lovember 24$, 19379 P» 13? lovember 26,
19379 Po 15=
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sigsalng of the Anti-’GoEimtern agreement» la the iateria Italy 
also joiaeds, and made its strength felt in the Mediterraneang 
while in the last Japan"s aggression increasingly threatened 
British interests and even eoimted the British Ambassador to 
Ohina among its many victimso Paced with the fact of a Ber- 
lin-Eome-Tokyo triangles, more and more Englishmen saw. Bihhen-. 
trop’s diplomacy only as a daggered aimed primarily.at their 
own eomtryo

Bnt no such strategy seemed possible to those who be
lieved Ribbentrop whem9 a week later9 he spoke at the second 
annual dinner of the Angle-German Fellowshipo Conciliatory$, 
he did not repeat his tactics from the previous Beeember and 
plead Germany’s ease for coloniesoInstead9 in what might 
have been called his valedictory message to the people he had 
come tc converts, Bibbentrop stressed that it had always been 
his Mvery earnest desire9 and, perhaps, more than a mere de
sire, to bring the English and the German people nearer to 
one anothere" His labors had been devoted to this task for 
many years, he said, and he would "never believe that— in 
spite of the many obstacles that might still be on the 
road— they would not succeed in the final reconciliation of the 
two great nations0” Ho doubt, he added, the achievement entailed

he fundamental theme of the speeches was that a 
G erman-British understanding must be promoted* Otherwise eon- 
eretb'political subjects were avoided* The gathering may be 
described as a success* * * *" Br* Eduard von Selzam, coun
selor in the German Embassy in London, to the Foreign Ministry9 
in BGFP, B, I, #89, p, TSTo



mmeh fntiare works, "but he "believed that ’’with patienee and 
common sense on all sides they would finally arrive at a state 
of contentment and of harmonious eo=eperatlon "between nations*’’'

A fortnight later Hibbentrop attended the last large 
dinner of his term as Ambassador* The German Chamber of Com™ 
meree for the United Kingdom9 an organization of English and 
German businessmen banded together to help promote Anglo-German 
trades hosted him as “principal guest” at their third annual 
banquet* In his speech the Ambassador affirmed his belief 
that economic revival was only possible with political appease™ 
mentp and, he added, the chances of an understanding in the 
politijcal field were better* ^ 2 With these ambiguous remarks 
he retired from the public scene in Londons he spent the 
Christmas holidays in Berlin and was still there on February 4,- 
1938a when Hitler announced the reorganisation of the Belch 
Cabinet and the appointment of Hibbentrop as Foreign Minister* 
The only remaining dinner of note Hibbentrop' attended in Lon
don was the farewell luncheon tendered him by Weville Chamber™ 
lain, even as Hazl troops moved into Austria; indeed, the first 
word of the Anschluss came to both Prime Minister and German 
Foreign Minister as they lingered over coffee, and for Hibbem™ 
trop it was not a pleasant dessert nor a painless departure*

61 . " • ' - ■ " ■. .The Times* December 3, 19378 P» 18*
62Ibid*« December 14* 1937p P<? 18*
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Certain dates have symbolic meanings so deeply rooted 
that they need only be mentioned to communicate the vast 
message and numerous implications behind themo For the Ger= 
mans s, 1918 was one 5, and 1.933=gJanuary 30 9 to be exact—  
anothero For the national Socialists? June 309 1934 was yet 
another$, and perhaps most crucially, February 4, 1938a On 
this last date the JSazi devolution became completes Hitler 
consolidated his power finally and irrevocably9 defeating the 
generals of the Army9 turning out the aristocratic old guard 
from the Foreign Ministry9 and making himself supreme commander 
and minister of war0 Ton Blomberg and von Fritseh passed,
. von Hassell was recalled from Rome; and, significantly, von 
Heurath was taken from the Wllhelmstrasse, his replacement the 
sealous Rational Socialist and faithful servant of the Fuhrer, 
Joachim von Ribbentrop» At last, Ribbentrop achieved the goal 
which his ambitions had advertised openly for years? the 
months of frustration in unfriendly liondon were redeemed and

: 53; For the February 4 purge, see William I«» Shiper, 
ghe Rise and Fall of the Third Reich, a History of Hazi Ger
many (Hew TbrkV .1960) * ppo 309=32 1, and Alan Bullock, Hitler o 
pp o 3f4»383. The lew Statesman and Ration wrote a " The outcome 
of this purge is unquestionably a victory for the extremer 
tendencies in Hasi polieyo Its will has prevailed over the 
economic orthodoxy of 33r» Sehachto The meaning of the new 
phase is underlined by the promotion of Herr von Ribbentrop 
to the direction of foreign policy» This man may be a 
clumsy amateur, but he is a fanatical and humourless 8anti- 
Oommunist, 8 and may even claim the glory of creating the 
triple ideological alliance0M February 12, 1938, po 2360
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a new life opened» It was the beginning of the end for 
Rihhentrop9.although he hardly suspected it at the time; 
the illustrious successes to come— the Anschluss o Munich$,
Prague9 and the Easi-Soviet Pact— all dazzled him and im
pressed the world and further unbalanced his perspective^ 
so that the fate of Nuremberg was incomprehensible- fancy©
Hibbentrop was with Hitler at Berehtesgaden a week later for

64the epochal visit of Sehusehmiggs indeedg he was never far
from the Fuhrer’ s side until the end; and. he returned to Lon
don on March 9 "clearly in a state of active apprehension©."^

She reason for his return was to wind up his affairs 
at the Embassy and to take official leave of the British 
Government with which he had dealt for a year-and-a-half©
At Victoria Station police officers milled about the platform 
in anticipation of a Communist demonstrations although none 
but the curious came to see the new German Foreign Minister make 
his final call© At the British Foreign Office the next morningg 
however9 another crowd awaited him; and when he stepped out 
of his car9 obviously grateful for the attention and about

For the Berehtesgaden interview8 see Kurt von 
Sehuschnigga Austrian Requiem (Hew York, 194-6) 9 pp» 19a329 
and Shir ere Rise and Fall© pp© 322-=330o

65 : ' .

(London9 1954-) 9 p© 395° Jones breakfasted with Sibbentrop 
on the morning of March 11 ©



to reply with a Hazi salute g a cry of ’'Hlhhemtrop $, get out 811 

met himg ant was quickly picket up by the otherso
fhe British Government hat also undergone a change 

in Behruarys Bten8s resignation came on the twenty-first of 
the month ant Lord Halifax now held the office of Foreign 
Secretary* With Halifax that mornings RiVbentrop hat words 
whose heat matched those thrown at him outside the building*
He called Sehuschnigg8 s sehetuled plebescite "a fraud and a 
swindle s" an attempt by a minority government representing 
twenty per cent of the people ” to force an unwelcome solUf- 
tlom on the majority of eighty per cent;" and he declared 
that the most useful contribution the British Government 
could make was to use its influence in pressuring Sehuschnigg 
to cancel his plans * Halifax apparently met Hibbentropf s 
remarks in an angry iaood9 however understated; "We should 
be less than frank9" he said9 "if we did not make it clear to 
the German Government the danger we saw in the expression 
that responsible leaders in Germany were giving in public to 
German policy and the spirit in which that policy was being 
pursuedo The suggestion was being created that something more 
than a fair treatment of minorities was inVelvedo"^®

66The Times * March 109 19389 p* 140
• 67 •So Bo . Woodward and Rohan Butler9 editors 9 Bocuments 

on.British Foreign Policva 1919-1939* 3rd Series9 volume I: 
1938 (Londono 1949)« #foUo 6* Hereafter cited as DBFP6

68
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"We have spoken strongly to von Bibbentrop/’ Halifax 
wired the British Embassy in Vienna9 "on the effect that would 
be produced in this country by such direct interference in 
Austrian affairs as demand for resignation of Chancellor en
forced by ultimatumo > 0 o Bibbentrap's attitude was not 
eneouragingo » o Her was there any reason for it to beo
But that evening the activity of the British Foreign Offices, 
where a distressed Halifax dispatched cables to Henderson in 
Berlin and implored him to transmit to Hitler personally his 
warnings$, seemed remote in time and temper from 9 9 Oarlton 
House Terraceo There, amid the tinkling of wine glasses and 
the radianee of smiles $, however forced, the erstwhile German 
Ambassador and his. wife hosted the elite members of Britain’s 
establishment in a farewell reception# Neville Chamberlain 
attended, as did Buff Cooper, Sir Samuel Hoare, Thomas 
Inskip, Sir Alexander Cadogan, William Strang, Lady Astor,
Lord Beaverbrook, Geoffrey Bawson, George Glasgow, Viscount 
Momsell, Lords Londonderry, Bedesdale, and Bunolman: a verit- .
able galaxy of government and public figures®?0

Beturning the favor, the Prime Minister invited Bibben- 
trop to a farewell luncheon the next day® It was March 11, 
1938s a day of farewells not only for Joachim von Bibbentrop

70The TimeSo March 11, 1938, p® 14®
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but Kurt von Sehusehniggp the Chancellor of Austria» She 
German Ambassador and his wife 9 in the distinguished company 
of Chamberlain9 HalIf ax9 Cadogan, Winston C h u r c h i l l 971 and 
a dozen more* dined at 10 Downing Street while newspapers 
of the day described a great and growing tension in Austria*

messenger entered the dining room with telegrams for the Prime 
Minis ter.» Upon reading them Chamberlain called Eibbentrop 
into a private room and read him their contents» She Anschluss 
had begun: Sehusehnigg had received the ultimatum to resign,.
Startled9 but by no means surprised; Eibbentrop told the 
greatly agitated Prime Minister that he had no information on 
the developments buW that he would return immediately to his 
Embassy and place himself in communication with Berlimo As 
a consoling sop9 he added that9 if the telegrams were true9 

the events they described "might be the best way of achieving 
o o o a peaceful solution,," Chamberlain 9 in reply 9 urged him 
to "lose no time in repeating to Herr Hitler how serious a 
view we tooK of the latest developments and of the deplorable 
effect that they must exercise on the. future tenor of Anglo= 
German relatiomso"^ .

Toward the close of the meal9 that tension broke: a

7 1 Churchill has described this luncheon in The 
9 pp<> 242=245 o

DEEP. #449 po 20
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With that9 they parted2 the seeker after peace and 
the agent of an Anglo ̂German anderstanding, not to meet again 
mntil Munich9 at the beginning of a winter of discontent« 
Somehow9 this departure was an appropriate one for Rihbentrop s 
he had first come to England on am unpleasant note9 amid the 
echo of blustering amti“British speeches by Goring and Goebbels? 
to which he had added his own aggressive remarks immediately 
upon his arrival; now he lefts in the- wake of Germany8s new 
territorial aggrandizements a harbinger of things to comes and 
behind him in Britain lay a resentment and anxiety whose in
tensity exceeded any that he had ever created in the pasto 

The dialogue was not yet finished: Halifax called
on him at the Embassy at 5:15 that afternoons fifteen minutes 
after German troops began the move into Austria in an act 
which thenceforth rendered no political boundary in Europe 
secure0 Bibbentrop still insisted that he had no such informa
tion as Chamberlain had served, up for dessert earlier in the 
day; and Halifax’s observation $ that "he seemed frankly 
mystified by it and was unwilling to accept the suggestion 
that I made that Herr Hitler might have acted on his own with
out reference to the German Foreign Offices" may well have 
been Bibbentrop”s entirely honest r@aetiono73

73ibidos Po 21o Bibbentrop”s ignorance here indicates 
the amount of influence he had on Hitler, and Hitler's attitude 
toward the Foreign Ministry even after Bibbentrop”s promotiono
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1 At that point Woermann joined them with the message 
that Sehuschnigg had resigned9 the Hazi Seyss-Inquart now 
ruled Austria as Chancellor9 and the Anschluss was a facto 
Heres, the moral indignation of the high churchman and the 
cold Machtnolitifc of the ardent Fuhrer disciple— all that 
was hast in Britain and all that was most representative of 
national Socialist Cermany— met in a final deadloeko “This 
was really the hest thing that could have happened/ 1 Eihben- 
trop assured Halifax? "the settlement of the Austrian problem 
would o o » render Anglo-German relations more easy of solu
tion by the removal of one difficulty that o o p unnecessarily 
was held p o » to complicate their achievementort He stressed 
his belief9 reported Halifax9 "that public opinion mights 
Without much difficultyg; be. guided to take a realist view of 
what had passed and not be unwilling eventually to welcome 
ito.l:|:7^ ■ ■ ' .

Halifax8 s answer was a fitting last word on the Ribben- 
trop missiono "I told him that I thought in this I could 
anticipate British and world opinion more accurately than he9 

and that my own estimate was that these events would have put 
back for a long time the growth of friendly understanding that 
the majority of English people had been disposed to d e s l r e o ,,7 5

74Ibido o ppo 21-2 2 9 2 3o
75Ibido9 p» 23o
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©a January 29 19389 over two weeks after he left
London and two months before his return on a farewell visits,
Hihbentrop dated a secret memorandum containing ”conclusions
o o o concerning the future development of German-British

1relations" and sent it to the Fuhrero Sinee November he
phad been working on this and a more detailed report* .$©*- 

gather they constituted his final assessment of the possi-= 
bilities for an Anglo-German understandings, oaxrying the 
weight of his eighteen months8 experience as Ambassador 
and expressing the distillation of his diplomatic wisdom*

The summing-up was -apologetic, tendentious 9 eoatra- : 
dletery, and often wrong* "A change in the eastern status 
q.uo to Germany’s advantage can only be accomplished by 
force s," he declared;^ two major changes within ten months 
occurred without it* "Chamberlain has now appointed Van- 
sit tarts, our most important and toughest foe9 to a position 
where he can play a leading role in the diplomatic game

1m m . Bp Ip #93, P P o  162-168=

The other report has not been ,found*

3BGFP9 B9 I, #93s Po 163= '

168



against Germany5" he warnedthe former Frderseoretary 
of State for Foreign Affairs was by no means Germany’s 
most important foe* ITansittart8 s imflmenee was eonstantly 
overrated "by Eihbentrop $, and at this moment the man had 
been promoted out of the way preeisely so that Ghamberlain 
might pursue more easily a poliey of aooommodatlom with 
Germany* In his report Ribbentrop now eautioned that 
Britain might indeed fight Germany^ then said assurimglyg 
’’Over a local problem in Central Europe9 even if it were 
to add considerably to Germany’s strength* England would in 
my opinion not risk a struggle for the survival of her 
Empires" and* "in ease of a quick success* I am firmly 
convinced that the West would not intervene*"5

Ribbentrop rambled* his logic was never tight* and 
his opinions were expressed so ambiguously as to lend 
themselves to a variety of interpretations* But some of 
his conclusions indicated* if not always the true state 
of affairs between the two nations* certainly the state 
of mind of Hitler’s man in Iiondom* "I believe*" he said* 
"we should continue to be interested in strengthening 
the Berlin-Home Axis and the Berlin^Rome^Iokyo Triangle 
and In the adherence of other states to this coalition*

' 4 'Ibid* * p* I6.80

5Ibid** p* 164*



The stroager our eoalitiea of frieatss the more likely 
it would be that England s and thereby also France 9 would 
stay out of any eoafliet in Oentral Europe involving 
Gerinanyo o = » It would be dangerous to renounce secure 
ffiendships and not to choose others, because of an un
certain British friendshipsAs the aetiyities of his 
Ambassadorship manifested only too well, Hibbentrop was 
far more interested in the health and continued welfare, 
of Italian and Japanese relationships than in any under“ 
standing with SritaiBo

Regarding the oeuntry he set out to win,, he wrote, 
"We must continue to foster England * s belief that a 
settlement and an understanding between Germany and Eng
land are still possible eventually;" this, although he 
affirmed his belief that "today, I ho longer have faith 
in any understandingg" and suggested a "quiet but deter
mined establishment of alliances against England0 o 0 
His final, words rang with a warnings "Hemeeforth--regard» 
less of what taetieal interludes of eonciliation may be 
attempted with regard to us-=-every day that our political 
calculations are not actuated by the fundamental idea

r -Ibid*
7Ibid*« pp* 165, 168, 16?*
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that England is our most dangerous enemy 
for our enemies

In allP the dooument was a measure of the worth 
of his Ambassadorship to hondon and of the quality of 
experience that he gained thereo Rihbentrop8 s mission 
was.a miserable adventure and a drastie failure= His 
failure is not surprising^ but the magnitude of it is 
remarkable »

fo bring Great Britain into an alliance with Ger= 
many would have necessitated a sharp departure from the 
course of British foreign policy= Ribbentrop cannot be. 
burdened with all the blame for his inability to achieve 
the understandings he did not then determine German 
foreign policy$, nor did von Heurath? nor did Ribbentrop 
himself after he became Foreign Ministero Hitler alone 
made foreign policyi Ribbentrop carried it o u t Y e t  
even here he shares some of the responsibility;, Ribben
trop 8 s Ambassadorship occupied much of the period which 
passed between the Rhineland reoeeupation of March 1936

8Ibldo o p0 168p
9See9 for example9 IMSo Xj pp0 I®??. .189? Hazi 

Oonsnlracv and Aggressiono ¥11 $, p0 841 % and DeWitt Go 
Poole s .'’light on Hazi foreign Policy9" foreign Affairs« 
XX? (October 1946) 9 13O9



and the Anschluss of March 19389 and which Ohurehlll 
has called 11 the loaded pause 0H Rlhhentrope s contribu
tion to these relatively peaceful years was to tamp 
down more powder Into the mazzle' 1b preparation for the 
eventual explesioa6

During his Ambassadorship the alignment of Europe 
changed irrevocably<, Els share In the achievement of 
this new political orientations, in which Great Britain 
found herself facing a Triangle which consciously ranged 
the fascists, totalitarian powers against the democracies 
of the West9 was well noted by Englishmens They did not 
appreciate the fact that Ribb.entrop <, an occupant of the 
German Embassy in London9 had conducted diplomacy on two 
sides of the world and had brought forth two of the Third 
Reich8 s .most important treaties= =

While the responsibility for Ribbeatrop8s failure 
rests on more shoulders, than his owng the conspicuously 
poor performance in London was his alone0 Ribbentrop 9 
to start with, was simply not a diplomato He was totally 
unfit for the day-to-day functions of diplomacy: he was an
opportunist; with a fondness for the fuiek and spectacular; 
his most successful counterparts were patient; discreet; 
and quiets Ribbentrop did not have the slightest under
standing of the role of an envoy0 He came to. London
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self-advertised as Hitler8s voiceindeedg he was more 
Hitlerian than Hitlerp11 full of bluff and bluster9 

preaching to the British people about the wave of the 
future, shrilly complaining of Germany's shabby treat
ment at their hands s and warning them of dire consequences 
should they resist Germany's comradeship in facing the 
perils that were to followo He eame net to listen9 nor 
to analyzep nor to report faithfully, but rather to 
exercise his ego as a noisy propagandist, a fast friend 
of the Buhner, 12 an arch national Socialiste His was 
the diplomacy of bombast 9 unapproachably clumsy and crude $

16IMT, X, ppo 416-418; Schmidt, Hitler's Inter
preter 0 ppo 33 s'1991 von Schweunenburs, The Oritical 
Years, p0 106; HendersonQ Failure of a Mission<, pp0 69- 
'709 109; Poole, "Light on Hazi Foreign Policy," p® 1311 
Seabury, ."Eibbentrop and the German Foreign Office," pp» 
536-538o

11 . ■
Franc0is-Poneet, The Fateful Years o p® 252; 

Elizabeth Wiskemann, The Home-Berlin AxlSo a History of 
the Relations Between Hitler and Mussolini (Hew., York, 
1 9 W ,  Po 7To

12 . ' . ’ . ' , e . By now this tactic of Ribbentrop8 s was
almost hoary with age s ever since his first forays 
into diplomacy he had stressed his close relations 
with Hitlero See, for example, his conversations 
with French Foreign Minister Louis Barthou in May,
1934s BGFP, series G (1953-1957), volume IIs The Third 
Reich: First Phase, October 14® 1955-June 150 1954 ' 
Tfeshington, ”1959), ?301, p® 564; and with SdenTthen 
Secretary for League of Rations Affairs, in May 1934s 
Bocuments on British Foreign Policy® 1919-1939* 2nd 
series ® FlTT^^T954TL o n l o n r ^ W T r ? 4 ^  695» Also
Eden, Memoirs, ppc 416-417 =,
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and his name became a no imp an "ism," standing by it
self as representative of all that was bullying and 
aggressive©^

Ribbentrop was. the only high-ranking Hazi to hold 
a foreign, diplomatic postg and the techniques and character 
traits that served him well in gaining a hold on the 
upper hierarchy only betrayed his utter incapability to 
practice the arts of negotiations conciliations pacifi
cation© He had risen as an antagonists to whom every 
man was rival and the Fuhrer alone trustworthy© In London 
he remained the. antagonists in whose mouth the professions 
of Anglophilia sounded ever more ludicrous with each 
offensive act© Ho diplomats he was an exemplar of Hazlsm 
— Britain’s prize exhibit for almost two years© His 
eminently revealing behavior and the shallowness and 
transparency of his designs showed Englishmen all too 
clearly what Rational Socialism was, and indicated to 
them eloquently the quality of the government which sent him© 

Another explanation of the extraordinary extent of 
Ribbentrop8 s failure is the character and personality 
of the man himself© It is likely that no diplomat of 
the inter-war period was held in great contempt than

See the Hew Statesman and Ration© February 209 
1937*'p. 275* .



(Joachim von Rihhentrop® In the wealth of literature on 
the suhjeet, nothing appears with more monotonous regu
larity nor remarkable unanimity than condemnations of 
his insulting arrogance9 unparalleled pomposity9 peacock 
vanity$, and sheer Stupidityv^^ He was not a monster? 
hideous to contemplate0 as were many of his fellows; 
rather0 a little man ravaged, by ambition in a zealous

1 cand relentless quest for station and importanceo fo cap
it all offy the man was completely humorlesso He was 
unable to perceive what a fool;he often made of himselfp 
and took himself seriously with ah intensity and gravity 
that was the object of much ridicule®

Oertainly there was no one more loyal to Hitler? 
and with good reasons Ribbentrop owed everything that 
he was to Hitler’s patronage? and without it? unlike 
some leading Hazis? he was nothing® In his devotion to

14Although this sentence sounds bombastic? the words 
have been chosen with care® For elaborations upon them? 
see especially the works cited in the Introduction? foot- 
note 5 $> paragraphs 2 and 3 for a start®

15Here? psychologieal explanations must be 
given due credits the patterns of Ribbentrop5s behavior 
quite possibly manifest an inferiority complex and 
feelings of inadequacy for which the fanatic pursuit 
of his career was a compensation® She comments of un
trained contemporary observers have often touched upon 
this? see also Kelley? 22 Cells in Huremberg® and Gilbert?



his Fuhrer Hihbemtrep slavishly imitated his behavior—= 
and while it was out of plaee in -losdOB.,- still a rebuff 
to Eibbemtrop was a personal affront to Hitlero (Therefore 
the envoy's guiding principle was not to adjust to the 
British and to meet them even halfway9 but constantly to 
serve Hitler above all other eonsiderationso In doing so 
Ribbentrop served his own ends as wells for if Britain 
disliked him* it was only because he had done his duty as 
a good Basis, and the. post of Foreign Minister was a natural 
rewardo

Perhaps the most grievous reason for the magnitude 
of his failure in London was that Ribbentrop had absolutely 
no understanding of the British— their history9 political, 
and constitutional structure8 social system, national 
traitss their mores, their aspirations* It is doubtful 
whether any diplomat of this period was more abysmally 
ignorant of the people to whom he had been sent* He 
knew Britain only as a salesman knows his territory, 
and the eighteen months of his official assignment 
there apparently increased his insight not one whit®
Always the parvenu, the snob, he mingled with the most 
unrepresentative group of Englishmen, those members of 
the upper class whose sympathy to Rational Socialist 
Germany was equalled by their distaste for liberal de
mocracy: members of the. Gliveden Set, those "discreet,
impervious men » ® » with their furled umbrellas so
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V  ̂ ' 16 ' symbolic of. furled minds*M- mem the likes of Londonderry
•j $7and Hedesdale® ‘ ”Those who imagine that they cam know a 

people * its foibles and passions* strengths and weaknesses * 
by mingling only with its ’ruling class’ make a profound

1 Amistake*" Harold Butler wrote in reference to Hibbentropo 
The truth of that statement is indicated by the Ambassador’s 
rationalization of his failure* which he attributed to the 
anti-German influence of Tansittart * Ohurehill* Cooper * 
Freemasons * Jews * and certain ecclesiastical and trade 
union circles in Englands a group of bogeys whose listing 
is a crowning irony in itself»1 % Quite simply* the attain
ment of an understanding between Great Britain and Germany* 
through the offices of a German totally lacking in any 
understanding of the British* was a hopeless assignment to 
fulfill»

Jessica Mitford* Daughters and Rebels (Boston* 
I960)* po 185o For the Olivedem Set* see also Tiscountess 
Aster* "Lady Aster Interviews H e r s e l f Saturday Evening 
Post* larch 4* 1939* pp« 5-6* 75-785 Gland Gockbum* 
"Britain’s 8Oliveden S e t * Current History0 February 1938* 
PPo 31-341 Thomas Jones* A Diary with Letters, 1931-1950* 
pp0 xxv-xrxviii» Malcolm Muggeridge* The gun lever Sets* 
ppo 351-352; and Charles Loch Mowat* Britain Between the 
Wars0 1918-19400 Po 592o

17See Lord Londonderry* Ourselves and Germany 
(London* 1938)* for a representative expression of pro- 
German opinion*

18 • . - . - Harold Butler* The Lost Peace0 a Personal Im
pression (lew York* 1945) * p<> 80

19Ribbentrop» Memoirs0 pp0 47-49* 18 5 -1 860
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